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Abstract

Background
Efficient access and integration of information contained in the literature is essen-
tial for biomedical and bioinformatics research. Many biological text mining and
information extraction systems are being published on the analysis of information
contained in free format i.e. papers and other literature sources. The underlying
commonality of these tools is the exploitation of word regularities and recurrent
natural language expressions used to describe biologically relevant information in
articles. The results obtained by machine learning and data mining methods ap-
plied to texts are promising and substantial progress have been made in the past
decade. Still substantial efforts have to be done to make the applications accessi-
ble to the users (biologist and database annotators), to assist the task of database
annotation from the literature and to extract related facts annotated in databases
together with the underlying literature references. Furthermore, users need to
know what methods and approaches are working better, making benchmarking
and assessment a priority need in the field. Many of these systems do not result in
real world applications or lack a more comprehensive evaluation of the generated
results.
Results
I have constructed several applications to classify, analyze, extract information and
evaluate text mining applications. In the case of text classification I have generated
pipelines to obtain biological-topic specific bibliomes from the literature, scoring
and classifying each textual item (mainly abstracts or individual sentences) accord-
ing to its association to each topic. In this context, I addressed a wide range of
thematic fields, the mitotic spindle, cell cycle, several cancer types, hepatotoxicity
and developmental processes. The recognition and ranking of terminologies and
bio-entities of importance for each topic was also covered. I have developed com-
plete pipelines that combine the two types of applications (classifying papers and
entity extraction) in the areas of cell cycle and liver toxicity. The results show that
the results are improved when the two approaches are integrated. I have devel-
oped applications that include the extraction of particular relation types, including
mutations-target protein associations, chemicals-CYP relations, protein-protein in-
teractions, gene regulation relations and subcellular locations of proteins. Finally,
I have developed validation sets and evaluated the text mining methods in the
areas of hepatotoxic compounds and Arabidopsis thaliana protein interaction and
localisation.
Conclusions
This work shows that it is feasible to integrate text mining systems based on super-
vised machine learning methods to the entire literature collection and to use the
resulting text classification scores to prioritize heterogeneous types of bio-entities.
To generate the topic bibliomes and the associated entity rankings requires the



adaptation of problem-tailored data mining software and the integration of addi-
tional domain specific knowledge and lexica. These efforts require the preparation
of manually annotated validation samples. The experience in the use of the text
mining results shows the utility of systems like LimTox and PLAN2L to explore,
annotate and validate biological information.



Presentación

Antecedentes
Un acceso e integración eficaz de la información contenida en la literatura cient́ıfica
es esencial para la investigación biomédica y bioinformática. La revisión manual
de la literatura llevada a cabo por expertos para generar bases de datos de anota-
ciones no es capaz de mantener esos recursos suficientemente actualizados. Junto
con el desarrollo cada vez mas popular de aplicaciones Web para el análisis de datos
biológicos, se han publicado nuevos sistemas de mineŕıa de textos biológicos y de ex-
tracción de información. Un aspecto común de estos últimos es el aprovechamiento
de regularidades a nivel de palabras y expresiones de lenguaje natural usadas para
describir caracteŕısticas de relevancia biológica en art́ıculos cient́ıficos. A pesar de
los resultados prometedores que se han conseguido obtener con métodos de apren-
dizaje de maquinas y mineŕıa de datos aplicados a textos, muchos de estos sistemas
no derivan en aplicaciones reales o no se han sido evaluados de una manera satis-
factoria.
Resultados
He construido varios sistemas de clasificación de textos para generar a partir de
la literatura ’bibliomas’ espećıficos para temas biológicos, clasificando y asignando
un valor numérico a textos (principalmente a resúmenes de art́ıculos o frases indi-
viduales) de acuerdo a su asociación con cada tema. In este contexto, he aplicado
estos sistemas a una variedad amplia de áreas temáticas: el huso micótico, el ciclo
celular, varios tipos de cáncer, hepatotoxicidad, aśı como procesos de desarrollo
biológicos. También he tratado la detección y ranking de terminoloǵıas y enti-
dades biológicas de relevancia para cada tema, aśı como la extracción de relaciones
especificas. Éstas incluyen asociaciones entre mutaciones y protéınas, compuestos
qúımicos y citocromos P450, interacciones de protéınas, relaciones de regulación
génica y localización subcelular de protéınas. Los resultados obtenidos de estos
sistemas para el conjunto de la literatura cient́ıfica están descritos en esta tesis,
junto a un estudio comparativo con respecto al contenido de bases de datos de
anotación relevantes y validaciones usando conjuntos manualmente preparados de
anotación de textos.
Conclusiones
El presente trabajo demuestra que es posible extender los modelos de mineŕıa de
textos basados en sistemas supervisados de aprendizaje de maquina al conjunto
entero de la literatura cient́ıfica y que es posible usar los valores numéricos resul-
tantes de los clasificadores de textos para generar un ranking de diversos tipos de
bio-entidades. Para ser capaz de generar esos bibliomas espećıficos para cada tema,
aśı como para rankear las entidades, es necesario adaptar el software genérico de
mineŕıa de datos a las caracteŕısticas y particularidades de cada problema biológico,
integrar información y recursos léxicos espećıficos del área de estudio, aśı como la
preparación de conjuntos de validación consistentes en textos etiquetados man-
ualmente. Es posible explorar mejor los resultados generados por los sistemas de
mineŕıa de textos descritas en esta tesis a través del uso de aplicaciones de Web
online como LimTox o PLAN2L. Estos recursos pueden ser útiles para generar an-
otaciones manuales generadas con asistencia de aplicaciones de mineŕıa de textos.
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1

Introduction

1.1 General aspects and importance of biomedical litera-
ture

Biomedical research is generating a vast collection of novel discoveries that are rapidly

accumulating over the past years. Cutting-edge technologies are becoming ever more

popular not only to generate new findings but also to allow re-analyzing previously

generated data using more advanced techniques or different experimental settings. The

general approach adopted by biomedical investigators is to deliver research results to the

community through scientific publications appearing largely in form of peer-reviewed

journal articles. By using such a publishing process, accepted do articles meet a set of

quality standards and scientific soundness. The literature is currently a core element

for the scientific method, almost at all of its stages. Scientific publications contain

thus descriptions of a wealth of novel discoveries, validations of previous knowledge

and characterizations of complex relations between heterogeneous types of biological

entities.

Overcoming the traditional hurdles of conventional printed journal papers, the adop-

tion of electronic publication strategies (109) and online publishing, among other fac-

tors, promoted the dissemination of new, both general as well as more specialized

journals in the biomedical domain. This resulted in an increasing number of articles

published each year in the biomedical domain (see figure 1.1 part A). More than 1,13

million new records were added to the PubMed database as for 2013. It is possible

to see that a growing number of new journals are launched every year to address the

pressing demands in publishing within increasingly specialized research communities

3



1. INTRODUCTION

(figure 1.1 part B). Moreover distributing articles in electronic form also facilitated

an increasing number of papers to be collected within each journal volume (figure 1.1

part C), whereas availability over the Internet ensures generally rapid dissemination at

a global scale. Publishing houses are keen of increasing user experience and impact of

journals through additional metadata that can be fused to electronic articles, providing

links to important knowledgebases, enhancing visualization and encouraging interactive

publication technologies. Recent developments in this direction include the implemen-

tation of the Utopia system and the Semantic Biochemical Journal experiment (9).

One of the aims of this effort was to be able to transform static images, text and tables

into objects that can be explored interactively by the reader in terms of annotation

and visualization as well as through linking those objects to existing databases and

resources. Linking biologically relevant entities like genes and compounds as well as

standard terminologies to existing knowledgebases, by highlighting them and provid-

ing outlinks directly within articles has also been attempted by the Reflect system in

collaboration with the Elsevier publishing house (68).

The increasing amount of literature published each year has also a socio-economic

component, showing a geographical change in terms of the source of new publications

per countries. An increasing number of articles are contributed by Asian countries,

in particular People’s Republic of China, India, Iran and South Korea (142). Even

though there is a worldwide contribution of publications to the main literature reposi-

tories, in sciences a major fraction of articles are nowadays written in English language,

being English also used as the language for communicating discoveries in international

conferences. It can thus be regarded currently as the lingua franca of the academic com-

munity in sciences (50). The use of a common language for scientific publications is a

way to overcome the problem of cross-language boundaries, which is still an issue when

processing clinical reports. This is in line with the content of the PubMed biomedical

literature repository, where approx. 80% of the publications consist in articles writ-

ten in English (figure 1.1 part D). Despite the variability in word usage, style, and

grammar due to the influence of the authors native language and cultural background

when writing English (140), a considerable palette of methods, tools and resources have

been constructed for processing English textual data and were also adapted to handle

biomedical articles. In addition to newly published articles, the Natural Library of

Medicine (NLM) also launched an effort to digitalize older publications of particular

4



1.1 General aspects and importance of biomedical literature

Figure 1.1: PubMed (1946 -2011). A) New records added to PubMed each year. B)
Number of unique journals indexed in PubMed per year. C) Average number of articles
per journal for each year. D) Pie chart illustrating the languages of articles contained in
PubMed. 80% (17,183,059 records) of the articles are in English.
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1. INTRODUCTION

significance. The new strategies to process the information contained in scientific doc-

uments through online web tools can be considered as a sort of information revolution

in biology, both in terms of the amount of data as well as in terms of the access to

knowledge hidden in text.

A considerable amount of biological information is hidden in these collections of

textual data available nowadays in electronic format. To extract biomedical knowledge

from scientific articles but also books, thesis, reports or even patents requires being

able to handle natural language data. The biomedical literature (and scientific articles

in general) can be considered, as unstructured data encoded in form of natural language

that can be ’understood’ by humans (with particular domain background knowledge).

Different end users are trying to address specific types of questions through consulta-

tion of the literature (102). Experimental researchers examine the literature for defining

and planning properly their underlying biological questions. Literature is consulted for

carrying out the experiments as well as to locate, collect and record significant resources

and data. Interpretation of the generated results and deriving the associated conclu-

sions requires revision of previous publications. Generation of new hypothesis also

builds upon previously existing knowledge derived from the corpus of scientific publica-

tions. Dissemination and communication of discoveries is currently primarily possible

through scientific articles, being thus a crucial instrument for scientific progress.

In the clinical domain the literature is regularly consulted in case of evidence-

based clinical practice, being a valuable resource of information used for diagnostic and

prognostic purposes. In the context of personalized medicine, health care experts are

increasingly interested in bridging genomic data with clinical information, which results

in the challenge of linking individual patient information to prior knowledge scattered

in the vast collection of published articles. This is especially true for characterizations

of germline and somatic mutations detected in patients, drug-drug interactions, chro-

mosomal aberrations or over-expression of certain genes. For understanding individual

patient data, in particular those that refer to genetic alterations there is a general de-

mand for providing more sophisticated access to relevant information at various levels

of granularity. With this respect several specially devoted databases have been devel-

oped to host mutation data, including well established resources such as OMIM (58),

COSMIC (14) and SwissProt (199). Some initial attempts have been made to imple-

ment text mining systems for detecting mentions of non-synonymous protein sequence

6



1.1 General aspects and importance of biomedical literature

point mutations (20, 36, 91) and chromosomal aberrations (66) from the literature or

interactions between drugs from pharmacological documents (165).

In general, to carry out bioinformatics analysis based on biologically relevant infor-

mation derived from literature data requires the ’transformation’ of scientific papers

into some sort of structured data. This task is commonly accomplished by biological

database curators (so called biocurators). Database annotations are being used to con-

struct Gold Standard datasets for training and evaluation of predictive bioinformatics

methods. The integration and combination of information from various literature-

derived annotations helps to better characterize results of large-scale experiments, dis-

covering thereby important pieces of information worthwhile to examine in more de-

tail. Building database annotations through literature curation is very tedious and

time consuming but results in valuable high quality data that is consumed not only

by experimentalists but also by bioinformatics approaches. The 250 thousand manual

entries provided by the SwissProt database required a group of curators that needed

about 600 person years over a period of more than 23 years to accomplish this task (10).

Biological annotation databases are highly accessed resources consulted by biologists

around the globe.

The rapid literature growth requires that, in addition to relying on high quality

manual curation work, other complementary strategies have to be explored. To extract

manually annotations from scientific papers by trained curators requires considerable

time, and therefore justifies that there is some time delay between the publication date

of an article and the date of manual extraction of information by the biocurator (15).

Maintaining annotation databases requires constant reading and manual revision of the

literature in order to guarantee the release of regular updates.

There is much interest in improving the literature curation process efficiency and

consistency as well as reducing the amount of manual work by integrating text-mining

and information extraction software to the curation workflow (64). Text mining systems

like iHOP are being used also by experimental biologists to carry out a more targeted

literature search for entities of interest (42).

When looking at the actual biological annotations provided in databases it is clear

that in many cases their are natural language expressions themselves in order to be un-

derstood and interpreted by biologists (keywords, particular domain terms or controlled

vocabularies that describe biologically relevant aspects of bio-entities). Text-mining

7



1. INTRODUCTION

methods have therefore been used also to extract information from semi-structure

database records (11).

1.2 Introduction to Natural Language Processing (NLP)
concepts

Even though a general feature of human languages is their intrinsic high level of com-

plexity, for efficient communication, natural language also has some implicit degree

of regularity and grammatical and semantic constraints. Computational strategies are

being used to take advantage of those constraints, examining the rules underlying cor-

rect language, to detect and exploit recurrent characteristics found in text. The used

approaches range from manually constructed patterns to supervised machine learning

methods based on knowledge induction from large document collections (corpora) (26).

Automatic language processing techniques make use of two common types of restric-

tions, namely grammaticality and conventionality. The first term refers to grammatical

restrictions to which sentences are subjected in a given language in order to be struc-

turally well formed (126). Determining grammaticality is not always trivial in many

cases (84). Selectional restrictions do appear also in form of semantic constraints of

correct language (195), for instance many verbs do require that either its subject or

object correspond to specific types of things 1. Conventionality in turn refers to the way

in which humans frequently express certain meanings (126). In this context, statistical

analysis of language is being used to recognize recurrent word patterns or language

expressions.

It is important to keep in mind that there are some differences between open domain

natural language processing and biomedical-domain specific literature mining strate-

gies. When using open domain language processing tools, they usually have to be

tuned/adapted to particularities of biomedical articles. Among these particularities

are the use of non-standardized entity names or presence of a considerable number of

technical terms and acronyms. There are also differences in terms of word usage and

writing styles depending on the original native language of the authors. Differences are

also encountered when comparing articles from various disciplines (medical sciences,

1For example the verb ’immunoprecipitate’ usually requires certain bio-entities, i.e. ’proteins’ as
its argument. The FrameNet project tries to systematically capture such relations for common English
words
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1.2 Introduction to Natural Language Processing (NLP) concepts

molecular biology, chemistry). It is common to find long and complex sentences in

biomedical articles but also short ungrammatical sentences (e.g. in case of figure and

table captions). The construction or extension of domain-specific lexical resources as

opposed to using general English lexica is also a particularity of biomedical language

processing. Finally, due to the creation of new terms and entity names ad hoc in

the biomedical literature, the detection of such terms can often only be addressed by

implementing machine learning systems.

The interdisciplinary research field of Natural Language Processing (NLP) addresses

the analysis, processing, understanding, modeling and retrieval of natural language

data, not only handling written but also spoken language. 1 A more loosely used term

is text mining, currently applied to describe a range of different concepts. It can denote

’computer-executed automatic processing of large quantities of text’ (38) 2. Another

meaning of the term text mining refers to a specialized type of data mining strategy

with the peculiarity of requiring the transformation of (unstructured) language data

into numeric values that can be handled by standard data mining algorithms. This

definition is becoming more popular due to the increasing impact of machine learning

methods and statistical techniques in text analytics. From a computational linguistics

perspective, text-mining approaches do require exploration of linguistic structures in

text (77). In order to differentiate text mining from simple recovery of information,

some authors characterize it as the discovery of interesting, non-trivial information (38)

or as detection of knowledge that is difficult to retrieve or that was previously unknown

(60, 169).

Finally, the pragmatic definition of text mining corresponds to the actual software

application that integrates the different text processing modules into a computational

tool (88).

Language processing and text mining strategies incorporate several types of inter-

related features as input, including grammatical, morphological, syntactical and se-

mantic features.

One of the main challenges for NLP methods is ambiguity (71). Several levels of

ambiguity can be observed in human language. Lexical ambiguity appears when words

1Natural language processing applied to the biomedical or life science domain is commonly known
as BioNLP.

2The word text throughout this thesis refers to unstructured natural language data.
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1. INTRODUCTION

or terms can have several meanings depending on the context of mention 1. Auto-

matically linking the mention of a word to its corresponding meaning is known as

word sense disambiguation (177). Abbreviations and acronyms, heavily used in the

biomedical literature are one common source of lexical ambiguity. Ambiguity can be

encountered also at the syntactic and grammatical level. Some grammatical construc-

tions are ambiguous and can lead to alternative interpretations. There are also words

that can have alternative part of speech labels, for instance the word ’phosphorylated’

can in principle function both as a verb or an adjective (depending on the context).

Another illustrative example is the word ’complex’, which in almost half of the cases is

being used as a noun and in the other half of the cases as an adjective. Automatically

labeling words with their part of speech information is called Part-Of-Speech (POS) tag-

ging, and several POS-taggers that were tuned to process biomedical text have been

published (173, 186). Not only can words have different meanings, but also a particu-

lar concept can be expressed through alternative synonyms, aliases, orthographical or

typographical variants (variability). Computational linguistics tools are available for

general English documents, mainly developed on newswire datasets, which when ap-

plied to biomedical literature require domain adaptation to the sub-language properties

of scientific life sciences texts. Novelty, new terms created ad hoc by scientific authors,

does under some circumstances pose hurdles for statistical language modeling 2.

The most basic processing unit of English textual language data are characters.

Texts can be viewed as a consecutive stream of characters, which are divided into

meaningful processing units such as paragraphs, sentences and individual words. Char-

acter information (e.g. certain patterns of characters such as punctuation marks and

upper case letters), is important for finding delimiters of sentences, a process known

as sentence boundary recognition. White-space characters constitute the simplest sig-

nal for splitting text into words, i.e. word tokenization, although more sophisticated

algorithms have been proposed to efficiently break up biomedical texts into word units

(80). Word tokens are all the occurrences of a particular word-form or word type. Most

of the research in NLP focuses on particular types of word-word relationships. Sorting

1For example the word ’peanut’ usually refers to plant species Arachis hypogaea, but it can also
correspond to a gene name as shown in the following sentence: ’The Drosophila peanut gene is required
for cytokinesis and encodes a protein similar to yeast putative bud neck filament proteins’ (PMID
8181057).

2Novelty example: ’This disorder maps to chromosome 7q11-21, and this locus was named CLAM ’
(PMID:12771259).
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and aligning all the word tokens belonging to the same word type is known as KWIC

(Key Word In Context) or concordance, a useful strategy to examine the local context

in which a word is being used 1.

The statistical analysis of a corpus (body of text) can be used to find quantitative

associations between words that are consecutively mentioned together in text. Such

studies detect (collocations, series of words that co-occur more frequently than expected

by chance (189). Statistical associations between words are one of the general elements

(together with grammatical properties) exploited by automatic term recognition algo-

rithms (139).

Relations between words can also rely on the analysis of word structures. The

morphological rules that define how words relate to each other are the basis of plural

formation or verb inection. Stemming algorithms model the inflectional morphology of

word ending rules to be able to normalize words to their corresponding root form or

stem. Although stemming programs may occasionally collapse words that are seman-

tically unrelated into the same root form, they are important for the performance for

search engines and text classification systems.

The syntactic relationships between words are examined by syntactic parser pro-

grams. Those systems try to generate the syntactic structure of a sentence, represented

usually as a tree or graph of words. The parse tree representation of a sentence structure

shows the relation between words at the syntactic level, where branch nodes usually

correspond to groups of words that form part of a noun phrase or verb phrase within

a given sentence, while the terminal leaf nodes represent the individual lexical tokens.

Manually generated syntactic annotations of sentences, treebanks (114), are being used

to systematically learn phrase structures and syntactic dependencies between words 2.

Shallow parsers (as opposed to deep parsing) only process sentences at a coarse level,

detecting phrase constituents but not the relations between all individual words. Two

syntactic parser tuned to handle specifically biomedical texts are the Enju (74) and

GDep (149) parsers.

1The former MedEvi system was a KWIC online search engine that returned aligned text fragments
mentioning the used query term (87).

2Phrases are groups of words that function as a syntactic unit, e.g. noun phrases (NPs), verb
phrases (VPs) or prepositional phrase (PPs).
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1.3 Biomedical language processing tasks and applications

Natural Language processing applications try to solve several common tasks or prob-

lems. Widespread tasks include finding or classifying documents relevant for some

query or topic, the detection of entities of interest and certain relationships between

them or ranking them according to some user-specified criteria. This section will de-

scribe some of the general NLP tasks applied to the biomedical literature.

Information retrieval (IR)

One of the most mature tasks in automatic text processing is information retrieval, the

recovery of relevant documents (from large document collections) that satisfy a given

information demand/need (197). The resulting list of documents should ideally con-

tain as many relevant items as possible, keeping the number of non-relevant documents

as low as possible. A driving force behind the implementation of IR systems is the

considerable interest in web-mining tools and online search engines. This motivated

the implementation of a considerable number of literature search engines of biomedical

articles, mainly restricted to the PubMed database content (124) 1. In the simplest

scenario, the information demand is formulated as a user query corresponding to cer-

tain combinations of terms or words (query-based retrieval). Those query terms can be

combined using Boolean operators (Boolean search). They can have some associated

term weighting scores that reflect their rarity and how discriminative they are for the

selection and ranking of relevant documents. Term weighting strategies are not only

key for ranked retrieval but also to calculate text similarity scores (not only between a

user query and target documents but also between the documents themselves).

When the query consists in a document and the user wants to find similar ones,

document-based retrieval methods are used 2. The calculation of binary document-

document similarity scores is used for clustering them based on how similar there are

(the words that they have in common) (178). IR systems combined with document

clustering allows to group the returned document lists into topical groups (40)

Regardless the retrieval method used, one common step of document searches is to

match the words of the query to the words mentioned in the target documents. To

do so requires building the index of words contained in the documents, generating the

1Twenty-eight IR systems of various kinds are described in the review: see (124).
2The eTBLAST systems allows finding PubMed records similar to a user provided document as

query (39)
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inverted file index 1. Query terms are matched against the terms in the inverted file

index. Some biomedical information retrieval strategies also rely on query expansion,

by mapping the query terms to some hierarchical terminology and then in turn use the

derived structure of terms (e.g. the MeSH tree) to increase the recall of the initial query

(123). This is done in case of the PubMed search engine of the NCBI and by other sys-

tems like HubMed (37) or Twease (35). Due to the importance of some bio-entities like

genes and diseases also more advanced search engines have been developed that allow

semantic search types for entities like genes and proteins that were previously indexed

in the documents by these systems 2. Such systems facilitate searches where the user

queries are bio-entities and the documents mentioning those entities are returned.

Text categorization

A common scenario is the need to classify documents into previously specified categories

3, in the simplest case into two classes: relevant and non-relevant to a certain topic

(binary classifiers). To build text categorization programs, often supervised learning

methods are used 4. Machine learning methods typically require a training set of labeled

objects (e.g. documents or sentences) and the definition of potentially relevant features

from those objects (e.g. words, phrases, terms, etc.) to build a statistical model that

allows discriminating the items into the specified classes. Text categorization meth-

ods have been used to classify articles for a variety of biological topics like protein

interactions (103), pharmacogenetics (159) or alternative transcripts (168). Support

Vector Machines (SVMs) (29, 82) is a very popular machine learning method used for

biomedical article classification. Some general purpose classification tools of PubMed

abstracts have been developed, such as MedlineRanker (43) or MScanner (151). Text

classification results have been explored to rank also bio-entities mentioned in docu-

ments (44, 107) or to analyze list of genes (174, 175).

Information Extraction in Biology

A central aspect of most text mining applications is the identification of semantic struc-

tures in text. To do so, text mining systems usually make use of syntactic and POS

1It consists in an index structure that comprises for each term/word a list of references to documents
that contain this term.

2Refer to EBIMED (153), iHOP (42), MEDIE (143) and Semedico (190) for some example cases.
3Predefined classification scheme or criteria
4See (111) for an overview of machine learning methods used in bioinformatics.
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information, integrate domain specific knowledge (e.g. ontologies), identify certain tex-

tual patterns and cope with the extraction of predefined entities and relations. As

opposed to finding whole documents of relevance, information extraction tasks usually

deal with detecting information inside those documents, carrying out a more granu-

lar processing that requires analyzing the relationships between individual words at

a semantic level. The result of information extraction methods is the extraction of

structured information from unstructured natural language documents, mainly enti-

ties, their relationships or facts associated to certain entity types (78). A key step for

IE approaches is the identification of references in the text to certain kinds of objects,

named entity recognition (NER), that is tagging automatically the instances of men-

tions of entities (136). The Message Understanding Conferences (MUCs) served as a

framework to promote NER research in the generic or newswire domain and motivated

the detection of entities like companies, persons or locations (135, 136). In case of

biomedical entities, genes and proteins have attracted most of the interest, but also the

detection of cell lines, cell types, organisms, diseases, mutations and chemicals have

been addressed (27, 102). This resulted in a range of applications such as ABNER

(167), BANNER (113), GAPSCORE (21) or Reflect (146) among others for the iden-

tification of genes/protein mentions; LINNEAUS (51) and SPECIES (147) for finding

species mentions, Chemspot (156) and OSCAR (28) for tagging chemicals or DNorm

for recognizing disease mentions in text (112). The difficulty in identifying named en-

tities in text, particularly in case of genes/proteins relates to the limited use in the

literature of canonical entity forms by the authors, together with the implicit ambigu-

ity of some of the entity mentions (e.g. acronyms, short forms and names that do also

match common English words). The existence of alternative typographical and word

order variants of names and the creation of new names ad hoc are some of the recall

problems faced by NER systems (118). From the methodological point of view, NER

systems in biology have explored a range of different methods, from the initial use of

rules and patterns used by the KeX system (47) to the extensive use of gazetteers and

gene name lists used by Reflect. ProMiner makes use of both, lexical resources as well

as rule-based strategies for disambiguation of certain mentions (59). Dictionary-based

systems for NER usually require extensive preprocessing (of the initial gazetteers) and

post-processing (of the detected matches) to lower the rate of false positive mentions.
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The use of machine learning techniques for NER is becoming very popular for

biomedical entities. Techniques such as näıve Bayes learning (AbGene system (181)),

Hidden Markov Models (PowerbioNE system (55)), Support Vector Machines (GAP-

SCORE system) and increasingly Conditional Random Fields (ABNER system) have

been examined for the purpose of detecting gene mentions in text. Machine learning

based NER methods usually rely on morphological, grammatical and syntactic features,

and in some cases also on semantic features (lists of predefined names) in order to tag

entity mention in sentences (171).

After identifying the entity mentions in running text, there are usually two things

that are of practical relevance. One is to link these mentions to actual database records

(e.g. EntrezGene or UniProt) or concept identifiers. In case of genes and proteins this

allows bridging the text directly to sequence information and database annotations, a

key aspect for data integration. This process of associating entity mentions to database

records (or real world objects in general) is known as named entity normalization or

entity grounding. Several community challenges have been carried out to better un-

derstand the normalization of genes/proteins 1. Basically all gene normalization ap-

proaches require at a certain stage a gene lexicon derived from the database against

which the normalization is carried out. In order to be able to associate the textual

mentions to the database names, some sort or normalization or textual comparison

needs to be performed 2. A well known problem in gene normalization is the high level

of ambiguity and the resulting drop in precision of automated normalization systems.

One source of ambiguity relates to the fact that a given symbol or name is often con-

tained in various database records of the same species (intra-species ambiguity) and

even from other species (inter-species ambiguity 3) (48). The disambiguation between

human and mouse genes represents a particularly difficult case, even for humans, as

they share many homologous genes with same name in both organisms. The automatic

gene normalization disambiguation is generally done using context information 4, try-

ing to associate gene mentions to their corresponding species co-occurring in the text

1 BioCreative I and II gene normalization task and BioCreative II.5 Interactor normalization task
2Name normalization typically covers standardizing case, hyphenation, whitespaces, and

Greek/Roman letters.
314% of genes are estimated to display inter-species ambiguity
4Words in the same sentence, adjacent words, or sometimes the whole document
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as well as other potentially discriminative terms (57). Published systems like GNAT

(57) and NLProt (131) do return database normalized protein mentions.

The second practically relevant thing after finding entity mentions is to extract

associations between them or certain biologically relevant facts (e.g. their molecu-

lar function). Most of the research in biomedical relation extraction focused on the

identification of protein interactions, although significant efforts have also been made

to extract gene-disease (105) and gene-Gene Ontology term associations (93) (among

other relation types). The simplest relationship between entities is based on statistical

co-occurrence. This kind of relation has the advantage of providing quantitative scores

but usually lack any semantic focus. Systems like EBIMed (153) or PubGene (79) used

co-occurrences to be able to generate links between entities. In order to achieve more

focused relation types, most of the current systems specify binary relations between

entities restricted to particular classes of associations. Early interaction extraction

methods considered the extraction exercise as a sort of slot filling task, where for a

particular relationship (e.g. protein interaction) the participating entities had to be

detected, i.e. the frame slots were filled with the correct bio-entities (17). A very

common approach was also the use of lists of so-called trigger words or terms that

consisted usually in verbs semantically related to the studied relationship. Commonly

used relation trigger words for protein-protein interactions are ’interact’, ’bind’ and

’phosphorylate’. When examining published relation extraction systems it becomes

clear that all kinds of methodologies have been explored, from heuristics, rule-based

systems, and regular expressions to machine learning and statistical techniques (148).

Among the applications that extract protein interactions are iHOP (42), PPIExtractor

(198) and PCorral (119).

Knowledge discovery and hypothesis generation

The main aim of text mining is to find new, previously unknown associations. A strat-

egy to detect relations between entities or concepts that were not previously described

(explicitly) is to use indirect relationships, under the assumption of concept transitiv-

ity (125). This approach enables to generate hypothesis of novel potential relationships

that can subsequently be confirmed experimentally (70). Tools that support find-

ing new information, i.e. literature-based knowledge discovery (KD) applications have

been implemented in the biomedical domain to detect relations between genes, proteins

and diseases. Systems such as ARROWSMITH (172), Facta++ (185) and BITOLA
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(70) have been developed to facilitate simple KD operations such as detection of in-

direct relations between concepts restricted to certain semantic categories (e.g. genes

or MeSH terms). There have been efforts that go beyond the use of individual terms

and co-occurrence network associations to derive relations between entities and certain

topics (such diseases). Among such approaches are literature-based gene ranking or

gene prioritization (201) techniques relying on machine learning and automatic text

categorization like the online Genie tool (44)

1.4 The evaluation of biomedical text mining systems and
BioCreative

Several comprehensive survey articles have been published on biomedical text mining

applications, including some of them by me (see (67, 90, 99, 100, 101, 102, 187)). End

users of these tools find it cumbersome to decide which one is the most competitive

system for a given problem. Carrying out a benchmark that compares the performances

of the various methods is tedious, and sometimes even impossible due to intrinsic

incompatibilities of the input data, supported query types or output formats used be

the applications. A critical aspect for the development and further improvement of

biomedical text mining tools is the ability to estimate the performance of different

systems and methods on manually labeled evaluation data collections, often called

Gold Standard datasets. Various community challenge tasks have been organised in

the past with the aim of evaluating biomedical text mining systems. These activities

included several BioCreative challenge tasks (3, 6, 16, 92, 94, 104, 116, 194) the Question

Answering for Machine Reading Evaluation task about Alzheimer’s Disease (133), the

BioNLP shared tasks (86) and the DDIExtraction challenge (166) (among others).

The BioCreative (Critical Assessment of Information Extraction systems in Biol-

ogy) effort consists in a community-wide attempt to assess the state of the art of text

mining and information extraction tools developed for biological literature processing.

Community challenges help to compare the performance of various methods on the

basis of an impartial evaluation based on a common dataset. BioCreative provided

the foundations for common standards and shared evaluation criteria to enable the

comparison across different systems. It constitutes also a unique evaluation framework

were experts across multiple disciplines are involved. Biology domain experts are in
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Task Description Data

BC-I: Gene Mention Recognition of gene and protein mention Abs.
BC-I: Gene Normalization Recognition of database ids of MO proteins Abs.
BC-I**: GO Annotations Extraction of Gene Ontology annotations Ft.

BC-II: Gene Mention Recognition of gene and protein mentions Abs.
BC-II: Gene Normalization Recognition of database ids of human genes Abs.
BC-II*: Interaction Article Classification of protein interaction documents Abs.
BC-II*: Protein Interaction Pairs Extraction of protein-protein interactions Ft.
BC-II*: Protein Interaction Sentences Detection of protein interaction sentences Ft.
BC-II*: Protein Interaction Method Detection of protein interaction methods Ft.

BC-II.5***: Article classification Classification of protein interaction documents Ft.
BC-II.5***: Interactor normalization Recognition of database ids of interactors Ft.
BC-II.5***: Interaction pair extraction Extraction of normalized protein interactions Ft.

BC-III: Gene Normalization Recognition of database ids of genes/proteins Ft.
BC-III**: Interactive Demostration Interactive evaluation of gene indexing, retrieval Ft.
BC-III*: Article classification Classification of protein interaction documents Abs.
BC-III*: Protein Interaction Method Detection of protein interaction methods Ft.

BC-IV: BioC Interoperable BioNLP module Abs./Ft.
BC-IV*: CHEMDNER Chemicals and drugs NER Abs.
BC-IV: CTD Curation Web Services to identify gene, chemical, disease Abs.
BC-IV: GO curation Automatic methods to aid GO curators Ft.
BC-IV: Interactive Curation Evaluation of web-based systems for biocuration Abs./Ft.

Table 1.1: Overview of BioCreative challenges - Overview of the official BioCre-
ative challenges (excluding the BioCreative 2012 workshop). Abs.: used data consisted in
PubMed abstracts; Ft.: used data consisted in full text articles; MO: Model Organism. *
The author was the main task organizer. ** The author was leader of a participating team.
In case of the BC-I Gene Ontology functional annotation task the author also assisted in
the detailed result analysis. *** The author was a task co-organizer.

charge of the preparation of useful training data while developers of the text mining

and natural language processing systems make use of that data to implement and op-

timize their systems. So far four official BioCreative challenges have been carried out,

namely BioCreative I (65), II (94), III (3) and IV (5), as well as two additional efforts,

BioCreative II.5 (116) and the BioCreative 2012 (194) workshop 1. The BioCreative

organizers cooperated with biological annotation databases and literature curators to

provide datasets for the challenges that were compatible with the kind of information

stored in widely accessed resources. Table 1.1 provides an overview of the tasks posed

during the different BioCreative challenges, from BioCreative I to BioCreative IV (only

tasks where I was an official participant or task organizer will be explained in more

detail). Some BioCreative data collections were reused also after the competition for

the implementation of new systems. It is well known that the importance and reuse of

text corpora depends heavily on the used format and accessibility (83) 2. Most of the

1These efforts were published in special journal issues, e.g. BioCreative II in Genome Biology, on
which the author was one of the editors.

2The BioCreative data collection can be retrieved from the BioCreative website:
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tasks posed during the BioCreative competitions were modeled according to a specific

user demand, mainly biocurators carrying out literature curation, following a manual

extraction process that can be formalized using a biocuration workflow. In order to

improve the BioCreative task design and better define what tasks can have an impact

in the field; I participated in the examination of database curator needs and a formal

study of literature biocuration workflows (64). This served to identify high-level com-

monalities of practical importance, such as the selection of documents for curation,

indexing of documents with important bio-entities (mainly proteins and genes), and

the meticulous curation of certain relations (mainly protein interactions).

The BioCreative tasks were usually organized in three stages. First, specific tasks

were proposed for each challenge by the task organizers. Among the main organiz-

ers were researches from various institutions including the NCBI (John Wilbur), the

MITRE corporation (Lynette Hirschman), the Spanish National Cancer Research Cen-

tre (Alfonso Valencia) and the University of Delaware (Cathy Wu). The organizers

coordinated the preparation of suitable Gold Standard datasets as well as the eval-

uation of text mining systems participating in each task. Usually in each task the

organizers collaborated with some biological annotation database or domain experts

that constructed a collection of annotated documents. In the second stage, part of

the annotated documents was released to text mining teams that registered for the

particular task (training and development set data release). Participating teams used

the training data subset to implement, tune and train their information extraction and

text mining systems. In the third stage, teams were provided with a set of documents

without annotations, the test set. They had to return automated predictions for the

test set to the task organizers, which in turn evaluated those prediction by compar-

ing them against the manual annotations prepared by the database curators. Further

details on a selected number of BioCreative challenges are provided in the additional

materials section 6.1.

http://www.biocreative.org
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Objectives

The purpose of this work is to develop and use text mining technologies to extract,

organize, and present information relevant for heterogenous biological and biomedical

topics of practical relevance, namely human mutations, cell cycle, liver toxicity, and

plant proteins. The usefulness of the resulting developments are illustrated together

with applications to specific biological findings.

The main goals of this thesis are:

(1) To enable topic-centric biological literature navigation by improving the retrieval

of papers relevant to those topics. (2) To assist in the construction of manually revised

data repositories. (3) To provide prioritization of biological entities for experimental

and bioinformatics studies (ranking entities for each topic). (4) To explore ways of

providing direct links between bio-entities and relevant text descriptions found in the

literature. (5) To explore different strategies to adapt machine learning methods for

the generation of topic-specific biological literature collections. (6) To implement text

mining systems that can make text annotations accessible and facilitate their manual

validation.
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Materials and Methods

This chapter provides a short description of the different (a) data resources used to

carry out biomedical text mining research in the context of this thesis, as well as (b)

software applications and (c) evaluation methodology descriptions applied to generate

and assess the results of this thesis.

3.1 Materials

Textual resources used for the elaboration of this thesis are basically of three general

types: literature databases, lexical resources, annotated text corpora.

3.1.1 Scientific literature databases

Text mining and NLP approaches require as an input natural language text available

in a digitally encoded format that can be read by electronic means. Currently the main

resources for biomedical text mining are scientific literature reference databases with

bibliographic content. The most important resource is certainly PubMed 1, a biomedical

literature reference database and search system that provides access to the content of

the MEDLINE database as well as some additional data like OLDMEDLINE (62). It

covers publications from the fields of clinical research, life sciences, biomedicine as well

as other health care and preclinical sciences-related fields. This resource contains over

24 million biomedical literature citations 2 and includes outlinks to full-text articles

hosted by PubMed Central (PMC) 3 and also to publisher web sites. PubMed is

1http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed
2Official number displayed at the PubMed start page, December 2015
3http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc
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hosted by the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) 1, which in turn

is part of the Natural Library of Medicine (NLM) 2. It officially started in 1966, but

does also host older records that have been digitized. Citation records in PubMed

can be accessed not only using the basic online literature search interface but also the

entire database is distributed in XML format and can be downloaded after subscribing

a yearly license 3. A programmatic web access called E-utilities facilitates systematic

access to records using a library of Perl scripts 4. Figure 1.1 provides an overview

of the growth of the PubMed database over the past years (see 5 for a statistical

overview of PubMed/MEDLINE content). Each entry in PubMed is characterized by

an unique record identifier, the PubMed identifier or PMID. PubMed records contain

important metadata together with titles and abstracts of scientific articles 6. More than

50 attribute fields have been defined for MEDLINE records, covering journal-related

information, dates, author names, publication types as well as terms used for indexing

the records (i.e. MeSH terms addressed later in this chapter). The PubMed database

is updated daily. Those results of this thesis that were based on PubMed abstracts,

relied either on the use of a local XML copy of the entire database or were selected

using a query against the online PubMed search interface.

Although abstracts give a summary of relevant aspects of a paper they lack exper-

imental details, described in the body of the corresponding full text article. For some

of the topics described in this thesis it was necessary to use full text articles to increase

the overall recall of the generated results 7. The collections of full text articles used by

me were compiled from the open access PubMed Central (PMC) database developed at

the NCBI or retrieved through the PubMed outlinks to full text articles of publishers.

PMC is a free full-text repository of biomedical and life sciences journal literature that

was initiated in 2000. PMC allows automated retrieval and downloading of a special

collection of papers through a FTP service. There is also an European alternative to

Pubmed and PMC called Europe PMC 8, which in addition to abstracts and PMC

1http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov
2http://www.nlm.nih.gov
3http://www.nlm.nih.gov/databases/journal.html
4http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK25500
5http://www.nlm.nih.gov/bsd/pmresources.htmlstatistics
6The NLM started to systematically add abstracts since 1975 to their references.
7Full text articles were used for the extraction of human kinase mutations, Arabidopsis-related text

mining (PLAN2L) or the detection of chemical compound- CYPs relations.
8http://europepmc.org
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full text articles also hosts other text repositories including Agricola 1 and patents. In

addition to scientific papers, there are also other textual data collections that were used

for some of the topics covered in this thesis, such as medical agency reports: EPARs

(European Public Assessment Reports) and NDAs (New Drug Approvals of the FDA).

3.1.2 Lexical resources

Biomedical concepts are embodied in text by terms. Inventories of such domain-specific

terms are important lexical resources for text mining systems. They consist generally

in machine-readable thesauri, dictionaries, term collections or ontologies. Some of the

lexical resources also contain multiple written variants used to represent biomedical

concepts and are important for the correct extraction of domain specific terms. Lex-

ical resources can be relevant for the recognition of biomedical entities and are useful

for linking them to database records. The resources detailed below were used at cer-

tain stages during this thesis, often requiring some degree of adaptation, filtering, and

pruning and in some cases even automatic lexical expansion.

Gene Ontology (GO) is an ontology of concepts relevant to characterize gene prod-

ucts (8) resulting from a collaborative effort that was started by the main model or-

ganism databases to exchange annotations in a consistent way. It comprises three

structured controlled vocabularies (ontologies): biological process, cellular component

and molecular function. Concepts in GO have associated definitions and are connected

to other concepts through particular relation types. Synonyms and aliases for some

of the concepts are also provided by GO. This resource has a specific focus, that is

the annotation of gene products, oriented towards human use rather than for indexing

articles. Nevertheless GO has been extensively explored as a resource for text mining

systems (127), and was used in this thesis for the detection of mitotic spindle and cell

cycle relevant documents and proteins 2. The branch of cellular component terms from

GO was also adapted as a lexical resource for generating a list of subcellular loca-

tion terms used for the extraction of localization descriptions of gene products by the

LocMiner system 3. Another ontology, called the Plant Ontology (PO) 4 was explored

1A database that contains bibliographic entries from the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s National
Agricultural Library.

2Sections 4.1 and 4.2
3Described in the PLAN2L result section 4.5.5
4http://www.plantontology.org
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as a lexical resource for plant developmental process terms, but turned out to be of

rather limited usefulness 1.

Gene and protein annotation databases were another important lexical resource ex-

plored during this thesis. The database TAIR (The Arabidopsis Information Resource

(110) 2) was used as the main source for generating the Arabidopsis thaliana gene

lexicon 3. TAIR is the official Arabidopsis thaliana model organism database, storing

its complete genome sequence as well as other relevant data (e.g. gene expression or

physical marker data) and functional characterizations of gene products. It provides

gene and protein names, symbols and for some of the entries also gene aliases. It served

as a gazetteer used for finding the gene/protein mentions described in sections 4.2 (cell

cycle bibliome) and 4.5 (PLAN2L). The other main lexical resource for gene/protein

names used in this thesis was UniProt (Universal Protein Resource 4) (199) and partic-

ularly the reviewed and manually annotated SwissProt subset. This database not only

served to derive Arabidopsis gene and protein names 5 but also to generate a human

gene/protein lexicon 6 as well as more specialized lexica for particular protein fami-

lies: human kinases 7 and P450 cytochromes 8. UniProt is a comprehensive resource

of proteins, their names, descriptions, sequence, taxonomic data, citations, biological

annotations using ontologies and controlled vocabulary keywords. UniProt keywords

9 were also used to contribute to the construction of a sub-cellular localization term

dictionary, described in section 4.5.5 10. The main lexical resource for the recognition

of organism and species mentions used throughout this thesis was the NCBI Taxon-

omy (also known as Entrez Taxonomy database) (163). This database contains species

names and upper level taxonomic concepts for all the organisms that are in the Entrez

sequence databases, each concept having a corresponding unique identifier 11. This

1Section 4.5.6
2http://www.arabidopsis.org
3In this thesis, unless specifically stated, there is not distinction between the recognition of gene

versus protein mentions.
4http://www.uniprot.org
5As a complement the TAIR gene lexicon, see section 4.5.2
6Section 4.1
7Section 4.3.3
8Section 4.4.5
9http://www.uniprot.org/docs/keywlist

10Additionally, UniProt-derived protein sequences were used to validate the association between
mutations and their target protein, see section 4.3.

11NCBI taxonomy identifiers are stable unique identifiers provided for each taxon, covering species,
families or orders. See: http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/taxonomy
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database is manually curated by taxonomists to reflect the consensus of the system-

atic taxonomic classification of organisms and contains, in addition to the preferred

scientific name of each taxon, secondary names (e.g. synonyms, misspellings, common

names) as well as taxonomic relations between concepts. For this thesis, a local copy

of the NCBI Taxonomy ftp database table dump was used (after filtering of highly

ambiguous concept names). The resulting species lexicon was used for the detection

of virus mentions (section 4.3.2) as well as exhaustive species detection (section 4.4.

and 4.5). In case of chemical compounds, existing lexical resources such as Jochem

(63) or ChEBI (32) were tested but not directly used to tag chemicals for this thesis,

instead a lexicon induced from text by the ChemSpot tagger was explored (156) (section

4.4.2). Machine learning 1 or rule-based entity recognition was also used to induce a

bio-lexicon from text for Arabidopsis proteins (section 4.5.2). Lexical resources that

had to be specially constructed during this thesis included a collection of experimental

method terms resulting in the BioMethod Lexicon (98) 2 and the liver marker lexicon

3.

Finally, a NLM resource that is both useful for humans as well as for document

indexing is the MeSH (Medical Subject Headings) database (7). MeSH terms are being

used to index PubMed records to better characterize articles and improve literature

search 4. The association of PubMed records with the terms contained in this con-

trolled vocabulary thesaurus of hierarchical structure is done semi-automatically by

human NLM indexers. A subset of MeSH annotations (those corresponding to chem-

icals and technical terms labels as ’NameOfSubstance’ type) were explored for the

retrieval of chemical compounds associated to hepatotoxicity 5. Other MeSH annota-

tions of PubMed abstracts were used for the evaluation of text classification purposes

6.

1Refer to the description of the ABNER tagger
2It consisted mainly of protein-protein interaction detection techniques, see section 4.5.4)
3A list of enzymes and compounds that are commonly used to clinically assess potential deleterious

liver alterations caused by drugs, see section 4.4.6.
4http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/mesh
5section 4.4.2
6section 4.4.1
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3.1.3 Text corpora and annotation databases

Manually labeled text corpora are key for the development and evaluation of information

extraction technology. Unfortunately, only few biomedical text corpora are currently

available. Therefore, several of the results generated during this thesis had to be

evaluated using manually generated sample text annotations (described more carefully

in the corresponding result subsections) or relied on a comparison to the content of

existing annotation databases, which served as a sort of ’surrogate’ for text annotations.

Biological/biomedical database annotations are key resources for bioinformatics.

Those annotations are generally constructed either for human end users or to carry out

bioinformatics analysis, and thus they were not generated as evaluation datasets for

text mining tools. This explains why database annotations lack text-bound entity (or

entity relation) labels and do only provide coarse-level associations at the document

level. One exception was the ADE (adverse drug effect) corpus from the Fraunhofer

Institute for Algorithms and Scientific Computing (SCAI), which was used for the

evaluation of chemical-hepatotoxicty relations and also for the assessment of the detec-

tion of hepatotoxicity related abstracts 1 (56). This corpus contains text annotations

of drugs, adverse effects as well as the relations between them. A smaller subset of

this corpus was relevant to adverse liver effects, a topic addressed by the approach

described in the thesis result section 4.4. The ADE-SCAI corpus was used to evalu-

ate the chemical-hepatotoxicity relation extraction module implemented as part of this

thesis. As mentioned previously, biological annotation databases were used at various

points in this thesis to compare them to text mining generated extractions. I also

used them in several cases to derive training and evaluation sets of documents through

the selection of certain database-derived citation lists. When using database derived

annotations it is important to keep in mind that those annotations are usually based

on the detailed manual examination of the entire full text article, including tables and

figures as well as additional materials, while in many cases the text mining system could

only be applied to the corresponding article abstracts. In this line, the Gene Ontology

Annotation (GOA) database (19) was used to generate a small initial training set of

481 articles related to mitotic spindle proteins that served for mining spindle proteins

from the literature 2. GOA was also one of the resources considered by me to generate

1See: https://sites.google.com/site/adecorpus and sections 4.4.1 and 4.4.4
2Section 4.1
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the Arabidopsis bibliome, characterized in section 4.5. Other databases were examined

to derive a list of non-synonymous protein sequence mutations, which were compared

to mutations automatically detected from the literature, described in detail in result

section 4.3. The used databases were SwissProt (199), COSMIC (14), SAAPdb (72)

and KinMutBase (145).

For the extraction of drug-induced liver injury (DILI) descriptions from the literature,

addressed in the result section 4.4 also various databases were carefully examined.

These included the Comparative Toxicogenomics Database (CTD) (31) 1, hosting re-

lationships between environmental chemicals, gene products and diseases. Despite its

name, this database does not provide annotations of drug-toxicological endpoints as-

sociations. Instead, it can be considered as a collection of binary compound-disease

relationships. A newer resource focusing specifically on DILI is the liver toxicity knowl-

edge base (LTKB) 2. It provides a small set of annotations of drugs implied in DILI.

This database, hosted by the National Center for Toxicological Research is primarily

based on manual examination of FDA-approved prescription drug labels (rather than

the scientific literature). It provides three lists of drugs: 137 most-DILI-concern drugs,

85 less-DILI-concern drugs and 65 no-DILI-concern drugs. Another database examined

to compile a list of DILI-related drugs was SIDER (108), which contains annotations of

side effects related to drug treatments. Also for the same purpose, to generate a list of

DILI-drugs the DrugBank database was processed exhaustively (192). This database

contains an extensive collection of annotations of both approved as well as withdrawn

drugs, outlinks to other chemical databases, structural information, therapeutic appli-

cations of the drugs as well as molecular target and drug toxicity annotations (among

other aspects). DrugBank was also one of the databases considered for the normaliza-

tion of drug mentions detected automatically in text (see section 4.4.2).

For the comparison of binary relation extraction results generated for this the-

sis several databases were used. In case of chemical compound-p450 CYP relations I

have used SuperTarget (54) and SuperCYP (152) 3 databases. Both of them contain

relations between CYPs and chemicals covering inhibitor, inducer and substrate inter-

actions. Annotations from both collections were harmonized to CAS-RN (chemicals),

1http://ctdbase.org
2 http://www.fda.gov/ScienceResearch/BioinformaticsTools/LiverToxicityKnowledgeBase
3Section 4.4.5
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canonical CYP names and UniProt accession numbers.

For the purpose of protein-protein interaction (PPI) detection evaluation I generated a

Gold Standard set of binary relations of Arabidopsis protein interactions from multiple

databases: BIND (75), BioGRID (176), MINT (121), TAIR (110), DIP (161) and In-

tAct (85). All PPI annotations were standardized to a common protein identifier type,

i.e. TAIR accession codes. The combined PPI collection contained a total of 12,491

unique annotations (triplets of PPI pairs and PMIDs) with 1,162 article citations. I

used only those annotations for which there was an available abstract or full text ar-

ticle. This set was then filtered to exclude annotations coming from results generated

by large and medium scale experiments. This was done by removing articles with more

than 20 reported interaction pairs, following the same guidelines as used in the BioCre-

ative II PPI challenge (92). A total of 48 articles had more than 20 interaction pairs

(up to 5,079 for one of the articles) and were thus excluded for evaluation purposes1.

This dataset was used to validate and to estimate the performance of the text-mining

interaction extraction methods (see section 4.5.4). It was also used to analyze the im-

pact of the previous critical interactor protein mention normalization step. Note that

I did not use the PPI annotation datasets from the various BioCreative challenges for

this evaluation because the total number of Arabidopsis protein interactions contained

in them was too small to carry out any sensible analysis. It is also important to keep

in mind that the used collection is a ’weakly’ labeled dataset from the text mining

perspective, especially with regard to the expected recall. These manual annotations

(both at the level of proteins and interactions) could have originally been derived by the

database curators from evidence not contained in the abstracts or even not mentioned

in the text body of full text articles (but be present in information contained in figures,

additional materials or tables provided as images). These issues limit the recall that one

should expect from the text mining approaches. On the other hand, when evaluating

the protein normalization, it is important to realize that not all the detected proteins

do participate in a PPI, something that influences the obtained precision. Nonetheless,

to keep the evaluation scenario independent, this database-derived annotation set was

used for evaluation proposes.

Another relation extraction type that was examined in this thesis was the gene product-

subcellular localization relationship. This relation type was assessed extensively for

1Most of the large-scale PPI results are hardly ever reported in the text body of scientific articles
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Arabidopsis proteins in section 4.5.5 and compared to annotations from the SUBA3

database (61) 1. This database integrates subcellular location annotations of Arabidop-

sis proteins from various sources, including chimeric fusion studies (GFP), subcellular

proteomic studies and manual literature curated annotations from SwissProt and GOA.

Annotations from SUBA3 were selected using the following criteria: they had to have

pointers to the literature (supported by citations) and those articles had to be contained

in the Arabidopsis literature bibliome 2. From those articles, I only used annotations

from papers that had less than 20 annotations (protein-localization-article triplets).

This was done to avoid inclusion of large-scale experimental studies, following the same

criterion as used for the evaluation of protein-protein interactions. All SUBA3 protein

isoforms were normalized to gene AGI identifier, as the PLAN2L lexicon is currently

isoform independent 3. This has the drawback that alternative localizations of different

isoforms are currently not captured by the PLAN2L system.

3.2 Software resources

A variety of software tools have been implemented, adapted and applied to carry out

the work of this thesis, from basic document preprocessing to more advanced Bio-NLP

or data mining software. Some of these software applications will be briefly introduced

here, while additional details can be found in the corresponding original papers and

online documentations related to each of them. Most of the programs specifically coded

for this thesis were implemented in the scripting programming language Python 4, which

is increasingly popular not only for the development of bioinformatics software but also

for the construction of natural language processing tools. In case of the used full text

articles, those required as well a previous document standardization step 5. For the

conversion of PDF documents to plain text, the command line pdftotext 6 and PDFlib

7 utilities were used. For parsing the text body of HTML distributed versions of full

1http://suba.plantenergy.uwa.edu.au
2See section 4.5.1
3See section 4.5.2
4https://www.python.org
5Conversion of each document into some sort of standard format with a particular encoding.
6pdftotext is an open source command-line program that allows the conversion of PDF files to plain

text. It is included in many Linux distributions. See: http://linux.die.net/man/1/pdftotext
7http://www.pdflib.com
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text journal papers I used both the html2text 1 as well as an in house adapted HTML

parser. In case of PubMed abstracts, distributed as XML records, I implemented

a specific parser to extract relevant textual elements (titles and abstracts). Despite

the availability of both open source and commercial software for handling the various

document formats, journal and publisher specific article formatting still represented a

considerable hurdle for implementing a general-purpose efficient full text article pre-

processing pipeline. Both abstracts as well as full text articles where further processed

using a rule-based sentence boundary detection module (Sentence splitter) implemented

in Python, specifically adapted to handle biomedical articles.

In order to break up the processed sentences into its constituent words (word tok-

enization), the default method used was the NLTK (Natural Language Toolkit) word

tokenizer module 2 while word stemming was done using the Porter stemming algo-

rithm. The NLTK toolkit was also used for the automatic detection of noun phrases

(section 4.4.1) in combination with POS tags generated through the MedPost tagger

(173). MedPost is a POS tagger specifically tuned to handle biomedical text, and it

was the default POS tagger used in this thesis. Only in case of the gene regulation

event detection (section 4.5.3), a version of the TreeTagger system (164) trained on the

GENIA corpus was used to generate POS labels. Also for the detection of gene regula-

tion events other linguistic processing software was applied, namely the SCOL parser

(1), which was used to generate tree-like syntactic structures exploited for the relation

extraction process. For the dictionary look-up based detection of entity or term men-

tions I have used an in-house term lookup method programmed in C language. This

term lookup program was extensively used in this thesis, but in some cases a regular

expression matching of dictionary terms to text, or the command line program grep

3 was applied, depending on issues related to the desired recall or lookup speed. For

online application purposes I also explored term indexing using the Lucene software 4

and full text indexing in PostgreSQL 5. To detect acronyms and their corresponding

expanded terms (section 4.4.6) I have used the Acromine web-service 6, while the de-

tection of negations (section 4.4.5) and their corresponding arguments was done using

1http://manpages.ubuntu.com/manpages/lucid/man1/html2text.1.html
2http://www.nltk.org
3grep -onbFw f dictionary target
4http://lucene.apache.org
5http://www.postgresql.org
6www.nactem.ac.uk/software/acromine
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Negex negation detection module 1.

I have used several existing Bio-NLP applications at various stages of this work. The

entity recognition system ABNER (A Biomedical Named Entity Recognizer) (167) was

the default machine learning based bio-entity tagger used in this thesis, for instance I

applied it to generate a list of cell line names (section 4.3) and it was integrated into

the online text annotation system called MyMiner (section 4.6). The species tagger

LINNAEUS (51) was also integrated into the online MyMiner system.

For the detection of chemical entities in text the main software explored in this thesis

was the ChemSpot tagger (156) (see section 4.4.2). ChemSpot is a hybrid method based

on a machine learning method called conditional random fields (CRFs) 2 and chemical

dictionaries. This tagger also provided grounding of some of the detected mentions to

a range of important chemical databases. ChemSpot detects both systematic chemical

names (IUPAC names) as well as trivial or trade names of chemicals 3.

For the detection of protein mutation mentions in text I adapted the MutationFinder

tool (20). This point mutation extraction script is based on regular expressions and is

able to detect mutation mentions of various kinds, including those that use single letter

amino acid, three letter amino acids or word mentions and other mentions of amino

acids referring to mutations. Additionally the use of the extractor of mutations (EMU)

tool (36) was tested 4.

The usage and adaption of machine learning and data mining software to process

biomedical texts was a central component of this thesis. It required the transforma-

tion of unstructured text into numerical data and structuring textual items (abstracts,

sentences or documents) according to pre-defined labels (often referred to as topics in

thesis). I have used supervised and semi-supervised text categorization methods based

on the Support Vector Machine (SVM) algorithm for the binary classification of textual

items. SVMs are kernel methods that generate a hyperplane or set of hyperplanes in

a high-dimensional space, which are used for classification tasks. In this context, given

labeled training data, this algorithm produces an optimal hyperplane which is used to

classify new example cases (29). Unless otherwise stated, the default SVM classifier

1http://code.google.com/p/negex
2CRFs are discriminative undirected probabilistic graphical model. Refer to (179) for additional

information.
3https://www.informatik.hu-berlin.de/forschung/gebiete/wbi/resources/chemspot
4EMU returned a considerable number of false positive mutations and therefore was not used for

the described work.
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pipeline used throughout this thesis was a linear kernel SVM text classifier. The de-

fault classifier pipeline relied on the SVMLight 1, LibSVM 2 and ROCR 3 packages. As

basic features I used the bag-of-word (BOW) representation model of the text together

with unigram term frequencies as feature weights and stop word filtering to remove

uninformative word tokens. The binary SVM classifiers were trained on balanced sets

of positive and negative training instances.

Several web-applications were developed to facilitate access to the text-mining results

generated during this thesis. The default infrastructure to query the produced results

relied on the integration of a PostgreSQL relational database server 4, used to manage

the underlying text collections, annotations and lexical resources, combined with the

Zope application server 5 to display the online results via the Web. In case of the Lim-

Tox system described in section 4.4, a more advanced web-application was implemented

in order to be able to handle the very large data collections and dictionaries generated

as part of this application 6.

3.3 Evaluation metrics

For the interpretation of the generated text mining results described in this thesis it

is important to understand the used evaluation metrics and how they were calculated.

In this context several terms have to be introduced first; these will be explained here.

(1) False negatives (FN): the incorrect or negative classification results (type II errors,

cases missed or incorrectly rejected by the system); (2) False positives (FP): incorrect

positive classification results (type I errors, cases wrongly returned by the system); (3)

True negatives (TN): correct negative classification results (correctly rejected cases);

True positives (TP) correct positive classification results (correctly identified cases).

The basic evaluation metrics used in this thesis were recall, precision, specificity, ac-

curacy and f-score. Recall r 7 is the percentage of correctly labeled positive results

over all positive cases. This measure reflects the ability to identify positive cases and

1http://svmlight.joachims.org
2http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/∼cjlin/libsvm
3http://rocr.bioinf.mpi-sb.mpg.de
4http://www.postgresql.org.es
5http://www.zope.org
6Here the Elasticsearch search server based on Lucene and PHO framework Symfony were used.
7Also known as coverage, sensitivity or true positive rate
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is defined as follows:

r :=
TP

TP + FN
(3.1)

The precision p corresponds to the percentage of correctly labeled positive results

with respect to all positive labeled results returned by the system. It is defined as:

p :=
TP

TP + FP
(3.2)

The specificity s is basically the percentage of correctly labeled negative results

with respect to all negative cases, and is calculated as follows:

s :=
TN

FP + TN
(3.3)

The accuracy a is the percentage of correctly labeled results over all results:

a :=
TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + FN
(3.4)

There are also several metrics or combined measures that take into account sev-

eral evaluation aspects at the same time. The Matthew’s correlation coefficient (MCC)

corresponds to a balanced score of a test’s results and reflects the quality of binary clas-

sification results. This score ranges from −1 to +1. 1 represents perfect classification, 0

the average random prediction result, and −1 an inverse (opposite) classification. The

MCC score is a more stable measure when compared to accuracy for cases where the

class distribution is imbalanced. It is calculated as follows:

MCC :=
TP · TN − FP · FN√

(TP + FP )(TP + FN)(TN + FP )(TN + FN)
(3.5)

The most important combined evaluation metric used in this thesis was the F-

measure 1. The F-measure Fβ corresponds to the harmonic mean of precision and

recall, where β is a parameter for the relative importance of precision with respect to

recall. It is calculated as follows:

Fβ := (1 + β2)
p · r

β2p+ r
(3.6)

The balanced F-measure (β = 1, a.k.a. F-score) was used in this thesis, it can be

simplified to:

F1 = 2
p · r
p+ r

(3.7)

1Also known as F-score or f-score
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Precision/Recall (PR) curves are often used to assess ranked results. In this case,

for each ranked result, the corresponding accumulated recall and precision up to that

position is calculated. These r, p pairs are sorted by increasing recall and then decreas-

ing precision. The r, p pairs can be used calculate the AUC A. The AUC PR scores

reflect the quality of ranked results. The area A under the precision p - recall r curve

of n ranked results is calculated as follows:

A(PR) :=

∫ 1

0
p(r)dr ≈

n∑
i

p(i)4r(i) (3.8)

The approximation of A(PR) in equation 3.8 is called the average precision (AP). To

calculate the approximation of the area, the function shown below can be used:

A(PR) =
n∑
i

p(ri) + p(ri−1)

2
· (ri − ri−1) ∧ r0 = 0, p(0) = 1 (3.9)

Here n corresponds to the number of results ordered by increasing recall, and ri corre-

sponds to the recall at result i.

The average precision (AP) is actually based on the PR integral, just as the AUC

PR. The area under the approximated curve can be calculated as follows:

A(PR) ≈ AP :=
n∑
i

p(ri) · (ri − ri−1) ∧ r0 = 0 (3.10)

Here n corresponds to the maximum number of ranked annotations.

In order to score the impact of both classification and ranking performance, the

F-measured Average Precision (FAP) score can be used. It is the harmonic mean of

the F-measure and AP score. This score is calculated as follows:

FAPβ := (1 + β2)
Fβ ·AP

β2Fβ +AP
(3.11)

The parameter β proportionally increments the importance of the F-measure in

the FAP-score with increasing β. For a balanced case (β = 1), the FAP-score can be

simplified to:

FAP1 := 2
F1 ·AP
F1 +AP

(3.12)
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4

Results and Discussion

There is an increasing of use of high-throughput technologies with the promise of dis-

covering new entities that play a role in fundamental biological processes or human

pathologies. Systematic large-scale experimental characterization nonetheless faces a

significant bottleneck, namely interpretability of the results. To determine the relia-

bility and usefulness of results obtained by large scale methods is one of the existing

hurdles to which literature can contribute with an answer. The selection of specific

targets for more thorough studies usually needs access to information provided by

manually annotated data sets. Existing annotation databases are incomplete and can

cope only with a small part of the knowledge hidden in the literature. I present in this

thesis various cases where literature-mining methods can be applied to extract, orga-

nize, and present information relevant for different biological topics of interest. The

presented approaches should facilitate topic-centric biological literature retrieval; help

in the process of preparing manually revised data sets, generate rankings of biological

entities for further experimental validation, and improve the efficiency of interpretation

of large-scale results by generating direct links of bio-entities to significant descriptions

in articles (97).

The outcome of the BioCreative challenges as well as the systematic review of the

published literature, methods and applications developed within the field of biomedical

text mining served as an important initial basis to determine what kind of methods

can be used in practice, to get a sense on what strategies are working and how they

can be assessed.

The main focus of this thesis is on the implementation of applications and text

mining pipelines, which required tailoring of the methods that had proven to be com-
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petitive in community challenges to specific biological domains, each with particular

characteristics. The importance of user-focused applications had already been stressed

by leading scientists in the field (2). Each of the presented applications required a par-

ticular customization rooted in the properties of the underlying literature data and how

the relevant language expressions and entities are represented in the articles. As can be

noticed from the generated results, text mining and information extraction approaches

can be used for providing reference sets in systems biology. Such reference sets can

consist of ranked lists of genes and proteins for different topics of interest, literature-

extracted mutations or even heterogeneous types of biological relations like interactions,

regulations or localization of bio-entities. The output returned by the various systems

presented in this thesis is valuable to produce high quality annotations requiring only

minimal human validation. For some of the biomedical text-mining applications that I

developed for this thesis, I illustrated what kind of results they provide and how they

work.

4.1 Mitotic Spindle Bibliome

The mitotic spindle apparatus constitutes an essential molecular structure participating

in the process of cell division and it is functionally important for the correct segregation

of condensed chromosomes 1. To assure that this structure is correctly assembled dur-

ing the division process, cells employ a very specific control mechanism called spindle

assembly checkpoint. Malfunction of this control mechanism can lead to pathologies

related with chromosome number instability and aneuploidy 2, commonly observed in

many human cancer types (13). Due to its dynamic assembly and sophisticated regula-

tory mechanism it is complicated to provide a comprehensive picture of the complete list

of underlying constituents and detailed composition. A considerably body of literature

has been devoted to the study of components forming part of the spindle apparatus, but

this information is scattered across multiple articles (in addition to other resources like

large-scale datasets and annotation databases). To understand better the molecular

process leading to chromosome instability and cancer, there is a need to enable a more

systematic recovery of all the described spindle constituents from the literature. This

1Refer to the following review for a more detailed description: Walczak and Heald. Mechanisms of
mitotic spindle assembly and function. Int. Rev. Cytol. ,111-158, (2008)

2Aneuploidy: abnormal number of chromosomes.
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Figure 4.1: Generating the spindle bibliome. Flow chart illustrating the steps followed
for the implementation of the mitotic spindle text mining system. As can be seen from
the figure the construction of the text classifier required two steps to generate the model
used to classify the entire PubMed database of abstracts. The resulting spindle literature
bibliome was then used to detect proteins, GO terms, species and experiment mentions.
GO terms and proteins were ranked based on their associated documents (their classifier
scores). Finally the ranked lists were manually inspected to find additional terms and
proteins relevant for the mitotic spindle.

problem was addressed with the help text mining methods, generating systematically

a reference set of mitotic spindle relevant proteins. The resulting collection provided

by me, served in turn as a dataset for the development of an integrated bioinformatics

platform, called SPIP (Spindle Predictions Integrated Platform) to prioritize new can-

didate mitotic spindle proteins. These proteins were in turn experimentally validated

using indirect immunofluorescence and siRNA-mediated mRNA knockdowns (158) 1.

Using simple keyword co-occurrence to retrieve proteins relevant for the mitotic

spindle topic requires appropriate lexical resources covering a considerable fraction of

the heterogeneous expressions and paraphrases that might have an association to this

topic. In light of the lack of such a lexical resource, the use of supervised machine

1see: The literature EXPERT set of: Rojas et al. Uncovering the Molecular Machinery of the
Human SpindleAn Integration of Wet and Dry Systems Biology. PLoS ONE, 7, 3:e31813.
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learning for text categorization was explored, only requiring a relatively small training

set of documents labeled as relevant and non-relevant for this topic. The used text

mining approach relied on a multi-document based protein prioritization strategy. The

followed approach required first detecting the documents (abstracts) that are relevant

for the mitotic spindle topic, and then to recognize within these documents which

bio-entities are mentioned. The underlying assumption was that if bio-entities are

mentioned in documents with a high relevance for the mitotic spindle topic, than these

entities should in turn also have a biological relevance for this topic. The biological

topic association of a given bio-entity is therefore represented by the literature context,

e.g. the set of documents in which they are mentioned. In summary, as each article has

an associated classifier score for the biological topic of interest, it can also be used to

determine whether a given bio-entity has an association to this topic. This approach

facilitated also a more global analysis of published knowledge, relying on evidence

derived from multiple documents linked to a given protein. The generated results can

be interpreted directly by humans by following links to ranked text collections that were

used to generate a manually validated list mitotic spindle proteins. This method helped

to capture various kinds of literature-supported associations to the mitotic spindle topic

from direct physical interaction and localizations to regulatory aspects. The followed

approach can be divided into four main steps: (a) Construction of a spindle document

classifier and generation of the spindle bibliome 1, (b) association of proteins (and

protein identifiers) to the literature relevant to the topic and (c) ranking proteins based

on their associated literature and (d) manual validation. Figure 4.1 shows an overview

of the used pipeline. The results of each of these steps will be described here in more

details.

In order to construct the positive (spindle relevant) training set annotations con-

tained in the GOA database were used. Therefore I selected literature citations from

the GOA database (19) with annotations using the cellular component concept ’spin-

dle’ (GO:00058192) as well as 16 of its child nodes 3. This resulted in a rather small

initial training collection of 481 articles related to Spindle associated proteins (positive

1Bibliome here refers to the entire literature collection (related to a particular topic).
2GO:0005819 corresponds to a unique GO concept identifier.
3Note that as GO as well as the associated annotations are being constantly updated and restruc-

tured.
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training collection). As a negative training data an equally sized set of abstracts ran-

domly chosen from PubMed were used. These abstracts were manually examined in

order to be sure that they did not contain mitotic spindle gene descriptions. A feature

type very commonly used in text categorization for the representation of documents is

the bag-of-words (BOW) approach. This approach requires that the text of the pro-

cessed documents must be divided into word tokens. Words were hence used as the

representational units of the documents and features for the classifier. In case of this

training set, the initial list of 12,779 word tokens was converted into lower case forms

and stop words were filtered 1. The entire PubMed database, was then converted to

the corresponding feature vectors and classified using the model derived from this first

training collection. A total of 525,091 PubMed entries with abstracts were classified

as spindle relevant. A manual inspection of a sample set of PubMed abstract showed

that the precision of this first classifier was rather poor, which can be expected due to

the relatively small training set used. One general shortcoming when using database

derived citations to generate a positive training sets, is that they tend to be noisy in

the sense that some of the abstracts do not contain the actual relevant information,

which might be discussed in other sections of the corresponding full text article. Be-

ing restricted to protein annotations (their citations) that have been already very well

curated in databases can also be a potential cause of bias. Many of the GOA derived

abstracts referred to spindle proteins from yeast. To overcome this issue I devised an

additional second selection process to generate a positive training collection, based on

a direct detection of spindle-related GO terms within PubMed abstracts. Each of the

abstracts classified within the previous step as relevant was examined whether they

contained spindle relevant terms derived from GO and enriched with expert-provided

additional terms 2. This resulted in a total of 5,590 abstracts. As the term ’spin-

dle’ itself turned out to be used in various contexts, some of them not related to the

spindle pole, only articles that could be selected through one of its child concepts or

spindle keywords were finally selected, remaining thus only 3,498 relevant abstracts.

An equally large collection of abstracts randomly selected from PubMed was chosen as

negative collection, filtering records that mentioned at least one of the spindle keywords

1Stop word filtering was based on removing words that corresponded to a collection of 696 common
stop words, that is non-informative words corresponding to function words like articles, pronouns and
conjunctions. Additionally numeric expressions and single letter words were removed.

2This mitotic spindle keyword list had in total 24 terms
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Figure 4.2: Example search against the mitotic spindle bibliome using as query ’CLASP1’.
The spindle score shown on the screen shot corresponds to the SVM classifier score of this
abstract.

1. The collection used to train the second classifier consisted finally of a balanced set

of 3,498 abstracts that was used to generate a second linear SVM classifier model used

to re-classify the entire PubMed database.

The resulting spindle bibliome was then further post-processed by filtering records

using a manually compiled list of spindle stop terms 2 to remove frequent false positive

hits. In the end this resulted in a smaller set of 140,000 articles classified to be relevant

for the mitotic spindle topic. Every abstract in the mitotic spindle literature bibliome

had a corresponding classifier score. This facilitated ranking literature hits mentioning

a particular query term using these document classifier scores for spindle relevance. An

example search is shown in figure 4.2.

To detect proteins mentioned in the mitotic spindle literature and link them to

their database identifiers, protein normalization using a dictionary lookup approach in

combination with a taxonomy-mapping step was used. This resulted in a collection

of protein identifier-abstract associations, where each abstract had its corresponding

SVM-classifier score for spindle relevance. Additionally also GO terms as well as experi-

1In case of the random collection, only 0.4 percent of the articles contained at least one of the
spindle terms.

2Spindle stop terms consisted of phrases that contained the word spindle but were not relevant to
mitotic spindle, e.g. ’sleep spindle’, ’neuromuscular spindle’ or ’spindle waves’.
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4.1 Mitotic Spindle Bibliome

Table 4.1: Ranking of GO terms for spindle and centrosome relevance. In green are those
terms that are relevant for this topic while in red are those that do not have an obvious
association. Score: average SVM score for that GO term.

mental technique names were tagged within the bibliome (97). To integrate information

across multiple documents linked to the same protein, the average SVM score, total

number of spindle relevant document and also the fraction of spindle relevant docu-

ments was explored as potential ranking criteria. It is generally easier for humans to

interpret the ranking of keywords or terms according to certain biological questions

than of proteins. Therefore the obtained bibliome was used to rank all GO terms

mentioned in the literature, demonstrating that the this strategy is also useful for min-

ing terminologies/ontologies. A simple way of ranking terms according to a particular

theme is based on calculating the mean of the document classifier score of all the articles

mentioning that term (or its aliases). This was done for the entire list of GO terms and

their aliases. The table 4.1 shows the ranking of the top 50 GO terms scored by their

association to the mitotic spindle or the centrosomes. From the top 50 terms, only two

of them, namely ’mesenchymal cell proliferation’ and ’prospore formation’ did not have

a clear relation to this topic. When looking at the top 100 terms (data not shown), 89

were relevant to this particular topic. I propose that using the presented method it its

’easier’ to select topic-relevant terms in a large ontology where potentially important

concepts are scattered across multiple categories of the concept graph.

After determining that the document-based ranking of terms was useful, the same
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was done for proteins (document-based protein ranking). Inspection of the literature

evidence of known spindle proteins served to define criteria for manual literature cu-

ration. Manual validation of the top 30 proteins through revision of the associated

ranked literature showed that 26 of them had a true association related to the mitotic

spindle. The false positive cases were mainly due to errors of the protein to database

normalization step. Moreover, proteins that were suspected to be spindle relevant based

on an independently defined set (Sauer et al., see (158)) scored consistently higher as

compared to a random protein subset. Manual examination of the spindle bibliome

served to identify 131 genes, with 375 supporting evidence sentences that had a clear

relation to the spindle system. Out of these 131 proteins, 73 were present in the set of

putative spindle proteins identified by Sauers proteomics study. These proteins, labeled

originally as unknown could be annotated as spindle relevant thanks to the text-mining

infrastructure presented here. An example search using a protein as a query against

the mitotic spindle bibliome can be seen in additional figure 6.1.

The presented results indicate that it is possible to implement a text classification
system for a particular biological topic, even in cases where an initial sufficiently large
training set was missing. This issue was addressed through the combination of multiple
article selection steps to enrich and extend the used training datasets. The resulting
classifier model was scalable to score the entire PubMed database and was used to
construct a biological-topic bibliome. The obtained classifier article scores were used
to allow a more targeted literature search and to prioritize/rank terminologies and
bio-entities (proteins) for manual or experimental validation. The resulting manually
validated Gold Standard spindle protein set can be used to validate or train predictive
bioinformatics platforms.

4.2 Cell cycle bibliome

The mitotic spindle constitutes only one of the many structural components that are

essential during the cell cycle process. The eukaryotic cell cycle is essentially charac-

terized by a series of coordinated spatiotemporal events that involve transcriptional

regulation and gene expression control as well as synchronized regulation of dynamic

subcellular location changes and interactions of gene products. Impairment of the key

elements controlling the regulation of the cell cycle components can promote the for-

mation of tumors (188). To better comprehend the basic cell cycle process, model

organisms are commonly used, these include the budding yeast, the fission yeast but

also the main plant model organism, i.e. the thale cress or Arabidopsis thaliana. The
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use of this plant as a model, does not only provide relevant insights to understand

commonalities during the cell cycle process of higher eukaryotes, but also helps to de-

termine connections between the cell cycle and plant growth, an issue of key importance

for agricultural biotechnology (117). To provide the community with a comprehensive

collection of plant cell cycle-modulated genes one popular strategy was to examine pe-

riodically expressed genes during distinct cell cycle phases (130). With this respect,

genome-wide temporal expression studies of cell division were performed (18). Despite

the interesting results that can be obtained by gene expression analyses, they show also

limitations, both from the experimental point of view as well as related to the rather

narrow type of association to the cell cycle process. For instance, the interplay between

kinases, phosphatases and regulatory molecules like cyclins and cyclin-dependent ki-

nases (CDKs) control many of the crucial steps needed for the progress through the cell

cycle (129). Both, experimental as well as bioinformatics approaches are often charac-

terized by considering only very narrow aspects relevant for detecting cell cycle genes.

This implies that they can only provide a partial view of the current understanding of

a dynamic biological process such as the cell cycle that requires coordinated control

not only of regulatory processes but also of physical protein assemblies.

The literature provides descriptions of heterogeneous associations of genes and gene

products to the cell cycle process that cover all kinds of biological implications. It can

provide thus a broader view of this biological topic. Articles describe information on

multiple aspects such as the transcriptional regulation of cell cycle controlled genes

or the phosphorylations and desphosphorylations of regulatory molecules. It provides

discoveries obtained through localization proteomics experiments and knockout data

to determine the importance of bio-entities both in vitro and in vivo. Therefore, I

explored the use of text mining approaches to detect systematically a core set of cell

cycle genes for the model organism Arabidopsis thaliana described in publications, both

from abstracts as well as full text articles (abstract and full text literature mining-derived

cell cycle genes). Additionally also the classification and ranking of relevant textual

evidence was addressed here, going beyond the use of only abstracts, as introduced in

the section of human spindle proteins.

The text mining strategy followed to rank A. thaliana abstracts for cell cycle rel-

evance was similar to the mitotic spindle pipeline, but it required a particular cus-

tomization in terms of the used training data (106). The topic of cell cycle is much
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Figure 4.3: Cell cycle classifier. This figure shows on the upper part a simplified flowchart
of the cell cycle protein and literature text mining system. On the lower part of the figure
one can see the top ten proteins returned by the abstract cell cycle classifier.

more general, with the obvious disadvantage that the associated literature is also much

less uniform in terms of word usage. Therefore a very careful selection of training

instances had to be carried out, not only considering a set of abstracts as a training

collection but also individual sentences. The cell cycle text mining system integrated

three main modules: (1) a cell cycle keyword recognition module, (2) several cell cycle

text classifiers and (3) the bio-entity recognition module (which will be explained in

more detail in section 4.5). Figure 4.3 provides a general overview of the cell cycle text

mining system. In case of the text classification modules, a more ’dynamic’ approach

for defining the context used to score proteins (and the text itself) was explored. Not

only abstracts were classified into cell cycle relevant and non-relevant items, but also

passages of full text articles and individual sentences. The classification at the sentence

level facilitated a more granular representation of the textual evidence, while using full

text passages enabled a more exhaustive retrieval of relevant information. As an ad-

ditional approach to the classifier strategy also the co-occurrence of cell cycle relevant

keywords was explored. Therefore a list of 303 keywords related to the cell cycle topic
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was derived from GO and UniProt keywords. The original list was refined and extended

1. The cell cycle terms were matched case insensitive against the article collection. A

total of 1,835 mentions were recovered from the Arabidopsis abstracts. Only 4% of the

Arabidopsis abstracts contained cell cycle term mentions (corresponding to 41 unique

terms out of the 303). Also the co-occurrence of these keywords in sentences together

with proteins was analyzed. 784 keyword-protein-sentence triplets could be detected in

abstracts (36 unique cell cycle terms) versus 8,428 in full text (66 unique terms). The

keyword-based approach was used both for document classification and ranking as well

as for the detection of the cell cycle relevant proteins. This method was then also com-

pared to the results obtained by the various cell cycle text classifiers. To estimate the

performance of this and other approaches, the main problem is the lack of a proper eval-

uation dataset. Carrying out an exhaustive manual validation of the entire collection of

Arabidopsis documents was not feasible. I used as an alternative evaluation set a col-

lection consisting of articles annotated as cell cycle relevant in UniProt for Arabidopsis

proteins 2. This set comprised 915 abstracts and 504 full text articles. All the remain-

ing abstracts and full text articles were used as negative (not cell cycle relevant) items

3. This ’evaluation set’ can only be used to estimate somehow the sensitivity (recall)

and to see which methods might in principle provide a better ranking. The specificity

scores, which would require exhaustive labeling of the negative (non-relevant) items

has thus in this context only limited usefulness. Table 4.2 summarizes the obtained

results. The simple keyword matching in abstracts (keyword-abstract) retrieved 15%

of the relevant documents. Only 5% of the abstracts would have been detected when

the selection criterion consists of co-occurrences of cell cycle keywords together with

proteins in sentences. To reach a more competitive recall, I explored the use of a text

classifier based on supervised machine learning methods. The underlying models where

obtained through a SVM trained on a collection of 4,800 positive items (cell cycle rele-

vant abstracts) and 4,800 negative non-relevant items (random PubMed subset of not

cell cycle relevant abstracts and full text passages). The abstract classifier using BOW

as features, term frequency weighting and 5-fold cross validation obtained a precision

of 89.49% and a recall of 88.04% (F-score 88.70%). Using additional features (BOW,

1Additional aliases and common paraphrases were included.
2Downloaded from the UniProt online version on the 20th of March 2013.
3Unlabelled documents are commonly used as a proxy for true negative records in semi-supervised

text categorization.
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bigrams stemmed lowercase, trigrams stemmed lowercase) could improve slightly the

performance to a precision of 90.44% and a recall of 89.48%. This classifier could only

marginally increase the sensitivity when evaluated on the database article set (see table

4.2), but also showing a less competitive MCC score. It can be useful to apply machine

learning methods also at the level of individual sentences, specially when looking at

the low recall obtained by the co-occurrence strategy. Therefore a cell cycle sentence

classifier was constructed. The cell cycle sentence classifier was trained on a balanced

set of 5,840 sentences and obtained a precision of 96.11% and a recall of 90.96% when

evaluated by 5-fold cross validation. In case of the non-relevant sentences (negative

training set), they corresponded to a random sample of sentences from the Arabidopsis

abstracts that did not mention cell cycle terms. This classifier was used to categorize

both sentences from abstracts as well as full text articles. In table 4.2 one can see

that there was a considerable boost in sensitivity when using the sentence classifier for

detecting cell cycle relevant abstracts. It was more than double when compared to the

abstract classifier or the abstract keyword matching. The difference in sensitivity was

even greater when the sentence classifier is compared to the protein-keyword sentence

retrieval approach (almost 7 times higher). The same methods were also applied on

the full text collection . The keyword based approach applied on full text articles had

a recall almost double as high then the one obtained for abstracts (29%) and also the

MCC score was better. The ranking of the keyword based method was based on the

total count of cell cycle terms mentioned across sentences for a given document. Other

scores explored as ranking criteria for the keyword based method included the average

number of keyword mentions per sentence (mean kw/sent.), the total number of sen-

tences mentioning keywords in a document (total kw sent.) and the maximum number

of keywords mentioned in a sentence given a particular document (max. kw/sent).

In case of the keyword approach, the most suitable ranking score for documents was

the total number of keyword mentions and the total number of keyword mentioning

sentences. The full text sentence classifier method obtained the highest recall of all

methods that were tested, reaching a sensitivity of almost 61%, with a slightly better

MCC score compared to the results of the abstract sentence classifier.

In order to better estimate the precision of the cell cycle sentence classifier, and

based on the reviewer comments of one of the associated publications (96) 1 an evalua-

1Krallinger et al., Nucl. Acids Res., Web Server Issue, 2009.
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Table 4.2: Evaluation of the cell cycle document retrieval. This table shows the results
obtained by the keyword-based and SVM classifier based document retrieval approaches
when using a set of cell cycle references derived from UniProt as positive evaluation set.
On the upper part (in blue) the results for abstracts are shown while on the lower part the
results obtained for full text articles (in red) are provided.

tion at the level of SVM score intervals was carried out. For each SVM sentence score

interval a random subset of sentences was selected and then the labels generated by

the classifier were compared to a Gold Standard consisting of manual sentence classifi-

cation. The obtained results for the cell cycle sentence classifier is shown in the figure

4.4. For each score interval the manual classification result is provided in blue (rele-

vant) and red (non-relevant) bars. The default classifier cut-off is shown in this figure

as a doted grey vertical line. Note that these results do not take into account whether

the sentences mention genes or proteins, but are restricted to examining whether the

sentence is relevant to the topic of cell cycle, cell division or related biological pro-

cesses. From this evaluation it seems that an SVM score greater than 2 is associated

with a relatively high precision. The default cut-off is somehow suitable to recover at

an acceptable performance cell cycle relevant sentences (relatively good recall). The

results of the sentence classifier scores can be tested when using the baseline search

of the PLAN2L application by selecting the cell cycle sorting mechanism of the basic

keyword search results 1

1The PLAN2L tutorial provides additional details on the usability of the Online search interface
at http : //zope.bioinfo.cnio.es/plan2l/plan2l tutorial.
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Figure 4.4: Sentence classification evaluation using score intervals for cell cycle. Random
sample sentences based on the SVM-score results were selected (20 sentences for each
interval). These sentences were manually classified as relevant and non-relevant for each of
the topics. Then for each score interval the manual classification result was compared to
the automatically generated label resulting from the SVM classifier. In blue relevant cases
and in red non-relevant cases are shown (based on manual labels). In a perfect classifier,
score intervals I1 to I4 (above 0) should correspond to sentences that are relevant to the
topic while score intervals I5 to I8 (equal or below 0) would correspond to non-relevant
cases. Interval I1 (above 3) means that the corresponding sentence had a SVM-score of
greater than 3.
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This classifier was used to score the sentences not only from abstracts but also those

derived from full text articles. Sometimes a single sentence is difficult to interpret and

the reader is more interested in quickly spotting parts of a paper that might be relevant.

In order to determine if particular parts of a full text article are important for the cell

cycle topic an averaging sentence-sliding window was applied 1. This allowed me to

generate a graphical summary of the topic relevance for a given document and to

generate thereby a sort of topic-specific text zoning output that can help to prioritize

those document parts that are most relevant for the cell cycle topic. The sliding window

approach generated averaged SVM classifier scores for passages of 5 and 7 sentences.

This way I generated a collection of cell cycle-scored sentence windows from full text

articles, consisting of 2,987,342 (window size = 5 sentences) and 2,971,840 (window

size = 7 sentences) text passages. An example document profile generated in this way

can be seen in figure 4.5. Such document profiles constitute a compact graphical

representation of full text articles that summarize their relevance for a particular topic

of interest, in this case cell cycle. Note that the current online version of PLAN2L does

not provide a visual display of the full text document profiles, as distribution of content

from full text documents is problematic due to copyright issues.

Defining a suitable evaluation set for estimating the performance of the protein

ranking methods for cell cycle was also a challenging endeavour. Ideally proteins used

for evaluating the produced ranking should be well known cell cycle proteins. The

problem here was obviously on the one hand how to define what a cell cycle protein

actually is, and on the other hand whether these proteins have some evidential support

in the literature. The used evaluation set was derived from a manually compiled list of

proteins published in a journal article (129) comprising 51 proteins 2.

To detect cell cycle relevant proteins, I considered three different textual contexts for

each entity that I expected to be of practical use: (1) scientific articles mentioning the

entity, (2) sentences mentioning the entity and (3) text passages that contain mentions

of the entity. The underlying assumption of the used approach was that if a protein is

1I had already used a sentence sliding window approach successfully for the retrieval of GO anno-
tation relevant passages, see the introduction section on BioCreative and Krallinger et al.: A sentence
sliding window approach to extract protein annotations from biomedical articles, BMC Bioinformatics
(2005)

2This set is called in this thesis the ’15686519 dataset’, standing for the corresponding PMID of
this paper by Menges et al., Plant J. 2005. It contains those proteins published in this article that had
at least a single detected literature mention.
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Figure 4.5: Cell cycle full text document profile example. Schematic result of the av-
eraging sentence sliding window classification scores (window size of 5 sentences) for the
PubMed article PMID:12783989. The y-axis corresponds to the averaged sentence window
SVM scores while the x-axis corresponds to the sentence window positions. As can be seen
in this plot, this article is highly relevant for the cell cycle topic. The profile illustrates
which parts in the document are particularly relevant for the cell cycle. The corresponding
text fragments of two passages have been added to the schematic figure to make inter-
pretation straightforward. Positive scores refer to cell cycle relevant document parts while
negative scores correspond to sentence passages that are not relevant to the cell cycle topic.
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described in articles containing many cell cycle relevant descriptions it should also show

some relationship to this biological topic. It is important to note that, similar to the

case of the document classification evaluation, both of these evaluation sets do contain

only a partial list of all the potential cell cycle relevant proteins, making the evalu-

ation in terms of precision somehow difficult. The obtained results for the 15686519

dataset can be seen in table 4.3. From this table it seems that the results obtained for

Table 4.3: Evaluation of the cell cycle protein retrieval using the 15686519 dataset
(Menges et al., Plant J. 2005).

the protein classification were better than the ones obtained for the document classifi-

cation. The keyword based approach using abstracts could reach a sensitivity of 67%

when just using co-occurrences of cell cycle terms within the entire abstract and of 55%

when limiting the co-occurrences to sentences. Using the whole abstract classifier could

boost the sensitivity considerably (89%) obtaining also the best MCC score, while the

abstract sentence classifier resulted in a recall of 76%. When looking at the ranking

criteria, using the fraction of sentences for a given protein detected as cell cycle relevant

(Abs. sent. classif. fract.) obtained the best performance followed by the sum of the

scores of the abstracts linked to a given protein (Abs. classif. sum). Having a look at

the results based on full text articles showed surprisingly that the sensitivity was very

similar for the classifier and the keyword based methods. All the approaches except for

the sentence co-occurrence of cell cycle keywords with proteins reached a sensitivity of
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Figure 4.6: Example output of a search against the PLAN2L cell cycle abstract collection
using the example query ’Map65’.

98%. The sentence co-occurrence had a slightly lower sensitivity of 94% but with the

best MCC score obtained for the full text set. The best protein ranking (when using

the AUC P/R score) was reached when using the sum of the full text sentence classifier

scores. Manual inspection of the top 60 proteins (ranked using the sum of the abstract

classifier scores) showed that all except two of them had a clear relationship with the

cell cycle topic, either as a regulatory or structural component or showing a phenotypic

association to it. The two proteins with an unclear association to the cell cycle topic

(AT5G18580 and AT1G30825) were both related to the cytoskeleton. The cell cycle

abstract classifier was applied to the entire Arabidopsis bibliome of abstracts (97). The

obtained result was integrated into the PLAN2L web-application and can be explored

through the ’Cell Cycle’ module of this online system. Figure 4.6 shows and example

output of the PLAN2L cell cycle search interface.

The obtained results showed that text mining methods are useful not only for the
classification and ranking of text at various levels of granularity, but also to generate
collections of proteins that are associated to the cell cycle topic. One can see that, in
case a suitable set of keywords can be compiled, term-lookup methods can complement
supervised machine learning methods. It was possible to show that the classifier method
was scalable to full text articles in case they were segmented into either sentences or
passages. Moreover using the sum of the abstract or sentence classifier scores or the
fraction of sentences detected as relevant for a topic are promising strategies to rank
documents and entities.
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4.3 Detection, classification and ranking of protein muta-
tions

Current technological advances make it possible to produce humongous quantities of

large-scale sequence variation data. In the light of personalized medicine, health care

experts are ever more concerned in bridging genomic data with clinical information

to tailor treatments as well as to discover potential new diagnostic markers or even

drug-targets. It is well known that gene polymorphisms and mutations can sometimes

predispose patients to certain diseases and that they often have an implication in the

underlying variation in drug response and adverse effects. Although it is important

to integrate data from high-throughput resequencing screenings, as they represent a

powerful set of techniques to discover considerable numbers of mutations, only a small

fraction of alterations detected this way are implicated directly in disease onset.

Understanding better individual patient data requires integration of (1) information

derived from prior knowledge that is scattered in the vast collection of published articles

together with (2) information contained in existing structured knowledgebases. The

implementation of resources that store and facilitate curation of this type of information

can be of particular use for the field of molecular medicine. Databases like SwissProt

and COSMIC rely on manual literature curation and thus would benefit from semi-

automatic extraction of mutations from articles to keep up with published data. Despite

the existence of proposed standards and nomenclature guidelines for naming mutations,

these are not commonly followed in publications. Regularities encountered in language

expressions used to describe mutations in the literature have been exploited by previous

systems to detect them in scientific articles. Among the implemented methods are

MEMA (154), MuteXt (69), OSIRISv1.2 (49) and Mutationfinder (20). Most of the text

mining approaches have been focussing on the detection of non-synonymous mutations

in protein coding regions.

For this thesis I explored the use of text mining and information extraction strate-

gies that enable a more systematic analysis of the mutational landscape published in

scientific articles. The principal advantage of the generated results is that they can pro-

vide direct pointers to the sentences describing the mutations in detail. The automatic

mutation extraction process from the literature was applied to heterogeneous scenarios,

including: the detection of (a) disease (cancer) relevant mutations, (b) the extraction
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of mutations of biologically relevant protein families (i.e. kinases, (76)), (c) the detec-

tion of mutation descriptions for proteins with experimentally solved structures (see

FragKB (184)), (d) the exhaustive extraction of mutations for a particular protein of

interest (namely HRAS) and finally (e) the detection of all mutations of proteins from

a model organism (integrated in the PLAN2L application for A. thaliana, (96)). Some

of these scenarios will be described in more detail in this section.

The text-mining pipeline used for this purpose had several components charac-

terized below. According to each application scenario some adjustments were made.

Figure 4.7 provides a general overview of the used mutation extraction pipeline.

Article retrieval/selection component : This part varied considerable depending on

the application scenario. In case of the cancer-related mutations, it consisted of text

SVM classifiers applied on the whole PubMed collection of abstracts to select cancer

relevant cases, while for the other topics the selection criteria were related to either the

mention of particular proteins (kinases or HRAS) or the species of interest (A. thaliana

for PLAN2L).

Protein mention recognition component : The role of the protein recognition module

was to find the mentions of proteins that are mutated/have mutation descriptions in the

articles. Customized protein dictionaries were constructed for each of the topics. These

dictionaries were derived from the UniProt database. For each protein its reference

sequence from UniProt was stored for the mutation-sequence validation step.

Mutation mention recognition component : For the recognition of mentions of non-

synonymous mutations, a publicly available software called MutationFinder was used

(20) (see materials and methods section). This program was run on the various data

collections (PubMed, full text articles for Arabidopisis, HRAS and kinases) in order to

detect mentions of non-synonymous protein sequence mutations. When using Muta-

tionFinder against the entire PubMed database, a total of 302,956 mutation mentions

were recovered from 88,405 PubMed abstracts. They corresponded to a total of 61,329

unique mutation types (triplets of wild type residue, sequence position and mutant

residue). A manual inspection of the most frequent mutation mentions showed that

some of them were false positive hits. These mentions corresponded to cell lines (e.g.

T47 cells) or mouse strains (G93A mouse model) that resembled mutations. To im-

prove the precision of the mutation extraction process a mutation disambiguation step

was carried out (91). Having a look at the global extraction of residue mentions from
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Figure 4.7: Mutation extraction pipeline flowchart. This figure illustrates the basic
steps carried out for the detection and normalization of mutation mentions from scientific
articles.

PubMed, I observed that Arginine, Glycine and Serine are the most frequently men-

tioned residues.

Mutation disambiguation: In order to filter the detected mentions that did not cor-

respond to mutations, a disambiguation strategy was implemented (91). A large set of

mutation mentions were manually examined to characterize the most frequent types of

false positive cases. These corresponded mainly to three types, that is (1) mentions of

cell lines/cell types, (2) of taxonomic entities/species and (3) of proteins/genes 1. I ex-

plored knowledge-based methods relying on machine-readable dictionaries (MRDs) for

mutation sense disambiguation. Specific stop lists were compiled for each of these types

1Frequently observed false positive mentions that corresponded to cell lines comprised the human
glioblastoma cell line T98G, the T-cell line M14T and the adrenocortical cell line H295R. In case
of taxonomic entities, that resembled mutations one could often see that they matched names of
bacterial strains or clone identifiers. Example cases of this kind included the E. coli strain K12S or P.
pneumoniae R36A. As for protein/gene names that were similar to mutations a frequent false positive
type corresponded to human proteins such as S100D and S100E. Some FPs also were viral gene names
(e.g. A10L of the vaccinia virus, A11L variola virus or the poxvirus protein A52R).
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of false positive mentions. Because the lexical coverage of cell line information in exist-

ing ontologies like the Cell Type ontology is very limited, I generated systematically a

cell line dictionary by applying the ABNER tagger 1. This way a total of 9,252 cell line

names were extracted, out of which 1,124 corresponded to mentions that could poten-

tially match mutation patterns. Moreover from the list of cancer cell lines contained in

the COSMIC database five additional names resembling mutations were added to this

cell line dictionary. This dictionary was used to remove ambiguous mutation mentions.

Additionally, I constructed 922 pattern templates based on multi-word cell line names

to filter wrongly detected mutation mentions 2. A similar approach was followed for

wrongly detected mutations that corresponded to parts of taxonomic names. A list of

584 taxonomic names containing words resembling mutations was compiled from the

NCBI Taxonomy. From these 128 filtering patterns were generated 3. To eliminate

detected mutations that corresponded in fact to protein and gene names, a stop list of

295 gene names resembling mutations was derived from SwissProt. From these names,

a total of 25 protein-mutation disambiguation patterns were derived 4.

Protein vs. gene mutation disambiguation: Another level of ambiguity encoun-

tered for mutation mentions is to determine whether they are mutations of protein or

DNA/RNA sequences. This type of ambiguity only affects certain residues, namely

those that in case of single letter codes can also correspond to nucleotides. Although

such ambiguities have been addressed by official nomenclature guidelines 5, they are

not followed sufficiently in practice. To handle this kind of mutation type classification,

initially a machine learning based approach was explored, to classify automatically the

mentions. Nevertheless this approach did not result in satisfactory results, mainly be-

cause within a single sentence often both, mutations at the level of DNA do co-occur

with the corresponding mutations at the level of protein sequences. I proposed as an

1The Cell Ontology is a structured controlled vocabulary for cell types. Many of its concepts are
not directly corresponding to the way cell types are expressed in the literature and it does not capture
exhaustively all the cell types described in the literature.

2Example cell line-mutation disambiguation patterns: ’MUTATION cell line’ or ’cultured MUTA-
TION cells’.

3Example taxonomic names-mutation disambiguation patterns: ’Bacillus cereus MUTATION’ or
’Candida sp. MUTATION’.

4Example protein names-mutation disambiguation patterns: ’30S ribosomal protein MUTATION’
or ’Tumor rejection antigen MUTATION’.

5Nomenclature guidelines state that mutation mentions should be preceded by a letter that indicates
the type of reference sequence. This is ’p’ for protein sequences (e.g. pCys76Ala or p.C76A), ’g’ for
genomic sequences, ’c’ for cDNA, ’m’ for mitochondrial sequences and ’r’ for RNA sequences
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alternative a hand crafted rule-based strategy that considered the following general

aspects: (1) mutation sequence positions, (2) co-occurrence of other mutations and

(3) the local context (particular words co-occurring within the same sentence). First

the sequence position of the mutation was examined. Usually proteins in the UniProt

database are on average around 360 amino acids long. A particularly long protein is the

titin protein, which in case of mice can be 35,213 residues long. 99.25% of the proteins

in UniProt are shorter than 4,000 amino acids. When mutations refer to changes at

the level of DNA this position number is usually considerable larger. I explored three

positional cut-offs (2,000, 3,000 and 4,000) to filter DNA from protein mutations. Ex-

ample cases of DNA mutations that can be removed with this method are ’G2950692A’

(PMID 15862761) and ’G20210A’ (PMID 18501222). Another aspect that I used to

determine if a given mutation is at the level of DNA or protein was examining other

co-occurring mutations in the same abstract. The proposed assumption here was that

if multiple mutations detected within an abstract all resembled potential DNA mu-

tations, it is more likely that each of them corresponds to a DNA mutation rather

than a protein. From manual literature analysis, I determined that at least 4 different

mutations had to co-occur in the abstract, with at least two different combinations

(to avoid removing of Cys to Ala-scanning mutations) 1. Another property examined

in case of multiple mutation co-occurrences in the same document was the numerical

relation between the extracted mutation sequence positions. Often both DNA and

protein mutations appear in the same document. To detect relations between DNA

positions and their corresponding amino acids the following condition was analyzed: if

the position of a potentially ambiguous mutation 2 is equal to 3 times the position of

another co-occurring mutation it is excluded 3. For the context-based disambiguation

of mutation types, two lists of keywords relevant to DNA or to protein mutations was

compiled. These term lists were constructed through manual inspection and extension

of the ranked word features returned by a BOW SVM sentence classifier trained on a

small set of 687 DNA and 687 protein mutation mentioning sentences. The classifier

itself was not competitive enough that’s why only very discriminative words were man-

ually selected for the disambiguation process. These word lists were matched against

1An example case that was filtered based on this rule was in the PubMed record 9240741, where
all the following mutations are co-occurring together: T1448C, T1366G, G1604A, A1226G.

2Single letter mutations restricted to A,T,G,C.
3 Example case C684G (ambiguous) and N228K in PMID 9889017.
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the sentences containing mutation mentions to decide whether they referred to DNA

or protein mutations.

Mutation-sequence mapping : A key aspect is the detection of associations between

mutations and the proteins (amino acid sequences) they refer to. Just examining the

textual proximity of mentions of mutations and proteins is not accurate enough to

detect mutation-protein relations. A more competitive strategy is to map the muta-

tion (the wild type residue) to its corresponding position within the protein sequence

(of the co-occurring protein mention). This implies that if a co-occurring protein has

the wild type residue of the detected mutation in the correct sequence position, it is

likely that this protein is the correct ’target’ of this mutation. I proposed the novel

combination of several alternative approaches to improve this basic residue to sequence

validation step (see (91)). The mutation-sequence validation step included the strate-

gies detailed below. (1) Basic mutation to sequence position mapping : This consisted

of the simplest approach, namely matching the wild type residue of an extracted mu-

tation mention exactly against the corresponding protein sequence position. If the

protein contains the same (wild type) residue at that very same position, the mutation

is considered as being correctly identified. (2) Methionine start position counting : In

this case the mutation mapping was done neglecting the N-terminal methionine (start-

ing to count at the second residue). This alternative counting was done because even

authors themselves often do not account for this first starting methionine when de-

scribing protein sequences in the literature. (3) Signal peptide/pro-peptide removal :

Another aspect that influences position counting of protein sequences happens for pro-

teins where the mature protein is generated after cleavage of N-terminal pro-peptides

or signal sequences. To address this issue proteins having N-terminal pro-peptides or

signal peptides were selected from the UniProt database. For these proteins, the residue

counting was done starting from the mature protein sequence after cleavage (removal)

of these two types N-terminal pro-sequence. (4) Mutation co-occurrence patterns: Even

considering all these alternative-counting strategies there are still often mismatches be-

tween proteins described in the literature and databases. This can be explained by: (a)

updates/changes in sequences over time, (b) the existence of isoforms (with alternative

lengths and sequence variations), (c) the experimental characterizations of only parts

of the entire protein are often described in papers (e.g. in the case of protein structural

examinations with focus on a particular structural domain). When multiple residues
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co-occur in the same paper those cases could be detected using mutation sequence

patterns that are used to scan the target protein sequence. Patterns were generated

if at least four mutations of different residue positions do co-occur in abstracts. The

wild type residues and their relative positions (distances with respect to each other)

derived from the papers were used to carry out the sequence scanning. (5) Alternative

mutation directionality : The automatic detection of mutations sometimes returns er-

rors with respect to the actual distinction between the wild type and mutant residues.

This issue is more relevant for mutation mentions that are described in the text using

multi-word expressions rather than single word mutation mentions. Therefore, in an

attempt to recover identified mutations but where the mutation residue changes are

wrongly tagged, the mutant residue was checked against the position of the wild type

residue of the target protein sequence 1. Figure 4.8 shows a pie chart that reflects the

quantitative importance of each sequence validation approach.

Mutation type classification: The literature provides descriptions of several types of

mutations, those that are experimentally introduced in protein sequences to understand

the corresponding effect at the molecular or biochemical level 2 but also descriptions of

naturally occurring sequence variants, including germline or somatic polymorphisms.

To facilitate the detection of those mutations that are experimentally generated (in-

duced) versus natural variants, I applied a supervised SVM sentence classifier 3 trained

on a balanced sample set of 4,744 sentences labeled for induced and natural variant

mutations respectively 4. The training data consisted of sentences mentioning protein-

mutations that were crosschecked using the SwissProt database whether they corre-

sponded to natural variant or mutagenesis annotations 5.

1There were three different types of alternative mutation directionality validations: using the
basic sequence mapping but taking the mutant residue instead of the extracted wild type residue
(ALT BASIC), using the alternative counting of the first Methionine residue (ALT MET) and finally
taking into account propeptides/signal peptides for the position counting (ALT PEP).

2This is done for instance using techniques like site-directed mutagenesis.
3Using SVMLight package, with radial basis kernel function and default parameters. Several feature

weightings were explored, but finally term frequency was used to avoid issues related to the use of a
balanced training data.

4Evaluation of the sentence classifier against manually classified sentences returned a precision of
93.88% with a recall of 91.09%

5These mutations had annotations in the UniProt database, labelled as natural variant mutations
or experimentally induced mutations.
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Figure 4.8: Pie chart of mutation sequence validation method types. This figure illus-
trates the fraction of human mutation-protein-pmid triplets validated by each of the various
proposed methods, from the basic mutation mapping to the mutation co-occurrence pattern
based approach.

4.3.1 Text mining of mutations and proteins for cancer

There is an increasing interest to better understand associations of particular proteins

and genes to human cancer types. Many of the proteins that are known to play a

role in cancer are actually mutated in case of tumoral tissues. I applied the previously

described mutation extraction pipeline to detect automatically all the non-synonymous

protein mutations contained in the PubMed database of abstracts. The resulting collec-

tion of mutations was then linked to the corresponding human proteins. All abstracts

mentioning mutations of human proteins were scored for the followings set of cancer

types: bladder cancer, breast cancer, chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL), melanoma

and pancreas cancer. The aim was not only to extract all human mutations from the

literature, but also to score and rank them (in addition to the proteins) for their rel-

evance or association to these cancer types, providing the actual target documents as

evidential literature pointers. There is also some interest in discovering whether some

infectious agents, mostly viruses can be potentially oncogenic or increase the formation

of certain cancer types (120). This is well established in the case of some types of

cancers, for instance between human papillomaviruses and cervical cancer (34). Some

estimates indicate that around 15% of human cancers may be caused by viruses (202).

Therefore I adapted the same text mining pipeline to score all viruses (where humans
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are a potential host) for the same set of cancer types (see subsection 4.3.2)

For the recognition of human proteins, a dictionary of gene/protein names and

symbols was generated from the UniProt database. This dictionary was augmented au-

tomatically with gene aliases to account for typographical variations while a stop word

filtering step was carried out to remove highly ambiguous gene names. The resulting

dictionary had 356,304 unique name strings (corresponding to 827,863 name-UniProt

accession number pairs). This dictionary contained a total of 20,239 unique human

proteins (i.e. unique UniProt accession numbers). A total of 13,143 unique names

were found in PubMed abstracts by dictionary lookup, corresponding to 7,379 unique

proteins. Overall, I detected in 2,334,415 PubMed abstracts at least one protein/gene

name, and there were 11,391,334 sentence-protein name associations (8,066,893 unique

sentences).

In case of the mutation mention detection results (before filtering), a total of 111,816

abstracts had mutations, corresponding to 206,912 article-mutation associations and

70,620 unique normalized mutations1. Mutations were found in 253,099 sentences.

The average number of mutation mentions per sentences, when considering only those

sentences that had at least a single mutation, was of 1.56 2. This indicates that it

is quite frequent to find co-mentions of multiple mutations within sentences (but of-

ten multiple different substitutions of the same wild type residue are described). The

most commonly mutated wild type amino acid contained in PubMed was Arginine,

while the residue with the fewest mutations was Tryptophan. In case of the mutant

residues, the most frequent was Alanine. This can be explained by the widespread

use of the Alanine scanning method for detecting experimentally relevant sites with

important functional or structural properties. From the abstracts that mentioned mu-

tations, 55.46% contained co-occurrences of human protein names 3. This resulted in

129,705 protein-mutation-article triplets. These mutation-protein co-occurrences were

then processed by the sequence validation pipeline previously described. Through the

basic mutation to sequence position mapping, 37,965 triplets could be validated, while

the Methionine start position counting could recover 9,405 triplets. This indicated

1Normalized mutations are mutation representations encoded by single letter amino acids and
sequence position numbers like ’T345Y’

2This value was 1.46 when using only unique different mutations, i.e. not considering multiple
mentions of the same mutation in the same sentence.

3this corresponded to a total of 62,016 abstracts.
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that it is quite common in the literature to neglect the first starting Methionine when

counting sequence positions. The signal peptide/pro-peptide removal turned out to be

less relevant, as only 6,939 triplets were recovered using this approach. Finally, when

applying the mutation co-occurrence pattern matching technique, a total of 10,355

mutations were detected, indicating that, despite its simplicity, this method has a con-

siderable recall. Combining the results of all the sequence validation techniques 56,806

unique triplets were returned. After applying the mutation filtering pipeline a total of

56,320 mutation triplets remained. Because the sequence validation step was performed

before, only a small number of ambiguous mutations were filtered by the mutation dis-

ambiguation module. Note that in case of the sequence validation pipeline there was a

preference order depending on the type of method and the number of hits it generated

by chance (using randomized versions of the sequence positions of each mutation). Fig-

ure 4.8 shows fraction of mutations validated by each method. More than one third of

the mutations were recovered by a method different from the basic mutation sequence

position mapping. The pattern-based approach was only used if no hits were obtained

by any other method.

Table 4.4: Bio-entity association to cancer types (A) and cancer associated mutations (B).
Table A shows the number of mutated proteins, mutations, articles and viruses detected for
each of the cancer types. Table B shows example mutations extracted for each cancer type.
Mutations are followed by a hash and the corresponding target protein UniProt accession
number.
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These literature derived mutation-protein-article triplets corresponded to 33,256

unique protein-mutation pairs for 3,952 human proteins detected in 29,691 abstracts.

A total of 24,505 (43.51%) of the extracted triplets had annotations for the corre-

sponding protein-mutation pairs in the UniProt database, while the others were ’newly’

extracted mutations not annotated in this database. In case of the unique mutation-

protein pairs, 8,014 of them (24.1%) had annotations in the UniProt database. From

these mutations-protein pairs that are contained in UniProt, 5,614 had been annotated

as disease-associated mutations, 1,889 were annotated as polymorphisms and 511 were

annotated as unclassified. The mutations detected from the literature were also com-

pared to the annotations contained in the COSMIC database (45). This database hosts

a larger number of mutations detected by mostly by large or medium-scale experimen-

tal settings, including sequencing data of tumor tissues. A total of 3,760 triplets (1,067

pairs) had annotations for the corresponding protein-mutation pairs in the COSMIC

database 1. Overall, when considering both databases, more than one forth of the

protein-mutation pairs extracted from the literature had some database annotation

(8,461 pairs, 25.31%), while all the others were essentially new mutations not previ-

ously annotated by these databases. After the detection of the mutations and their

target protein both of these entities were scored for their relevance for each of the

previously introduced cancer types. A SVM abstract classifier model was generated

separately for each cancer type using balanced training sets of cancer-type associated

abstracts and random PubMed samples as non-relevance (negative) training instances.

The positive training instances consisted of recent abstracts returned by Boolean

PubMed queries derived from the cancer topic searches provided by the National Cancer

Institute for each of these cancer types 2. The training data consisted of 5,150 abstracts

for bladder cancer, 8,150 for breast cancer, 7,800 for chronic lymphocytic leukemia

(CLL), 4,580 for melanoma and 8,150 for pancreas cancer. The generated classifier

models were applied both to the entire PubMed database as well as to the subset

of abstracts that mentioned human protein mutations. Then all the human proteins

that had literature-derived mutations were scored for each of the cancer types. The

cancer literature scoring of proteins and mutations carried out here, followed a similar

1COSMIC database release August 2013
2The cancer topic searches are provided at the NCI webpage through selection of the appropriate

subcategories: http://www.cancer.gov/cancertopics/litsearch.
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strategy as previously done for the cell cycle protein ranking approach described in

section 4.2. Table 4.4 part (A) shows a numerical summary of the entities and articles

detected for each of the cancer types. A total of 175 mutated proteins were mentioned

in at least one abstract relevant for bladder cancer, 338 for breast cancer, 98 for CLL,

1,082 for melanoma and 134 for pancreas cancer. The number of retrieved mutated

proteins associated to each of the cancer types correlates with the number of articles

detected to be relevant for that cancer types. The literature body relevant for breast

cancer and melanoma is considerable larger than for the other three cancer types, and

therefore more proteins and also mutations were extracted for them. Table 4.4 part

(A) also shows the number of articles 1 classified as relevant for each of the cancer

types. The extracted proteins were also compared to the proteins contained in the

COSMIC gene census of cancer relevant proteins. From this database, 259 proteins

were found in PubMed abstracts. I discovered some inconsistencies in the annotations

provided by COSMIC related to the annotation of somatic and germline tumor types

in this database 2. All COSMIC proteins were revised manually and after examining

the COSMIC annotation field mapped to the cancer types studied in this thesis. The

proteins that were annotated in COSMIC with one of these cancer types, and that with

literature mentions, were compared to the automatically extracted mutated proteins

retrieved by text mining. There were two proteins in COSMIC annotated with bladder

cancer that had also literature mentions (UniProt accession: P01112 and P22607),

both of them were scored as bladder cancer relevant by the text mining system. In

case of breast cancer, from the 13 COSMIC proteins, 7 were scored as relevant by the

text mining system 3. In case of melanoma, from the 23 genes that were annotated

in COSMIC for this cancer, 10 could be retrieved by the literature mining approach.

Surprisingly the text-mining tool could detect none of the 8 COSMIC proteins that

were annotated as CLL associated. In case of pancreas cancer, none of the COSMIC

proteins did have a detectable literature mention. Taking into account that the text

mining system used only abstracts while the COSMIC annotations take into account

1Here the articles mentioning mutations, human proteins and automatically validated protein-
mutation pairs were examined.

2COSMIC did not use controlled vocabularies for annotating the genes, for example the following
different terms were used for Hodgkin Lymphoma: Hodgkin Lymphoma, Hodgkin Lymphona and
Hodgkin’s lymphoma. I contacted the COSMIC curators to point this problem out.

3These proteins corresponded to: Q9BX63, P04626, P42336, P12830, P31749, P04637 and O96017
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full text articles and other experimental data, the obtained recall is still somehow

encouraging for recovering mutated proteins.

In case of individual mutations, a total of 1,082 of them were detected in abstracts

relevant for melanoma and 338 for breast cancer, while only 98 were extracted for

CLL, 134 for pancreas cancer and 175 for bladder cancer. The comparison of the

extracted mutations against UniProt and COSMIC was more cumbersome. The overlap

of mutations between these two databases was marginally small, and even negligible

when additionally considering the database annotations to these cancer types. Both

databases did not provide cancer annotations of mutations using controlled vocabularies

or hierarchical disease terminologies. Therefore the used text descriptions provided by

these databases were manually mapped to the five cancer types. 1. Altogether only

105 mutations from these databases had literature mentions and were annotated by

these resources as belonging to one of the five cancer subtypes studied here. In case of

the 39 mutations annotated as bladder cancer relevant 2, 14 were scored as relevant for

this cancer type by the text mining tool. In case of melanoma, from the 27 annotated

mutations, 24 were scored as relevant, while for breast cancer 22 out of the 24 annotated

mutations were recovered by the literature-based scoring method. In case of pancreas

cancer, only 5 annotated mutations had literature mentions, being 3 of them classified

as pancreas cancer relevant by the system. These results show that the proposed system

is useful to detect cancer-relevant mutations that are mentioned in abstracts in a more

systematic fashion. Nevertheless it also points out that there is an issue in terms of recall

when taking mutations mentions only from abstracts. To better understand the kind of

information returned by the system, figure 4.9 provides an example screenshot returned

for a mutation scored as relevant for bladder cancer. This particular example shows

the detected H268Y mutation linked to the protein UGT2B7 3 that is co-occurring in

the same abstract. On the left side of this figure the actual textual evidence is provided

as well as the extracted mutation, the method used to link the mutation to the protein

sequence as well as the corresponding UniProt accession number. Moreover, in case

of the target protein, there are links to 1) the corresponding UniProt record, 2) to all

1In case of UniProt this required examining 1,249 unique comment fields while for COSMIC it
required examining the combination of different fields related to the tissue source, tumor type and
sub-tumor fields.

2Here only mutations having a detected literature mention are examined.
3The protein of this example, UGT2B7 (UDP-glucuronosyltransferase 2B7) is and enzyme that

plays a role in the elimination of toxic xenobiotics and endogenous compounds.
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Figure 4.9: Example mutation extraction output scored for bladder cancer. On the left
side of this figure the screen shot of the output generated for the mutation H268Y and the
associated target protein UGT2B7 is shown. On the right a simple template for entering
a mutation annotation for this relation is provided.

the abstracts mentioning this protein scored for bladder cancer relevance (regardless

if there have co-occurring mutations), 3) to all the abstracts mentioning this protein

ranked by polymorphism relevance and finally 4) links to all the abstracts were (any)

mutation associated to this protein was detected. Additional information also provided

included annotations for this mutation in UniProt and COSMIC (if present) and links

to other databases 1 in case the mutation corresponded to a SNP defined by UniProt.

On the right a simple template for entering a mutation annotation for this relation is

provided. This is useful for generating a structured annotation of the cancer-relevant

mutations and recording those that are actually relevant to the studied cancer type.

Additional information can be added manually such as the type of relation between the

mutation and the cancer, e.g. is it promotes or protects or even if there is no association

at all.

1Databases: SNPedia and dbSNP.
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4.3.2 Text mining of viruses for cancer

The context-based entity ranking method introduced in this thesis has no implicit restric-

tion to particular entity types like proteins, genes, concepts or mutations, but can also

be used to score organisms and species. Here I describe the very first exploratory at-

tempt to use text mining for ranking viruses for cancer based on literature information.

I took the cancer abstract classifier output to find viruses that could be important for

certain cancer types. For the best-established association of cancer to viruses, namely

cervical cancer, a total of 334 viruses were detected as relevant 1, out of which 74 are

known to have humans as a host from annotations derived from the UniProt database.

All of the top 26 viruses belong to different types of human papillomaviruses (HPV).

Among the top ranking types of HPVs, the two with the largest body of evidence for

cervical cancer relevance were HPV16 and HPV18 2. These results agree well with the

previous knowledge, it was estimated that these two types of viruses are responsible

for 10% of cervical cancers and they are the target of the HPV vaccine (33). The first

non-HPV virus appearing in the virus-cervical cancer ranking was herpes simplex virus

type 2 (HSV2). The epidemiological association of this virus to cervical cancer has also

been studied, but more recent studies provide a less conclusive disease implication in

this case. In table 4.4 part (A) one can see the number of viruses that were retrieved

for the various cancer types. Bladder and pancreas cancer have only a small number

of retrieved potential virus associations, while melanoma and CLL do have the largest

number of viruses returned for these five cancer types (but with weaker associations

then the ones generated for cervical cancer). The top five viruses returned for CLL were

Human adenovirus type 1, Epstein Barr virus, Human T cell lymphotropic virus type 2,

Human herpesvirus and KSHV 3. In case of melanoma, top ranking viruses with a large

enough literature body included HPV16, Adenovirus type 5, Human cytomegalovirus

and KSHV.

Examining manually some of the virus-cancer association abstracts showed that the

relationship between the viruses and cancer topics were not restricted to the viruses de-

scribed as being the causative agents of these cancer types. In many cases the infection

1Relevant in this case means that these viruses are mentioned at least in one abstract scored as
cervical cancer relevant by the classifier.

2For HPV16, 1841 out of 2314 abstracts were cervical cancer relevant while in case of HPV18 31
out of 33 were relevant for this cancer type.

3KSHV: Kaposi’s sarcoma-associated herpesvirus
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of cancer patients with these viruses were analyzed in more detail in clinical settings

without any causative implication. In some studies immuno-compromised patients,

due to the cancer condition, showed very severe (sometimes even lethal) outcomes of

the viral infections that otherwise would have been harmless. Some of the returned

abstracts also described in detail negative outcomes, i.e. studies that show that there

is no relation between a particular virus and cancer type, a result that is useful to

rule out some of the viruses for further analysis. The virus-cancer association results

generated by me could thus serve to prioritize viruses for a more in depth and sys-

tematic epidemiological characterization in the context of cancer patients. Moreover,

in some cases the text-mining outcome could provide exploratory hints of additional

risks encountered by cancer patients when infected with some viruses. From the results

obtained for cervical cancer it also seems that the same strategy could be applied to

other cancer types that do show a stronger relationship with viral infections than those

encountered for the five cancer types characterized for the mutation ranking.

4.3.3 Extraction of human kinase mutations

The results generated for cancer-associated mutations showed that abstracts alone just

cover a portion of the mutations described in the literature. To mine mutations from

full text articles is technically more challenging and requires thus focusing on a par-

ticular group of proteins. For that reason a more in-depth strategy was followed for a

specific family of proteins, namely human protein kinases. Protein kinases were chosen

as target for the mutation extraction pipeline due to their crucial role as one of the

most important protein families involved in cellular signaling processes. This family is

also one of the main protein targets in studies of human diseases (170) such as cancer

(53, 193) or Alzheimer (128). This motivated the use of large scale characterizations of

kinase sequence variants. To enable a more systematic access to information relevant

for human kinases (in addition to general databases that also cover kinases), a consid-

erable number of kinase-specific databases have been constructed. Among these, one

should highlight resources like KinMutBase (145), MoKCa (155) and especially Kin-

Base (132). Keeping databases that require manual literature curation of mutations

up to date is very labor intensive. For this protein family, mutation mentions were

also detected from full text articles (76, 91). This work represents the first attempt
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to extract human kinase mutations both from abstracts as well as from full text arti-

cles. Additionally data from various other repositories (annotation databases as well

as genotyping studies) were examined and integrated. A detailed description of this

work goes beyond the scope of the thesis and can be found in two journal publica-

tions: see (76) and (91). The data generated by the resulting system (called SNP2L)

has also been incorporated into the online application wKinMut 1. For the extraction

of mutations, essentially the same pipeline as previously explained in more detail was

used. In addition, every kinase mutation mention was scored according to whether it

corresponded to an induced mutation (generated experimentally through methods like

mutagenesis) or if it was a natural sequence variant (somatic and germline mutations).

This classification step was done using as contextual information single sentences. The

underlying sentence classifier was able to differentiate between natural variant and mu-

tagenesis types of mutations with an accuracy of 93.88 (precision of 93.88%, recall of

91.09% and balanced F-score of 92.46) (91). Scoring mutation mentions this way helps

to bridge mutation relevant information generated by diverse scientific domains, that is

data generated by clinical, epidemiological and human genetics studies with molecular

biology and biochemical in vitro experiments. A manual validation of the mutation

type classifier showed that 93.9% corresponded to correct mutation mentions without

applying the mutation-filtering step, compared to 97.0% when applying previously the

mutation disambiguation program. From the correctly detected mutations, 49.75%

were manually labeled as natural variant mutations, while 47.2% corresponded to in-

duced mutations 2. This means that almost half of the mutations mentioned in the

literature corresponded to mutations that were generated experimentally (at least in

case of mutations of human kinases). In the database SwissProt less than 13 percent

of the mutation annotations corresponded to experimentally induced mutations. This

may indicate that databases do not sufficiently curate experimentally generated muta-

tions, which nonetheless are crucial to understand the functional role of residues at a

molecular and biochemical level.

A more detailed analysis and comparison of the extracted mutations contained in

the protein kinase domain was performed. 7,184 unique mutations were extracted from

text belonging to this domain. In total 643 mutations were extracted from PubMed

1http://kinmut.bioinfo.cnio.es
2The remaining 3.05% corresponded to unclear mutation types
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abstracts for 128 different kinases. From the full text dataset 6,970 mutations for

325 kinases were detected. This means that 10 times more mutations were extracted

from full text when compared to abstracts. The entire PubMed database was used

as a source for extracting human kinase mutations, while the full text bibliome used

here consisted of 19,404 articles relevant to kinases. As only a fraction of the full text

documents are available, one can essentially consider these two text collections as being

complementary.

When looking at the mutations detected by high throughput (HT) genotyping stud-

ies only a tiny portion of them did have literature mentions. This result may be

explained by the fact that the majority of the HT generated data corresponds to mu-

tations without any deleterious effects. Therefore those mutations are also not further

described in the scientific literature (91). The obtained results are quite different for

manually curated databases, where 31.54% of the kinase mutations can be found in

papers. On the other side, when checking the mutations mined from the literature,

5.55% of them (23.02% from abstracts and 5.08% from full text) do have corresponding

database records. This means that a substantial amount of the automatically extracted

mutations have not been previously annotated by any biological database. Note that

an important fraction of the literature-extracted mutations are located close to func-

tionally relevant regions of kinases, such as the ATP binding pocket or the DFG motif

in the activation loop (see (91) for additional details).

A more detailed comparative analysis of the extracted mutations against various

databases was done for SwissProt and KinMutBase. From the 710 mutations contained

in SwissProt for the protein kinase domain, 134 (18.87%) were detected in abstracts

and 328 (46.20%) in full text articles, A total of 365 (51.41%) were found in either

abstracts or full text. In case of KinMutBase, from the 83 pathogenic mutations in the

protein kinase domain a total of 32 mutations (38.55%) were found in abstracts and

also the same number in full text articles. Using both the abstracts and the full text

derived mutations, a total of 43 (51.81%) were covered by KinMutBase.

To estimate how many of the extracted kinase mutations are actually correct, a hu-

man expert manually validated a sample set of 100 randomly chosen mutations found

in abstracts. From these mutations, 23% were confirmed by existing records in at least
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Figure 4.10: Example evidence sentences extracted for the EGFR mutation Y845F.

one of the analyzed knowledgebases 1. Another 41% of the mutations corresponded to

correctly detected novel mutations (meaning that both the mutation and the identifi-

cation of the target protein were correct). From the remaining list of mutations, 8%

were close orthologues of mouse proteins that had the same wild type amino acid at

the same position than the human protein. These mutations can be viewed somehow

as ’correct’ hits because they correspond to information generated for human kinases

using an animal models. By combining all the three previous types of mutations, one

can estimate that three quarters (72%) of the detected mutations are essentially correct

2.

An interesting example protein for which several mutations were detected in the

literature was the human EGFR (epidermal growth factor receptor), a protein kinase

important for controlling cell differentiation and growth and that also has been reported

to play a role in breast cancer. For this protein several evidence sentences were found

for the mutation ’Y845F’. Figure 4.10 shows examples sentences where the Y845F was

detected. From these evidence sentences its seems that the Tyrosine-845 residue plays

an important functional role in DNA synthesis via binding to EGF.

1The examined databases were: SwissProt, COSMIC, Greenman-Wood dataset, KinMutBase and
SAAPdb.

2In case of the remaining mutations, 2% were too ambiguous even for human experts to be validated
manually
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The results obtained in this section showed that information extraction methods com-
bined with text mining approaches are useful for systematically connecting mutated
proteins and individual mutations to the literature. The generated outcome can be help-
ful to improve the functional interpretation of genetic variants provided by databases or
generated by patient sequencing projects. By ranking mutated proteins and individual
mutations according to their relevance for biomedical topics (cancer types) it is possible
to retrieve disease associated mutations more efficiently. It is also clear that text min-
ing helps to provide an integrated view of the biological characterization of particular
mutations derived from multiple documents. The mutation information extracted from
abstracts and full text is essentially complementary. Tailoring the text mining pipeline
for mutations of a specific protein family, for instance for human kinases, is important
to be able to systematically extract mutations from full text articles. Finally, context
based mutation classification approaches can be used to score the level of phenotypic
characterization of mutation mentions (molecular and biochemical relevance studied by
mutagenesis experiments or effects at the in vivo level in case of naturally occurring
genetic variants).

4.4 LimTox: Text mining for toxicology

A considerable effort in the field of biomedical text mining has been devoted to molec-

ular biology literature, focusing on functionally relevant information for a particular

entity type, namely genes and proteins, their attributes (e.g. mutations, cellular loca-

tions,...) as well as relationships between them (protein-protein interactions). Despite

the importance of chemical compounds and drugs as a central bio-entity in pharmaco-

logical and toxicological research, only few studies have tailored text-mining technologies

to this particular entity type (187). The limited number of text mining strategies in this

field focused so far mainly on pharmacogenomics-related aspects like the extraction of

gene-drug (24, 191) associations. Some initial attempts were made to extract drug-drug

interactions from text (150, 183). Mining the literature for drug-induced adverse effects

and associations of compounds to toxicological/toxicity end points were not extensively

addressed so far. There is consequently a need for novel text mining applications capable

to detect information related to toxic properties of chemical compound and drugs. To be

of practical relevance, a key issue is tailoring the system towards a specific toxicological

end point of importance. Animal tests are used for in vivo toxicology studies that try

to examine potentially toxic effects caused by a given drug or chemical compound. In

case of organ toxicity studies, the toxic effect is usually examined through repeated

administration over a given period of time, typically during 28 or 90 days, to rodents
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used as animal models. This setting is commonly used to assess chronic toxic effects,

where some organs are examined in detail to determine the associated toxicological end

point characteristics.

Hepatotoxicity end-point

Among the potential candidate toxicological end points (like cardiotoxicity, genotoxi-

city, teratotoxicity, phototoxicity, phospholipidosis, nephrotoxocity, etc) hepatotoxicity

represents one of the most critical toxic effects at the organ level 1. The liver is a fun-

damental organ examined in toxicology studies, due to its central role in metabolic, ex-

cretory and synthetic biochemical pathways. The mechanisms leading to drug-induced

liver toxicity are particularly complicated. There are cases of direct and indirect tox-

icity of compounds, hypersensitivity associated liver injuries, idiosyncratic reactions

2, etc. Hepatotoxicity poses as a result a significant challenge for widely used pre-

dictive chemoinformatics approaches because of its implicit complexity. Additionally,

drug-induced hepatotoxicity is of particular relevance for drug approval, motivated

withdrawal of several drugs, and is one of the major causes for drug attrition. In a

considerable number of cases drug-induced adverse hepatic effects caused in humans

are not detected in preclinical studies with animal models. It is therefore not only

important to determine potentially hepatotoxic aspects in animal models but also to

examine such effects in clinical settings with human patients as described in the medical

literature.

Some biochemical pathways and enzymes (e.g. cytochrome P-450 enzymes, amino-

transferases) play a central role in the characterization of hepatotoxicity. In order to

define clinically significant cases of liver injuries, the importance of altered levels of

certain serum enzymes especially of alanine aminotransferase, aspartate aminotrans-

ferase, alkaline phosphatase, and bilirubin was underlined by medical experts (137).

In addition to biochemical evidences of liver injury also other features and histological

examinations are being commonly considered. For instance such features include in

case of animal studies alterations in organ weight/size changes, as well as observations

from pathology, necropsy, histological and microscopic examinations.

1Drug-induced hepatotoxicity, also known as drug-induced liver injury (DILI) consists of damage
of the liver caused by some chemical compound or drug.

2Idiosyncratic drug reactions (type B reactions) are those reactions that are uncommon and can
not be easily predicted, they are not dosage-dependent
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The construction of structured knowledgebases results in a more systematic access

to toxicological annotations of compounds, important in turn to develop and evalu-

ate in silico prediction tools. Some attempts have been made to construct databases

that also provide information on hepatotoxicity. These include the CTD database and

the LTKB database 1. Both of these databases do not really cover more granular

DILI annotations of relevant aspects at the molecular and histopathological level. A

more systematic extraction of DILI relevant information of chemicals can be obtained

through the use of text-mining methods. An first attempt in this direction was made

by applying a commercial text mining pipeline 2 to recover statements associated to

hepatotoxicity in the form of concept triplets from PubMed abstracts. These consisted

of co-mentions of concept-relationship-concept triplets (46) of compounds with terms

related to hepatobiliary anatomy/pathology.

To facilitate a more targeted access to hepatotoxicity relevant information, I de-

veloped a text mining system called LiMTox (Literature Mining for Toxicology) 3 that

extracts automatically toxicology relevant information from heterogeneous types of free

text. This system was applied to both scientific literature (at the level of individual

sentences, abstracts and full text articles) as well as to medical agency reports (EPAR

and NDA). Although initially the system was tailored for the domain of hepatotoxi-

city, several parts of the underlying pipeline could be adapted to other toxicological

endpoints.

The aim of the LiMTox system was to extract associations to toxic effects at various

levels of granularity, covering whole documents, individual sentences, entities (com-

pounds), terminologies and relations. Figure 4.11 shows a general flowchart of the

LiMTox system.

This system facilitate a more targeted retrieval at the descriptive level of adverse

drug effects from the literature and also assist in the construction of manually validated

toxicology information. LimTox extracts two types of associations to hepatotoxicity;

these are either direct (explicit) or indirect (implicit). Direct associations are those

that try to link either a given text or a particular chemical entity directly (explicitly)

to this toxic endpoint by scoring the text/context for adverse hepatobiliary events.

1For additional details refer to the methods section.
2BioWisdom’s Sofia platform.
3LiMTox was implemented in the context of the European eTOX project:

http://www.etoxproject.eu
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4.4 LimTox: Text mining for toxicology

Figure 4.11: Simplified schematic flow chart of the LiMTox system pipeline. The pipeline
covers the preprocessing of the used document sources (PubMed abstracts, full text articles,
medical agency reports), initial scoring of the hepatotoxicity relevant abstracts and the
recognition of chemical entities. Then the extraction of both direct and indirect associations
to this toxic endpoint is illustrated.
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Figure 4.12: Evaluation of the LimTox abstract detection. This figure shows the results
of the evaluation of the automated detection of hepatobiliary toxicity relevant abstract. (A)
Evaluation scores for each of the detection strategies, namely the pattern based method,
the rule-based system, and the term mention methods (Term-n: mentions of stemmed
terms, Term-v: mentions of inflected term variants) or any of the methods, i.e. the ab-
stract was detected by at least one methods. The precision (P) was calculated for the
top 100 hits for each method from a random sample of 8000 abstracts based on manual
inspection. The recall (R) was estimated using several external datasets as a validation
standard (as well as a set of manually labeled abstracts prepared by a last year medicine
student, the R-Manual set). The total number of PubMed abstracts retrieved by each
method and the corresponding percentages are shown in the last column of this table. (B)
Detailed examination of the top 100 abstract evaluations. Each of the top 100 abstracts
returned by every method was classified manually into Liver-I (induced adverse hepato-
biliary effect), Liver-Path (hepatobiliary disease), Hepato (Hepatobiliary system related),
Tox (Toxic effect relevant) and other (not relevant). Note that in case of the hits returned
by the pattern-based method for the 8000 sample set only 19 of them contained pattern
hits, so in this case the evaluation was based only on these 19 hits.
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This means that the text mentions for instance terms, words or phrases semantically

related to hepatotoxicity (e.g. ’liver toxic’, ’hepatotoxin’, etc.) In case of indirect (im-

plicit) associations, the used strategy relies on domain background knowledge. Implicit

relations refer to relationships between chemical entities and certain entity types that

are used as clinical indicators of adverse liver reactions. These indicators cover a list

of liver enzymes and p450 cytochromes (CYPs). Alterations of these clinical indicators

do not necessarily mean than the compound is hepatotoxic but are indirect biochemical

indicators of liver alterations, that can under certain circumstances potentially be toxic

(e.g. compound X causes elevation of ALT levels).

4.4.1 Detecting hepatotoxicity associations of texts

Finding hepatotoxicity associated texts is not only important to detect articles that

are relevant for manual curation of toxicology data. Within the LimTox system, textual

data was scored at the level of abstracts and individual sentences. Four different meth-

ods were implemented to allow retrieval of hepatotoxicity relevant documents, these

were: (1) Classifier strategy (Machine learning based abstract/sentence classifiers us-

ing SVMs), (2) Term strategy (indexing of sentences and abstracts with terms related

to adverse hepatobiliary events), (3) Rule strategy (rule based detection of sentences

with co-occurrences of both phrases referring to hepatobiliary location, i.e. the location

trigger and adverse or toxicity events, i.e. the adverse reaction triggers) and (4) pat-

tern strategy (detection of particular language expressions used to describe chemically

induced adverse hepatobiliary reactions).

Machine-learning SVM classifier. The hepatotoxicity SVM abstract classifier

was trained on a balanced set of 10,984 abstracts. The positive training data contained

records relevant for drug-induced liver damage selected by either a keyword or a rule

based approach. Those two approaches will be described in more details on the next

paragraphs. The negative training set was a random sample of PubMed abstracts of the

same size. To determine the quality of the used training data a sample of 100 abstracts

was manually inspected, 83 % corresponded to DILI relevant documents and another

12% to adverse liver events caused by alterations in genes and gene products (mainly at

the level of expression). The aim of this strategy was to implement a high recall system

that enables classification and ranking of hepatotoxicity relevant articles. The resulting

classifier model was then applied to score the entire set of abstracts contained in the
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Figure 4.13: Flowchart of the LimTox hepatotoxicity terminology construction pro-
cess.There are three main approaches for the LimTox term selection, labeled in the flow
chart as (A), (B) and (C). In case of the first strategy (A), a set of manually derived terms
are selected based on visual inspection of a sample of sentences scored as hepatotoxicity
relevant by the SVM sentence classifier. The second approach (B) is based on automatic
extraction of candidate terms directly from the literature by ranking noun phrases and
n-grams present in hepatotoxicity sentences. The third approach integrates here is based
on deriving relevant terms from existing ontologies and terminologies. All three approaches
are used to construct the LimTox term list.

PubMed database. A total of 767,322 (5.67%) abstracts were scored as relevant for

hepatotoxicity. For evaluation purposes, and in order to estimate whether the classifier

was able to recover records annotated as relevant for hepatotoxicity, I used several

independent evaluation data sets. The obtained recall results can be seen in figure

4.12).

The classifier was able to recover between 89.43% and 98.08% of the records anno-

tated as DILI relevant from various datasets. The following evaluation datasets were

used: (a) the R-CTD set containing articles annotated with the term Drug-Induced

Liver Diseases in the CTD database, (b) the R-MeSH set containing records that were

indexed by PubMed with the MeSH term Drug-induced liver injury, (C) the R-SCAI

set, consisting of the subset of DILI relevant abstracts from the ADE corpus (56) and

(D) the R-Manual consisting of a small sample set of abstracts that were examined by

a last year medicine student and classified as DILI relevant.

Hepatobiliary adverse event term co-occurrence. One of the strength of the

machine learning based selection process is that the same method can be adapted to

various datasets (given that there is a way to obtain suitable training data). Another
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option is to simply index documents with terms or phrases that are representative

for the topic of interest. The underlying assumption here is that if such a term is

mentioned in the document (or sentence) it should be considered relevant for this

topic. The advantage of such an approach is that it makes human interpretation of

generated results more straightforward. It can also be used to carry out a quantitative

co-occurrence statistics analysis when using a multi-document data collection. On

the other side, one of the main difficulties encountered here is to generate suitable

lexical resources in the very first place. Currently, a specific ontology or thesaurus for

hepatotoxicity does not exist, but there are several relevant terms for hepatotoxicity

scattered across different ontologies.

The strategy to build such a lexicon are summarized in the flow chart that can be

seen in figure 4.13. First I compiled a set of manually defined seed terms for hepato-

toxicity based on the examination of sentences classified as hepatotoxicity relevant that

also mentioned chemical compounds 1. Those terms were then tokenized into words

and the resulting unique words were manually categorized into the following initial se-

mantic classes: (1) hepatotoxicity triggers (e.g. transaminitis, steatosis, hepatotoxic),

(2) hepatobiliary related words (e.g. hepatocyte, liver), (3) toxicity/adverse event re-

lated words (e.g. toxic, injury, degeneration) and (4) others (not related to any of the

previous classes).

To achieve a more systematic recovery of hepatotoxicity relevant terms a semi-

automatic extraction, ranking and triage of hepatotoxicity candidate terms was carried

out, resulting in the LimTox term lexicon. First noun phrases were automatically de-

tected from hepatotoxicity sentences (see materials and methods section). The initial

set of noun phrases and also n-grams (word bigrams and trigrams) was then filtered

using a stop list 2 and a set of manually defined heuristic filtering rules 3. The resulting

phrases were ranked based on their absolute frequencies within the entire set of hep-

atotoxicity sentences. All phrases with a frequency higher than 12 occurrences were

manually classified into the previously introduced four semantic classes 4. Additionally

1These included sentences scored as hepatotoxicity relevant by the SVM classifier approach, derived
from PubMed abstracts, full text articles and agency reports.

2The stop list included mainly chemicals, markers and CYPs
3Those rules covered aspects such as that the terms should not contain mentions of codons, time

and quantity expressions (e.g. mM, min, pH), numbers and that they should have a minimal length
45,618 phrases were classified into these classes. 18.69% corresponded to hepatobiliary related

phrases, 9.75% to adverse event phrases and 2.47% to hepatotoxicity related phrases.
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from those high frequency phrases, word tokens with a particular POS tag (nouns and

adjectives) were also classified into these categories.

These human validated phrases and words were used to automatically mine addi-

tional term candidates. Therefore I considered two selection criteria. The term candi-

dates were added to the LimTox lexicon either if (1) they contained a hepatotoxicity

trigger or (2) if they have both a hepatobiliary trigger together with a toxicity/adverse

event trigger in the same noun phrase. For the second criteria, the underlying assump-

tion was that if a phrase has a term that refers to the hepatobiliary system and also

has a term that expresses some adverse, toxic or abnormal event, the whole phrase

would be a suitable term. An example case of the first selection criterion is the phrase

subacute hepatotoxicity. While an illustrative example of the second criterion is the

phrase submassive liver necrosis. This term contains both a word referring to the hep-

atobiliary system liver and a term that expresses the adverse event necrosis in the same

noun phrase.

The same two selection criteria were applied to detect hepatotoxicity candidate

terms automatically from a list of existing ontologies/terminologies. In contrast to the

noun phrases, all of the ontology-derived term candidates were manually validated 1.

Some other terminologies were also examined but these contained only terms related

to hepatobiliar system rather then to adverse hepatobiliary events 2. An additional

stop-word based post-processing step was necessary to remove certain diseases or ad-

verse liver events that were due to either viral, bacterial or parasitic infections (not

due to chemical agents) or caused by alcoholic hepatitis. The final LimTox hepatotox-

icity lexicon contained a total of 29,371 terms (out of which 4,141 had been manually

validated). The lexicon was enriched with automatically generated term variants that

took into account aspects such as plural endings, case variants and hyphenation. The

number of records after generating these term variants was of 200,016. Two term look-

up strategies were applied, one based on matching the automatically generated term

1The following number of adverse hepatobiliary terms were detected in ontologies/terminologies:
Mammalian Phenotype (426), Adverse Events (8), Disease Ontology (576) Gemina symptom (16),
Human Phenotype (184), Mouse Pathology (63), COSTART (87), MeDRA (15), CTD database MEDIC
lexicon (937), Polysearch lexicon (974), eTOX project toxicology ontology (290).

2The following number of terms related to the hepatobiliar system were recovered from terminolo-
gies: Brenda Tissue (90), Event Ontology (7), vertebrate Homologous Organs Groups ontology (34),
Mouse Anatomy (72), Foundational Model of Anatomy ontology (1,262) and Uber anatomy ontology
(548).
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variants (Term-v) to the target text, while the other approach considered matching

of lower case converted stemmed terms (normalized) from the original term lexicon

to sentences processed in the same way (Term-n). The retrieval results using these

two strategies in the Gold Standard sets can be seen in figure 4.12. Documents and

sentences were ranked by the number of detected hepatotoxicty terms. The recall of

the term-lookup based method (using term variants) ranged between 87.10 and 97.12.

Some of the precision issues of the term-lookup strategy have to do with limitations in

detecting specifically chemical induced adverse hepatobiliary effects, in the sense that

the terms themselves are often not sufficient to differentiate between general adverse

hepatobiliary effects/diseases and those that are induced by the administration of some

chemical compound or drug (see part B of 4.12). Overall within the entire PubMed

database a total of 1,303,651 normalized (stemmed) term mentions were recognized,

and 1,428,154 mentions could be retrieved when using the term variant lexicon.

Rule-based approach. A general shortcoming of the term based indexing ap-

proach is that adverse hepatobiliary events (and also other events) can often be de-

scribed in the literature a way that does not rely on the use of a specific term or

phrase. To illustrate such descriptive expressions referring to hepatotoxicity consider

the following example sentence: ’Toxic effect of an antitumor drug paclitaxel on mor-

phofunctional characteristics of the liver in rats (PMID:19023985). Although this sen-

tence associates a particular chemical to a hepatotoxic effect, the authors do not use

a specific term built up by consecutive words. Nonetheless, the two elements that

are key for hepatotoxicty events (the adverse effect and the actual site or target or-

gan) are mentioned in the beginning and end of the sentence respectively. To capture

such kind of expressions, I have implemented a simple rule-based or knowledge-based

approach. This strategy explores how information relevant to hepatotoxicity is gener-

ally stated in single sentences beyond the use of technical terms. Examining sample

cases it became clear that a general property of hepatotoxicity sentences was the use

of expressions referring to the target site (organ, tissue, cell type, molecular entities)

affected by the toxic effect together with the description of some adverse, pathologic or

toxicity expression. The rule-based system relies on a similar idea as previously used

for selecting automatically candidate hepatotoxicity terms, in the sense that it requires

that both a location trigger and an adverse event trigger must co-occur together in a

particular context. The rule-based method used 852 manually defined hepatotoxicity,
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960 hepatobiliary and 552 toxicity trigger terms. These were part of the trigger lists

compiled for the term selection method (although some very ambiguous triggers were

excluded). A significant difference between the rule-based system the term-selection

process was that the contextual window used here was not a noun phrase or n-gram

but the entire sentence. Using a wider context-window enables to increase the recall

when trying to detect hepatotoxicity relevant sentences, but at a cost of precision. A

heuristic scoring scheme was used to weight the output of the rule-based system. In

short, this scoring mechanism took into account the number of co-occurrences between

hepatobiliary terms and adverse effect terms in a sentence, the respective relative se-

quential order within the sentence and their relative distance measured by the number

of word tokens between them 1. When applying the rule-based approach to PubMed, a

total of 1,371,187 sentences were returned, corresponding to 541,699 unique abstracts.

PubMed abstracts were ranked simply based on the total number of sentences detected

by the rule-based system. As expected, this method had a higher recall, as can be seen

from the results shown in figure 4.12). The recall of this method for detecting rele-

vant abstracts ranged between 92.58 and 100 %, showing overall the best recall. When

examining the precision of the ranked abstracts, similar problems are encountered as

for the term-based selection, but being slightly superior for detecting the chemically

induced adverse hepatobiliary effects.

Pattern-based approach. High recall is important in some cases, such as for the

triage of articles that will be later examined through manual literature curation. When

only a very limited human workload is feasible, or when text mining results will be

directly used to populate a knowledgebase, high precision results are more desirable.

One strategy that is frequently used in information extraction to achieve high precision

results is the pattern-based method. Two extreme strategies of pattern-based methods

are purely statistical pattern learning on the one side and hand-crafted patterns on the

other (depending on how the patterns are generated).

Due to the lack of sufficiently large manually labeled training data (annotated in

enough detail for this topic), I explored the use of hand-crafted patterns. These pat-

terns were derived not only through manual examination of sample instances but also

using statistical, grammatical and gazetteer-matching selection criteria of candidate

1The relative position and distance features were measured only for the two closest co-occurrences
between adverse and hepatobiliar triggers measured in word tokens.
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templates. This was done to improve the selection of the most frequent expressions

referring to DILI.

The pattern-based approach required the initial co-occurrence of two semantic

types, namely the agent (chemical compound or drug) and the target site (hepatobiliary

system) of the adverse effect. First, a set of manual text patterns were constructed from

a sample of sentences with agent-site co-occurrences that had a high classifier score.

Those text patterns corresponded to the minimal text spans that referred to a causal re-

lation between a chemical and an adverse hepatobiliary event. The chemicals as well as

the adverse events were masked with a semantic class label to be able to generalize the

text pattern as a template for finding new hits. A simple example pattern is the follow-

ing text template: pattern: <CHEMICAL>V:induced<TERM:HEPATOBILIARY>.

Here CHEMICAL and HEPATOBILIARY correspond to the class labels and ’induced’

to the causal adverse effect relation pattern (in this case a causal relation trigger verb).

To examine an ’enriched’ set of sentences describing chemically induced adverse re-

actions the ADE-SCAI corpus was used. First, all the sentences of this corpus were

separated into two sets. (a) The first set contained sentences that described adverse

hepatobiliary effects (DILI), it was held back as a separate validation set for the re-

lation extraction task. (b) The second set contained other types of adverse reactions.

This collection of 6,466 sentences was inspected manually to derive text patterns. The

adverse events and the chemical entities were also masked to generate templates. Only

those textual patterns were kept that were not specific for any particular subtype of

adverse effect (they would potentially also generalize well to detect adverse hepatobil-

iary reactions). This means that those patterns should in principle be able to recover

any causal adverse event relation (see 1 for an example case).

One drawback of these two selection criteria roots in the fact that a large amount of

surface grammatical structures can in practice refer to adverse relations in the literature.

In order to prioritize those that are more commonly used in the literature, I con-

sidered statistical (raw frequency), grammatical (POS labels of words) and gazetteer

(a list of 21 trigger terms) information. From sentences that contained co-occurrences

of chemicals and adverse hepatobiliary terms only the text fragments joining the co-

occurrences within the sentence were selected (stripping off the left and right flanking

1Example masked sentence from the SCAI corpus: ADVERSE caused by CHEMICAL in pa-
tients with inflammatory bowel disease (PMID:10203437). The derived pattern would be: pat-
tern:<TERM:ADVERSE >V:caused by <CHEMICAL>
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words) 1. These inner connection text fragments were tokenized and only those frag-

ments retained that had between 1 and 9 words. The top 3,000 patterns (ranked based

on absolute frequency) were manually revised exhaustively. The remaining ranked list

of patterns was further processed based on either one of the two following criteria.

Patterns had to have a maximum length of 4 tokens and they had to contain at least

one verb or noun 2; or they had to have a maximum length of 6 word tokens together

with the mention of at least one of the 21 relation trigger terms. Obviously there are

cases were the connection fragment does not contain the critical language expressions

important for the causal relation between drugs and adverse effects. To cover scenarios

not strictly limited to the inner connection text fragments, one more selection criteria

of candidates was included. This condition included the selection of up to 3 words on

the left of the first mentioned semantic class label and also an inner connection frag-

ments between 1-3 words. Within the left flanking segment a nominalized form of the

trigger term had to be mentioned and only those segments were considered that did

not start with a stop POS tag 3. Nominalizations are quite common and important in

the biomedical literature and they are also associated with some alterations in terms

of syntactic constructs and consequently word order (25).

The top 6,000 patterns ranked by frequency that fulfilled these previously described

criteria were then manually inspected. Joining all the manually validated patterns, a

total of 2,926 pattern templates were obtained, corresponding to 2,896 case insensi-

tive patterns with masked hyphens. These patterns were used as templates to rec-

ognize matching phrases in the entire set of PubMed sentences. This way, a total of

41,383 PubMed sentences could be detected, corresponding to 28,929 abstracts. These

PubMed abstracts were ranked by the total number of pattern-matching sentences.

As expected, this method had a more competitive precision, as shown in figure

4.12). It was much more specific in detecting chemically induced adverse hepatobiliary

effects. Nonetheless, there was also a considerable drop in recall when compared to the

other approaches, being its recall between 41.67% and 66.19.

SVM sentence classifier-based approach. Additionally to the abstract classi-

fier also two distinct hepatotoxicity sentence classifiers were constructed. The balanced

1In case of the previous example this would be caused by
2Auxiliary verbs and verbs with less then 4 characters in length were excluded.
3The POS stop list included the following set of tags:

’IN’,’CC’,’TO’,’DT’,’CD’,’RB’,’PRP’,’WRB’,’WP’,’WDT’,’RBS’,’RBR’,’POS’,’MD’.
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training set for both consisted of 28,203 sentences. The positive training set was se-

lected through a term and rule based selection process while the negative training

sentences were randomly chosen from PubMed. To determine the quality of the pos-

itive training sentences a sample of 100 was manually inspected, 85 % corresponded

to DILI relevant sentences and 15 % to adverse liver events (only 1% was neither of

both). One of the two classifiers used unigram features with term frequency weights

while the other one relied on word n-gram features with a range of 1-4 lowercase tokens

and term frequency-inverse document frequency term weighting 1. I constructed these

two classifiers to add some extra flexibility to the retrieval process. A total of 1,879,043

PubMed sentences (1.5%) were classified as relevant by the first model, while 3,110,368

(2.5%) were classified as relevant by the second model.

Error analysis: false negatives. The CTD set of abstracts had total of 16

false negative cases,not detected by any of the different methods. These abstracts were

manually examined to understand properly why the system missed them. After manual

inspection it turned out that only 4 of these abstracts did actually describe hepatotoxic

effects, while all the other abstracts were related to nephrotoxicity, neurotoxicity or

teratogenicity. Two of the real false negative cases mentioned abnormalities of enzymes

or liver markers 2. One of these also described pathological liver alterations 3. The

other two FN cases stated: ’may cause severe, undesirable hepatic and neurological

complications’ (PMID:6407452) and ’In the peritoneal cavity of MWCNT-administered

mice, the liver had changed to a rounded shape and fibrous adhesions were seen on

internal organs.’ (PMID:22293422). These two cases are clearly challenging for text

mining strategies.

LimTox search engine keyword search The results of all these different ap-

proaches for associating text to hepatotoxicty can be directly explored for a more

targeted search and retrieval of abstracts and sentences. LimTox facilitates a dynamic

retrieval by resorting of sentences (or abstracts) by each of the different methods. In

cases in which there is a large number or hits are returned by high recall methods (e.g.

the rule-based approach), resorting by a more precise technique like the pattern-based

approach might be desirable. On the other hand, in case a method provides only few

1scikit-learn package, linear kernel
2PMID-11593614: ’abnormalities in blood BUN, GPT, GOT, GGT, and AKP’; PMID-21630391:

’elevated levels of plasma glucose and lipid peroxidation markers’.
3PMID:11593614: ’pathological changes were also found in the liver’
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results it might by better to explore alternatively the results of another more sensitive

method. Figure 4.14 shows the results obtained for a simple free text search using

the LimTox system. In this case the query was the word ’mitochondrial’ . The search

was carried out against different document collections (not only abstracts) at the level

of individual sentences and restricted to those that mentioned as well chemical com-

pounds (search option: ’With compounds’). Free text search capabilities are supported

in LimTox using the Elasticsearch 1, a full text search Server based on Lucene. The

hits shown for this example have been re-ranked using the pattern-score (ordering by

the total number of patterns detected in each sentence). On the left side of part (B)

of figure 4.14, the document source and the scores generated by each of the methods

for the sentences are shown. The LimTox system enables re-ranking based on each of

these methods. Within the sentences, several entity types are highlighted. Chemical

compounds are highlighted in yellow in the LimTox interface, while the hepatobiliary

adverse event terms are highlighted in magenta.

4.4.2 Recognition of chemicals and drugs

The recognition, tagging and indexing of documents with chemicals and drugs. The

detection of chemical entity mentions in text is an active area of research, where in

addition to domain specific features, general NER features have been explored (187). I

have been involved in an initiative to benchmark chemical entity mention recognition

methods, called CHEMDNER (22), a task that was part of the BioCreative initiatives

(104). Several available resources were tested by me for the purpose of chemical tagging

in the hepatotoxicity domain 2. Based on this experience I decided to use the ChemSpot

tagger (156) for detecting chemical entities (see materials and methods section). One of

the aims during the chemical tagging process was to focus on those compounds that are

important to this research topic, and not to do an exhaustive tagging of every chemical

substance regardless of its relevance to hepatotoxicity 3. There are also a couple of

additional advantages of a more customized entity tagging. These include first of all,

reducing the overall amount of entities in the resulting database table, an important

1http://www.elasticsearch.org
2The methods examined were OSCAR3, OSCAR4, ChemicalTagger, the Jochem lexicon (using

dictionary lookup) and ChemSpot.
3This differs from the CHEMDNER task setting, which required the recognition of all chemical

mentions regardless any sub-discipline or topic
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4.4 LimTox: Text mining for toxicology

Figure 4.14: Example keyword search in LimTox. (A) Example keyword search using
the Limtox system. In this case the query ’mitochondrial’ was used, restricting the hits to
those sentences that mentioned chemical compounds. (B) Top sentences were re-sorted by
the pattern score. The mouse-over result of the term ’ steatosis’ is also shown for one of
the sentences.
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Figure 4.15: Chemical entity recognition and indexing in LimTox. Two different ap-
proaches were used to associate text to chemical compounds, one was based on a hybrid
approach of chemical NER in order to generate a compound lexicon later used for indexing
(A); while the other approach was based on selecting, filtering and look-up of compounds
annotated as meta-data by PubMed (B).

aspect for retrieval efficiency (in particular regarding speed and data storage) and also

for improving the performance of consequent downstream data analysis. Moreover, by

using a reduced set of entities, it was also possible to minimize the amount of false

positive mentions through a better dictionary pruning specifically for this topic. This

was done by having a two-step dictionary filtering process, one based on the initial set

of mentions derived from hepatotoxicity sentences 1 and another done at the global

level of mentions from the entire literature. From the end-user perspective, tailoring

the entity highlighting to a subset of mentions facilitates a better interpretation of the

generated results by not overloading text with irrelevant entity tags.

The assumption followed here for the chemical compound detection was that if an

entity is significant it should at least be mentioned a single time in relevant documents.

Figure 4.15 illustrates in more detail the two chemical tagging/indexing pipelines im-

plemented for LimTox. The construction of the initial chemical entity dictionary from

hepatotoxicity relevant sentences and abstracts was done using the mentions returned

by ChemSpot. The resulting list of unique names was in turn used to generate a com-

pound lexicon that was filtered using both a stop word list and simple filtering rules 2.

1In addition to hepatotoxicity sentences also and sentences mentioning CYPs and markers served
to derive the lexicon. These sentences will be described later in this section.

2The filtering rules included a list of stop suffixes, stop tokens that should not be present in the
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Some of the detected chemical names were already associated to database identifiers or

structural information (SMILES and InChI keys) by the ChemSpot system. Comple-

mentary to this output, association to structural information was also carried out using

name to structure conversion software 1. The ChEBI webservice was used to retrieve

structural information for mentions that had been assigned to ChEBI identifiers by

ChemSpot. For those that had DrugBank identifiers some additional metadata was

also retrieved systematically 2.

The final chemical lexicon had a total of 469,617 entries, corresponding to 450,402

unique names. The longest chemical name was 269 characters long, while the average

length of the dictionary names was of 22.11 characters (median: 17.0). A total of

148,047 dictionary names did have at least one assigned database identifier. From the

list of unique names in the lexicon 105,825 did have a result from the name-to-structure

conversion process 3.

Overall 30,283,412 compound mentions were detected in the entire PubMed database,

out of which 23,133,449 mentions (76.39%) did correspond to names with database

identifiers or that had a name-to-structure result. A detailed summary of the number

of mentions and the corresponding unique chemical database identifiers detected in

PubMed for each database can be seen in table 4.5. The number of mentions ranges

from over 15 million in case of CAS registry numbers 4 to less then 6 million for the

Human Metabolome database. In case of unique chemicals, a considerable number of

them could be mapped to SMILEs (25,344) or InChI (26,839). In case of drug related

chemicals, the database DrugBank constitutes a valuable resource. A total of 2,188

chemicals from this database could be associated to PubMed, corresponding to more

than 8,7 million compound mentions.

last word of chemical names, filtering of quantities, temporal expressions, cell types, DNA codons, and
certain common abbreviations of general English expressions. The top 1000 names ranked by absolute
frequency were manually revised to remove false positive or highly ambiguous names.

1name-to-struct version 13.0, using various parameter settings. The used parameters were: (1)
’default’ option that allows certain ambiguities during the conversions; (2) ’-w s’, a more conservative
option that does not allow errors in the conversion process and (3) ’-t’, the most sensitive option that
allows some typographical correction of the original mentions

2This included annotations of drugs such as their approval status, their therapeutic category and
known protein targets.

3Option -t: 105,824; option default: 96,197; option: -w -s: 69,836
4The CAS Registry Number (CAS-RN) is a numeric identifier provided by the American Chemical

Society that is uniquely designed to only one substance. It can contain up to 10 digits and is divided
by hyphens into three parts.
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Database Nr. mentions Nr. compounds

ChemIDplus 14,756,104 24,057

ChEBI 10,554,113 4,990

CAS-RN 15,550,942 25,432

PubChem compound 10,417,934 3,350

PubChem substance 12,872,750 8,396

DrugBank 8,747,466 2,188

Human Metabolome 5,968,957 1,865

KEGG compound 11,402,981 5,380

KEGG drug 7,880,088 3,650

MeSH 13,156,396 12,008

SMILE 8,332,350 25,344

InChI 13,986,690 26,839

Table 4.5: Overview of chemical entity (PubMed) mention statistics for each
database

In addition to the automatic tagging of chemical entities also annotations of PubMed

abstracts with chemical MeSH terms were used (see figure 4.15, subfigure B). To select

the chemical compound annotations from PubMed, the part of the Chemical field cor-

responding to the NameOfSubstance record was selected, including all cases that had a

RegistryNumber and excluding those that corresponded to EC codes. Thereafter, a fil-

tering process was carried out to clean up the MeSH terms of chemical substances. This

was done using a stop word list and a stop token list (words that should not be part of

the chemical name such as ’protein’, ’Agents’ or ’System’). The resulting list of MeSH

chemicals was of 147,608 entries, having a total of 23,637,122 MeSH-chemical to docu-

ment associations. A subset of the chemicals in MeSH (56,126) did have also assigned

database identifiers. Although many of these identifiers corresponded to CAS registry

numbers, also database identifiers of other databases were detected. Unfortunately

there was no meta-data on the actual database linked to each identifier provided by

PubMed. PubMed also discontinued the annotation with chemical database identifiers.

Despite this serious limitation, a total of 11,912,242 MeSH-chemical to document asso-

ciations did correspond to chemicals with an assigned database identifier by PubMed.
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In order to determine if the used chemical entity recognition pipeline was able to

detect mentions of chemicals that are relevant for hepatotoxicity, I compiled the list of

chemical substances annotated in the ADE-SCAI corpus as being associated to adverse

liver events (56). In this corpus a total of 162 unique compound names were annotated

as hepatotoxic. As these names were not normalized/linked to any chemical database by

the original authors, I performed a manual normalization of these compounds to several

databases. All mentions could be normalized to at least one database except for ’Lp-

TAE’, which turned out to be a mixture of various substances and thus was not present

in any database. This name was excluded from the dataset. All the other mentions

could be linked to a CAS-RN (111 unique compound identifiers). In case of other

databases, 91 were present in DrugBank, 102 in MeSH and 88 PubChem compound.

It seems that at least for this purpose CAS was the most comprehensive resource.

These compounds had links to a total of 122 PubMed records (354 compound mention-

adverse liver event sentences relations in ADE-SCAI). The recall was examined at the

level of indexing abstracts either with (a) the unique compound names or (b) with their

corresponding database identifiers. A total of 154 out of the 198 chemical name-PMID

associations (77.78%) could be detected by the LimTox chemical tagger. The recall

using the database identifier was slightly better because multiple alias mentions for the

same compound were present in the text. The recall using CAS-RN was of 79.33%

(119 from 150), using DrugBank 81.89% (104 from 127), MeSH 82.14% (115 from 140)

and PubChem compounds 83.06% (103 from 124). Most of the missed mentions could

have been recovered by generating additional typographical variants of names already

present in the original lexicon. In case of the second chemical indexing strategy based

on MeSH annotations ( 4.15, subfigure B) the obtained recall was considerable lower,

being only 67.14% 1

4.4.3 Ranking chemicals for hepatotoxicity relevance

Associating sentences and abstracts to hepatotoxicity and recognizing the chemical en-

tities mentioned within them enables linking those compounds to this adverse effect. To

assess the capacity of text mining systems to detect chemical compound-hepatotoxicity

associations it is important to actually define a list of compounds known to be associ-

ated to this toxic endpoint. For this purpose I selected different collections of chemicals

1Here out of the 140 annotations with CAS-RN, only 94 were detected using MeSH annotations.
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that had been annotated as DILI relevant. It is important to keep in mind that dif-

ferent factors can in practice be of relevance for DILI, and thus might influence the

validation process when extracting information directly from the literature. Important

aspects are the species to which the drug was administered (e.g. human, rat, mouse,

dog, etc,...), subject age, gender, existing other medical conditions, co-administration

of other drugs (drug-drug interactions), and especially dose and duration of the drug

treatment. Many compounds that do not show any significant adverse effect when

taken at normal amount, in case of overdose may be highly toxic. It is a challenge to

consider all those heterogeneous contextual aspects through literature mining methods.

Despite these complications, I attempted to examine the LimTox results in terms of

retrieval and ranking of external Gold Standard DILI compound lists. These lists were

previously used in various publications to assess/construct in silico predictive toxicity

methods such as quantitative structure-activity relationship models (QSAR models).

The compound validation lists that I used, were derived from existing datasets, namely

the ADE-SCAI corpus (56), the LTKB set (23), DILI compounds from the databases

CTD (31) and DrugBank (192), annotations from SIDER (108) and lists of chemicals

derived from publications, namely the O’Brian dataset (141) and the Pfizer dataset

(52). Details on these collections can be found in the original publications and in Liu

et al. (2011) (122), a study that used some of these compounds for predictive chemoin-

formatics purposes. From the various datasets, only those compounds were taken that

could be normalized to a common chemical database identifier, in this case to their cor-

responding CAS-RN. The combined validation set had a total of 1,587 compounds. Out

of these compounds, 1,400 where detected in the literature using the ChemSpot-based

compound indexing strategy while 1,067 could be retrieved using the MeSH compound

indexing results 1. From these compounds, 1,111 corresponded to compounds that were

annotated as DILI-related, out of which 996 were detected by the compound recognition

system. Only 433 compounds were annotated as non-DILI related (negative set), cor-

responding to less than half the number of DILI relevant compounds. Out of these, 362

were detected automatically within the literature. There were also 43 compounds that

had an inconsistent annotation label, in the sense that some datasets considered them

as DILI relevant while they were annotated as non-relevant in other collections. From

11,063 compounds were detected by both methods, while 1,404 could be found by at least one of
them.
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Figure 4.16: Sample evaluation of DrugBank hepatotoxicity compound ranking. This
figures shows the number of compounds classified into several categories. The subsets of
20 compounds were selected either using their score-based rank or were randomly chosen.
Compounds with at least 1 document or at least 10 associated documents were considered
separately.

this small set, 42 chemicals could be automatically recognized in PubMed. Unfortu-

nately detailed manual annotation guidelines used to compile the compound collections

were not provided by the original authors. Those datasets covered annotations derived

from various sources, such as Structured Product Labeling, experimental toxicity as-

says, black box warning, boxed warning or the scientific literature. Only in case of

the SCAI dataset explicit text annotations of chemicals and the associated DILI effect

were provided, while the other collections did not have any specific textual evidences

(and thus could be considered just as entity lists). In case of CTD, the association

type between chemicals and DILI was ambiguous, as this database does not distinguish

between mechanistic relations (where the exposure to the compound caused DILI) and

marker relations (amount of the chemical correlated with DILI).

Each of the compounds in the joined validation set (excluding the ambiguous cases)

was scored based on their associated literature hepatotoxicity scores. In order to select

appropriate scores, only those results that showed a significant difference between the

DILI and non-DILI chemicals were used. These included basically all the text scor-
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ing results (SVM classifier, rule-based, pattern-based and term co-occurrence results),

consisting in the fraction of relevant text items detected by each method for that com-

pound. This means for instance in case of the pattern-based results, the fraction of

sentences that mentioned a given compound having also a detected DILI pattern we

used to score that compound. For each of the compounds the sum of all the fraction

scores resulting from various methods was calculated. The same was done using the

scores derived from the abstracts that were indexed with MeSH compound identifiers.

The final hepatotoxicity score was the sum of all fraction scores (both derived from

the MeSH indexing and the ChemSpot indexing). These scores were used to rank all

the compounds in the validation set. The overall precision of ranked compound list

when applying an optimal cutoff was of 69.94%, with a recall of 98.36% and F-score of

81.75% 1.

I also tried to examine if there was a rank correlation between the text-mining

derived compound rank and a simple ranking based on the number of sources that

annotated the compound as DILI relevant. Therefore I applied the Spearman rank cor-

relation coefficient of annotated versus predicted ranks. The obtained rank correlation

was rather poor (0.2877 with significant p-value), showing that just using the various

database annotation votes to rank the relevance of a compound might not be the most

suitable strategy. The same approach used for scoring the entries from this validation

list was applied to obtain a global ranking of all chemical compounds contained in the

LimTox system. A ranking was generated for all chemicals in DrugBank and for the

entire list of chemicals that had been normalized to CAS-RNs. One issue that affected

the compound scoring performance in case of the previous chemical validation list was

the number of associated documents linked to a compound. If only few documents are

pointing to a chemical, the association was less reliably. To take this issue into account,

compounds were selected based on document cut-offs (i.e. the number of documents

linked to a given chemical). The examined document cut-offs ranged from at least one

document (meaning in practice all compounds) to those with at least 10 documents.

20 chemicals were selected for each of these two cut-offs taking into consideration their

ranking (score-based rank selection) and additionally another 20 selected randomly

(random selection). All the compounds were pooled and then each compound was

1The best cut-off was 10. Note that each of the fraction scores was also weighted based on the
associated t-test results
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classified into the following categories based on the associated literature information

provided through the LimTox search interface. The evaluation categories comprised

three types that had an association to adverse hepatobiliary effects, namely: (3) Hep-

atotox (description of the compound as causing DILI); Hepatoprotect (description of

the compound as being hepatoprotective against the adverse effect cause by another

substance or as being used to treat some liver-related disease) and Unclear (there was

some association description of the compound to adverse hepatobiliary effects, but it

was not clear from the provided evidence text what kind of specific association it was.

This included also some other association types that were neither induction nor pro-

tection like marker-type relations). The remaining two classes corresponded to No

evidence (the literature did not provide any evidence that the compound was associ-

ated to hepatotoxicity, or it had not been studied within this context) and NER error

(the compound detected was wrong or corresponded to some other entity type). The

manual classification results are summarized in figure 4.16.

Although the used evaluation sample was relatively small, it still indicated that it

was important to take into consideration the total number of documents linked to a

compound for efficient compound ranking. When only a single document was required,

65.0 % of the compounds had some association to one of the adverse hepatobiliary-

related categories (30.0% corresponding to DILI-induction) compared to 50 % retrieved

by the random selection (25.0% DILI-induction). When at least 10 documents linked to

a particular chemical were required, 90% of the ranked compounds had some adverse

hepatobiliary relation (60.0% corresponding to DILI-induction) as opposed to 55 %

retrieved by the random selection (30.0% DILI-induction).

4.4.4 Extraction of induced adverse hepatobiliary effect relations of
drugs

The previously described results indicated that LimTox could be useful to increase the

efficiency of finding compounds that have some association to adverse hepatobiliary

effects. This implies that the system can be used for text-mining assisted literature

curation. One issue that was not addressed before was the actual recall and performance

of the system when compared to text-bound manual annotations, such as provided by

the SCAI corpus.
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One of the key methods in LimTox for compound-DILI relation extraction is the

pattern-based approach that was introduced earlier. It relies on the use of particular

expressions frequently used to refer to adverse hepatobiliary events in the literature.

Using this pattern-based method a total of 43,680 chemical-compound DILI term sen-

tence relations were detected from PubMed abstract sentences (42,879 unique pairs).

These relations comprised 40,554 unique sentences, 6,046 unique compound mentions

and 3,356 unique DILI terms. When examining manually the top 20 compounds re-

trieved by this approach, 16 were indeed hepatotoxic compounds, most of them being

used experimentally to induce DILI. The other 4 cases were NER errors, being abbrevia-

tions that did not correspond to chemical compounds. Three out of these abbreviations

(’NAFLD’, standing for nonalcoholic fatty liver disease; ’HBsAg’, corresponding to the

surface antigen of the hepatitis B virus and ’Hep3B’, the name of a hepatoma cell

line) did not have any normalization to databases nor name-to-structure results within

LimTox system, and thus could have been easily filtered. Only ’TACE’ (the acronym

for transcatheter arterial chemoembolization) corresponded to a NER error that was

wrongly normalized to a chemical compound database record (i.e. to DrugBank iden-

tifier DB0026).

Pattern based approaches do often have particular problems in identifying relations

between entities described in long, complex sentences with co-ordinations and apposi-

tions. Also variability resulting from the nominalization of trigger verbs can suppose a

limitation in terms of recall for pattern-based systems. To boost the recall of the Lim-

Tox relation extraction module, I additionally constructed a SVM relation sentence

classifier 1. This classifier was trained on the sentences detected by the pattern-based

method (positive training set) and an equally large randomized set of sentences con-

sidered as negative training instances. The resulting classifier model was then used

to categorize all the sentences having chemical compound-DILI term co-occurrences.

Using the SVM relation classifier, a total of 85,021 chemical-compound DILI term

sentence relations were detected from PubMed (84,450 unique). These relations com-

prised 53,564 unique sentences, 12,516 unique compound mentions and 5,173 unique

DILI terms 2. When examining the top 20 compounds detected by the SVM relation

1Linear kernel SVM from scikit-learn using n-grams of length 1-5 as features.
2Joining the list of compound mentions detected by the pattern and SVM relation extraction results,

a total of 14,107 compound mentions were retrieved.
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classifier 19 were relevant to DILI and only one case consisted in a NER-related error,

namely the wrongly tagged chemical was ’non-acetaminophen’ 1, consisting actually in

the negation of the compound acetaminophen, which in turn is known to cause DILI.

Table 4.6: Evaluation of the LimTox chemical compound-hepatotoxicity relation extrac-
tion results using the ADE-SCAI corpus as validation set. Associations are evaluated at the
document and sentence levels (Document associations and Sentence associations). Pattern-
relation: pattern based relation extraction method of chemical-compound-term sentence
co-occurrences. SVM-relation: SVM relation sentence classifier method of compound-term
sentence co-occurrences. Sentence scoring results mentioning chemical compounds using
the various methods described in the previous subsections were also tested. These included
the results of the SVM classifier scores, Pattern counts, Rule counts, compound-term co-
occurrences (for normalized and term variants) and the SVM classifier confidence scores.
The extraction of the actual binary relations of chemical compounds and terms as anno-
tated in the SCAI corpus were also evaluated (Pattern-relation and term; and SVM-relation
and term).

The ADE-SCAI corpus was used to examine the detection of compound associations

to adverse liver effects at the sentence level. The entire SCAI corpus was used for eval-

uation purposes, but only the subset corresponding to the relations between chemical

compounds and adverse hepatobiliary effects were used as the positive evaluation set

(actual gold standard). The remaining abstracts and compounds can be considered as

a sort of true negative set, of associations of compounds to other toxic end points or

adverse effects. The results of the LimTox evaluation using the ADE-SCAI corpus can

be seen in table 4.6. I evaluated the system at various levels of granularity. At the doc-

ument level, chemical compound-abstract-DILI associations were examined, while at

the sentence level I considered the actual sentence identifier describing the drug-DILI

relation. Within these two types of results, I also examined the compound-abstract

associations regardless of the concrete DILI term used in the text (see table 4.6 left

1This mention did also have no detected link to any database nor structure.
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Figure 4.17: LimTox screen shot of search results for term relations using ’Pemoline’ as
query.

columns labeled as 1 and 2) as well as taking into account the actual term annotated

in the text (see table 4.6 left column labeled as 3). The evaluation corpus used had

a total of 199 document DILI-compound relations and 319 sentence DILI-compound

relations. When considering the actual terms, it had a total of 311 document DILI

term-compound relations and 347 sentence DILI term-compound relations.

The results obtain by the two relation-extraction methods (table 4.6 left columns

labeled as 1 and 3) are quite competitive, with a precision of 93.33% at the document

and 89.66% at the sentence level when using the pattern based approach. The precision

at the concrete term level relation extraction was lower, mainly due to differences in

the boundary definition of adverse effects extracted by LimTox compared to those

annotated by ADE-SCAI. Most of the false positive cases of the pattern based relation

extraction are basically errors due to wrong chemical NER. From the obtained results

it was also clear that the SVM relation classifier was very useful to increase the overall

recall, doubling in most evaluation scenarios the recall obtained by the pattern-based

method It showed the best performance when using the F-score metric. Table 4.6

(left column labeled as 2) also provides the results when applying the sentence scoring

methods described in the previous sections.

The LimTox online search application allows querying for chemical compound rela-

tions. During the search process aliases of the chemicals are used to expand the initial

user provided query (query expansion). The extracted chemical compound-DILI term

relation are shown together with the original evidence sentence. When the relation was
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detected by the pattern-based method the relation evidence text pattern is provided.

Figure 4.17 illustrates the search results when using ’Pemoline’ as query. Pemoline

was a medication used for treatment of attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder and

narcolepsy, and it was withdrawn after cases of liver failures were detected. The online

system allows also manual quick curation of the extracted relations.

4.4.5 Extraction of CYPs relations to chemicals

Due to the fundamental function of cytochromes P-450 (CYPs) in the xenobiotic

metabolism of drugs, they are key for understanding toxic effects related to the metabolism

of compounds. CYPs are hemoprotein enzymes that play a role in chemical biotrans-

formation reactions that can result in activation of chemical compounds into toxic

species, or detoxification/enhanced elimination of drugs from the organism. Moreover,

they have been associated to the metabolic activation of precarcinogens and are there-

fore an interesting target for characterizing predisposition to certain cancer types (157).

Over 57 active human P450 genes have been described so far, being mostly polymor-

phic genes that result in different isozymes, with characteristic substrate specificity.

In addition to this list of genes, also 58 CYPs pseudogenes have been characterized

(73, 138). Because of their pharmaceutical importance, some attempts were made to

obtain systematically information about these enzymes from the literature, focusing on

certain types of interactions (81, 196), CYPs polymorphisms and metabolic properties

(152). For instance Feng at el. (41) attempted to extract CYP3A4-compound inter-

actions using pattern matching, keywords and rules while Yamashita and colleagues

applied interaction patterns that relied on a verb list to find CYPs-compound relations

(substrate, inhibitors and inducer relations) (196).

In this line, I implemented a pipeline for extracting automatically relevant CYPs

mentions and interactions from PubMed abstracts 1, not only for human CYPs but

also for CYPs from animal species that are relevant for toxicology studies.

The initial detection of CYP mentions from the literature is a crucial step for subse-

quent relation extraction approaches. I addressed the recognition of CYPs in text using

a combined strategy relying on a multi-species gene lexicon, semi-automatic lexicon en-

richment/pruning and a rule-based approach. Figure 4.18 shows a schematic flowchart

describing the used CYPs mention detection approach. An initial CYPs gene/protein

1Additionally also relations from full text articles and agency reports were extracted
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Figure 4.18: Flowchart illustrating the process of CYPs mention recognition, including
the CYPs lexicon construction and also the rule based CYPs recognition.
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name and symbol dictionary was derived from the UniProt database. Therefore, I car-

ried out a search in UniProt using as a query: ’family:”cytochrome P450 family”’ to

retrieve all members of this protein family, obtaining a set of 20,462 entries. These

hits covered all CYPs currently contained in the UniProt database, including a total

of 287 human records (60 reviewed and 227 un-reviewed cases). To focus on species

that are interesting for toxicological studies, a taxonomic subset corresponding to Eu-

theria was selected (60 species). The corresponding species list was manually filtered,

resulting in 37 toxicology relevant species with a total of 1,125 associated UniProt

CYPs entries. This seed lexicon was manually examined to remove cases of highly am-

biguous names/symbols and non-informative terms (e.g. names like ’Uncharacterized

protein’ or ’Putative uncharacterized protein’). For each record, a name following the

systematic nomenclature for the various isozymes was added when possible. The CYP

nomenclature takes into account protein/gene sequences to group them into families

and subfamilies. According to the current hierarchical nomenclature conventions, in-

dividual CYP names are supposed to follow certain rules, namely: They should start

with the common root or prefix (CYP), which are then followed by a number corre-

sponding to the gene family (e.g. CYP1). After this a letter standing for the subfamily

is added (e.g. CYP1A) followed by a number that characterizes the gene (polypep-

tide) (e.g. CYP1A1) (30). From the 1,878 unique names contained in this ’baseline’

CYPs lexicon, only 269 followed the nomenclature conventions. Less than a third of

the unique baseline names (i.e. 537) could be identified in PubMed sentences, although

the total number of mention was of 87,364. To increase recall, I applied semi-automatic

expansion of the CYP names using manual rules to account for typographical variations

(alternative use of hyphenation and spaces, Roman and Arabic numeric expressions,

upper case, lower case and capitalized versions of names). Through manual inspection

of a collection of randomly selected abstracts known to be relevant for CYPs (litera-

ture citations of CYPs from UniProt records), I defined a set of rules for generating

variants from the official nomenclature names. These rules took into account combina-

tions based on various root forms commonly used for CYPs 1, alternative upper and

lower case forms of the CYP subfamily letters and both Arabic and Roman numbers

for CYP families. Also species specific prefixes for some of the organisms were added

(e.g. ’m’ for mouse and ’Rn’ for rat). This resulted in an expanded lexicon of 243,657

1Root form: CYP, Cyp, P450, P-450, P450 (CYP), Cytochrome-P450, etc.
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unique CYPs names. Some highly ambiguous names were deleted 1. The CYP nomen-

clature guidelines were encoded into a pattern matching script that identifies potential

mentions of cytochrome P450 enzymes. The rule based mention detection approach is

able to detect non-continuous text strings referring to a particular CYP, by exploit-

ing the hierarchical nomenclature properties. In brief, it requires the mention (within

a sentences) of a number followed by a capital letter and again a number (with and

without spaces and hyphens) together with one of the following trigger tokens: CYP,

Cytochrome or P450 2.

Data Induction Inhibition Metabolism*

Relation trigger term 119 128 407

Relation patterns 973 1,092 1,851

Triplets (pattern) 3,192 5,159 4,833

Pairs (pattern) 1,712 1,933 2,679

SVM cross-validation (F-score) 91.3% 91.4% 88.3%

Triplets (SVM) 23,412 22,354 26,359

Precision sample (pattern) 96% 98% 95%

Precision sample (SVM) 46% 54% 69%

Recall co-occurrence (all) 60.61 % 66.26 % 64.77 %

Recall pattern (PubMed) 39.39% 39.26% 43.25%

Recall pattern (all) 42.23% 41.55% 46.02%

Recall SVM (PubMed) 42.89% 41.47% 47.00%

Total Gold Standard 457 1,396 1,836

Table 4.7: Overview of the CYPs text mining results in LimTox. Triplets:
chemical-CYPs-sentence; Pair: chemical-CYPs. *In case of the recall evaluation metabolic
relations examined consisted only of substrate relationships.

A total of 250,740 CYPs sentence mentions were detected in PubMed abstracts,

218,803 were recognized by the dictionary look-up method and 31,936 by the rule-based

system. For these mentions the co-occurrences with automatically tagged chemical

compounds were generated. A total of 242,870 chemical compound-CYP co-occurrences

were detected in PubMed, corresponding to 23,209 unique compound names and 1,940

1Filtered names: P52, P24, LDM, TXS.
2The rule based method was able to cope with enumerations or lists of CYP mentions where the

actual CYP name consists in a non-continuous string of text, as is the case in the following example
sentence: ’The effect of obesity on the cytochrome P450 1 A2, 2C9, 2C19, and 2D6 isozymes is incon-
clusive’. In this sentence four different CYPs are mentioned but only the first one, namely ’P450 1A2’
would have been detected by the dictionary-based approach.
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unique CYP names extracted from 92,327 sentences (39,779 abstracts). Although co-

occurrences can be useful to provide general statistical associations between entities,

they are not sufficient to label the actual type of relation existing between entities (given

the context of mention). Three types of drug-CYP relations are of particular practi-

cal importance for pharmacology and toxicology, namely: induction, inhibition and

metabolism relations. The induction relation type covers relationships, were a chemical

causes an increase in expression or activity of a particular CYP. The inhibition relation

type refers to the relation between chemicals that cause a decrease in the expression of

a particular CYP gene product or bind to a CYP and inactivate it. Finally metabolic

relations in this context refer to relations between CYPs and a chemical that is biotrans-

formed by them (substrate) or that is the result of such a metabolic reaction (product),

including also intermediate compounds generated during the transformation process.

The relation extraction strategy used here was similar to the chemical-term relation ex-

traction approach; in the sense that both a pattern/rule based method together with a

machine learning sentence-based relation classifier were used. The rule based approach

relied on a list of relation trigger terms that were compiled for each of the three relation

classes. The relation triggers were generated by manual revision of POS-tagged verbs

associating CYPs and chemicals from the co-occurrence sentences. Verbs were ranked

based on their absolute frequency. The top ranking verbs were inspected and classified

according to their relevance for these three relation classes. Additionally also synonyms

and triggers defined ad hoc were included. This resulted in a set of 119 induction trig-

gers terms, 128 inhibition trigger terms and 407 metabolism trigger terms. In order to

generate pattern matching rules for filling template slots of relevance for each relation

type the connecting text fragments between the mentions of the CYPs and chemicals

were extracted. Only those fragments formed by less than 6 words and mentioning

also at least one trigger term were selected. The frequency ranked list of fragments

was then manually inspected to identify potential relation extraction patterns. Each

pattern was classified into one of the three relation type categories. This resulted in 973

induction patterns, 1,092 inhibition patterns and 1,851 metabolism extraction patterns.

1 The patterns were then used to mine the entire set of CYPs-chemical co-occurrence

1Example CYPs relation patterns are: (1) induction: ’CHEMICAL induced the expression of CYP-
ENTITY’; (2) inhibition: ’CHEMICAL is a strong inhibitor of CYP-ENTITY’ and (3) metabolism:
’CYP-ENTITY, the enzyme that converts CHEMICAL’.
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sentences, detecting 3,192 CYPs-chemical-sentence triplets for induction, 5,159 for in-

hibition and 4,833 for metabolism. When looking only at the actual interactions, that

is the CYPs and chemical pairs (regardless redundancy in terms of multiple sentences

providing the same relation evidence), a total of 1,712 unique induction, 1,933 inhibition

and 2,679 metabolism chemical-CYPs relations could be extracted by this technique.

To overcome potential limitations in terms of recall of pattern-based methods, which

are known to have difficulties in handling long-range associations between entities (men-

tioned far apart within the same sentence), also three SVM relation sentence classifiers

were constructed, one for each relation type. As balanced training set for the classi-

fiers, sentences detected by the pattern-based technique were used as positive training

data and randomly selected chemical-CYPs co-occurrence sentences were chosen as

negative training data. As features, n-grams (n=1,4) were used, previously masking

mentions of chemicals and CYPs. The results using 5-fold cross validation of the clas-

sifiers were: precision 92.8%, recall 89.8% and f1-score 91.3% (MCC score 82.9) for the

induction relations; precision 91.3%, recall 91.5% and f1-score 91.4% (MCC score 82.7)

for the inhibition relations and precision 88.1%, recall 88.5% and f1-score 88.3% (MCC

score 76.5) for the metabolism relations. The results of the metabolism relations were

slightly worse when compared to the other two relations. This metabolism relation is

also broader in scope and therefore shows more variability in the used language expres-

sions to describe this relation type in the literature. Each of the classifiers was used to

score the entire set of CYPs-chemical co-occurrence sentences. The induction classifier

returned a total of 23,412 chemical-CYP-sentence triplets, while the inhibition classifier

retrieved 22,354 and the metabolism classifier 26,359 triplets. When comparing the re-

sults obtained by the pattern and machine learning methods, 2,897 of the triplets were

detected by both methods in case of induction, 4,833 in case of inhibition and 4,024

for metabolism. This means that 90.76% of the pattern results were also confirmed by

the induction relation classifier, 88.64% by the inhibition classifier and 83.26% by the

metabolism classifier. A result that was actually expected when considering that these

classifiers have been trained using pattern derived sentences as positive training set.

In order to have a better picture of the precision of these relation extraction meth-

ods, random samples of 100 relations detected by each method were selected and then

manually examined. The resulting precision of the pattern-based induction extraction

was of 96%. When looking at the false positive relations, two of them corresponded
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to NER errors (e.g. PCOS was detected wrongly as a compound in case of: ’PCOS

theca cells’). The other two FPs corresponded to simply other relationships not be-

ing induction. The precision of the pattern-based inhibition relation extraction was

slightly better (98%). One of the FPs could be attributed to a NER error. In case

of the metabolism relation, the pattern technique obtained a slightly worse precision

of 95%. When looking at the predictions of the SVM relation classifier, the precision

was considerable lower, in case of the induction relation it was of 46%. The number of

errors for this relation type caused by incorrect NER results was considerably higher

(11% of the total induction relations examined). Most of the NER errors corresponded

to acronyms of cell lines and some also to gene symbols instead of chemicals. Many

of the wrongly extracted relations were due to the presence of multiple, complex rela-

tions described within a sentence, corresponding often to relations where the extracted

compound inhibited another chemical that actually in turn induced the cytochrome

(inhibitors of induction relations).

The obtained precision of the inhibition relation classifier was of 54%. Here many

of the FP relations were found between the compound ’tamoxifen and the CYP ’aro-

matase’. 1. Most of the other errors were due to mentions of multiple CYP-chemical

relations in the same sentence resulting in an additional level of ambiguity. The system

in those cases often returned the incorrect association pairs. The metabolism relation

classifier had a precision of 69%. The metabolic relations were unexpectedly easier for

the machine learning method. Also in this case, most of the FPs were due to mul-

tiple CYP-chemical relations described within a sentence, where only some of them

corresponded metabolism relations. One strategy to account for this issue would be

to propose a weighting scheme based on the number of relation pairs mentioned in a

sentence (to down-weight cases were many chemicals and CYPs co-occur).

Another important aspect when evaluating the performance of the LimTox CYPs

relation extraction system was recall. The recall was estimated by comparing the

extracted relations to the annotations from two databases: SuperTarget (54) and Su-

perCYP (152) (see materials and methods section for more details). The evaluation

was done for the subset of human CYPs. The joined Gold Standard set contained 457

induction, 1,396 inhibition and 1,836 substrate relations. Table 4.7 provides not only

an overview of the previously described CYPs results but also the recall evaluation

1Aromatase inhibitors are often described as an alternative treatment to tamoxifen in the literature.
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of the CYPs relation extraction methods compared to a baseline defined by sentence

co-occurrence. This baseline recall ranged between 60 and 66 percent for the various

relation types, showing that a considerable number of relations were not detected at

the level of co-occurrence within single sentences. Examining the actual results re-

vealed that many of the Gold Standard compounds were not detected at all in any

CYPs sentences. When comparing the recall results of the pattern or SVM extraction

methods to the baseline co-occurrences showed that these two methods were relatively

competitive for cases were entities indeed are co-occurring in text. Overall, a slightly

better recall was obtained for the substrate relations, while induction and inhibition

relations had very similar recall numbers.

4.4.6 Extraction of alterations liver markers

During the clinical examination of patients, a widespread strategy to detect hepatocel-

lular injuries and cholestasis 1 relies on measurements of serum liver enzyme activities

(often called liver enzyme tests or liver function tests). In case of hepatocellular injuries,

increased activities of a set of enzymes within hepatocytes are frequently detected.

Therefore, I included in the LimTox system the automatic extraction of relationships

between chemicals and the most commonly studied entities measured in biochemical

liver assays. A total of 17 liver markers (13 proteins, 3 chemicals and 1 generic term)

were carefully selected by reading toxicology review studies and relevant sections of an

introductory toxicology book2. Table 4.8 provides an overview of the used markers

together with some additional information. In the literature, and especially in short

abstracts, authors often do not specify the particularliver marker measured, but refer

to it using a generic term. An entity type for such generic mentions was also included

(e.g. terms like ’liver tests’, ’liver function test’, ’liver transaminases’, ’aminotrans-

ferases’). The marker lexicon was derived from databases (UniProt and ChEBI) and

enriched manually by examining the results returned by the Acromine system for the

marker acronyms, resulting in a lexicon of 1,590 marker names. Acromine was also

used to generate a stop list of expanded forms for the original list of marker acronyms.

This stop list consisted in long forms (name) that did not refer to liver markers but

corresponded to something else; those names were later used to disambiguate mentions

1Cholestasis: blockage of bile flow from the liver.
2’Principles and Methods of Toxicology’ by A. Wallace Hayes (fifth edition).
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of acronyms. The recognition of liver markers was addressed using a dictionary look-up

approach together with the acronym disambiguation filtering previously described. The

entire collection of PubMed abstracts (and some full text articles and agency reports)

were tagged with liver marker mentions (see table 4.8, where ’mentions’ referred to

all mentions across the various document collections while PubMed refers to mentions

from PubMed abstracts).

Table 4.8: Overview of the liver marker text mining results. Aliases: number of synonyms
and variants in the marker dictionary for that particular marker; Mentions: number of
mentions in the entire document collection; PubMed: number of PubMed abstract men-
tions; Pattern up: sentence triplets (marker-chemical-sentence) detected with the pattern
approach for marker increase; Pattern down: the same as the previous number but for
marker decrease. SVM up and SVM down correspond to the number of triplets detected
by the SVM relation classifier for increase and decrease. Chem.: number of unique chem-
ical names extracted with the pattern relation approach (for both increase and decrease);
CAS-RN: total number of CAS-RNs that were detected with the pattern marker relation
method. Chem. SVM and CAS-RN SVM correspond to the same type of results but for
the SVM relation classifier method.

A simple rule based system to determine if there is an increase or decrease of

liver markers following drug administration was also implemented. This system relied

on a list of trigger terms for the different relation types. The increase (up) relation

patterns were based on 167 manually defined trigger terms and 1,925 patterns 1 while

the decrease (down) relation patterns were based on 85 trigger terms and 336 patterns 2.

Compared to the other pattern-based relation extraction approaches introduced earlier,

1Example increase trigger terms: ’increase’, ’increment’, ’elevate’, ’two-fold’, ’upper limit of nor-
mal’. Example increase patterns: ’MARKER elevations’, ’MARKER is > uln’.)

2Example decrease trigger terms: ’drop’, ’reduction’, ’sinking’. Example decrease patterns: ’de-
crease MARKER level’, ’low total MARKER’.
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Figure 4.19: Example LimTox marker search using the cholesterol lowering drug ’ator-
vastatin’ as query. The retrieved evidence sentence shows that it is associated with an
increase of bilirubin.

in case of the marker relations, there were some pattern templates that contained

both a slot for the marker entity and the chemical entity (e.g. ’CHEMICAL increases

MARKER level’), while other patterns did not require the chemical entity to be part

of the pattern itself, but only required the co-occurrence anywhere in the sentence (e.g.

’MARKER is > uln’). The number of extracted relation triplets for each marker and

the associated chemicals detected through the pattern-based approach are shown in

table 4.8. For most of the markers it was more frequent to find an increase relation

triplet rather then a reduction. For instance in case of SGPT a total of 2,783 increase

triplets were extracted, while only 134 reduction triplets could be obtained. One outlier

was the marker ’glutathione’ with very high number of decrease relations.

Sentences detected by the pattern-based approach were afterwards used as positive

training set to construct SVM relation classifiers for each of the two relation types.

As negative training data a randomly selected set of marker-chemical co-occurrence

sentences of the same size was used. In case of the increase relations the balanced

training set comprised 35,416 sentences and in case of the decrease relations it consisted

of 24,139 sentences. The 5-fold cross validation result for the increase relation classifier

was: 94.2% precision, 91.6% recall and 92.9% F-score. In case of the decrease relation

classifier the precision was of 95.5 with a recall of 92.9% and an F-score of 94.2%.

For human interpretation as well as manual curation it is important to enable

manual searches that facilitate the retrieval of evidence sentences for liver enzyme

alterations caused by a compound of interest. This can be done in LimTox by directly

searching the relation evidence sentences as can be seen in the figure 4.19.

Beyond the list of markers included in LimTox, there are also some additional
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elements measured in biochemical analysis of toxicological importance; these include

cholesterol, glucose, urea nitrogen, creatinine, sodium, potassium, calcium, chloride

or inorganic phosphate. Moreover hematological analyses of toxicological importance

include cell counts like white cell blood count (RBC, WBC) or mean cell hemoglobin

concentration. These are aspects that are currently not supported by this text mining

system. Other aspects that, if addressed, could make the marker extraction module

more powerful are related to long-range associations between markers and chemicals

beyond single sentence boundaries.

The results described in this section refer to a text mining system called LimTox that
extracts information important to characterize adverse hepatobiliary effects induced by
chemical compounds. The system is available online and integrates various approaches,
from co-occurrence of chemicals with hepatotoxicity relevant terms to rule-based and
machine learning techniques for detecting compounds that cause induced liver toxi-
cities. The system can be used as a topic-specific search engine but the underlying
technique used is also able to score/rank individual compounds for drug induced liver
toxicity. The detection of DILI related articles and entities were compared to annota-
tions from various databases. Beyond direct associations of chemicals to hepatotoxicity,
two additional entity relation types important in toxicological and clinical settings were
included into LimTox, that is chemicals-CYP and chemicals-liver marker relations.

4.5 PLAN2L: Adaptation of text mining for model organ-
isms

Model organisms have been used as a tool to better understand diverse biological mech-

anisms, such as developmental processes, pathways as well as more detailed genetic

characterizations of diseases. The most important plant model organism is Arabidopsis

thaliana. It is utilized to understand in detail the genetics of flowering plants. To

maintain an annotation database like TAIR (180) requires a considerable workload and

cost. Only few text mining systems have been implemented to extract information

systematically about this organism in particular, and about plant gene products in

general. Most of the previous plant text mining efforts did not result in online web-

based applications that are currently accessible. Among the few systems that resulted

in online applications are the Dragon Plant Biology Explorer (DPBE) (12) (no longer

available), PubSearch 1 (200), and Textpresso 2 (134). These systems show limited flex-

1http://pubsearch.stanford.edu
2http://www.textpresso.org/arabidopsis
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Figure 4.20: Simplified schematic flow chart of the PLAN2L text mining web application
implementation.

ibility regarding retrieval and extraction of heterogeneous biologically relevant relation

types, like protein interactions, gene regulation and cellular locations. They also do

not provide any ranking mechanism of user query results for developmental processes,

being studied intensely in this model organism. These issues were in part addressed

by the PLAN2L online text mining system developed by me in the context of this the-

sis (96). This online application integrates the retrieval and scoring of textual hits for

multiple biological topics simultaneously. It covers some of the most significant relation

types for proteins and genes, namely the recovery of protein interaction relationships,

gene regulatory associations and protein subcellular localization. Each of the sentences

mentioning the queries of interest were scored according to their importance for devel-

opmental processes studied in higher plants: flowering, leaf, root and seed development.

PLAN2L also allows scoring each of the Arabidopsis genes in terms of for their role

in cell cycle by returning ranked hits of matched abstracts together with co-occurring

cell cycle terms (see section 4.2). A simplified flowchart of the system design behind

PLAN2L can be seen in figure 4.20.
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Figure 4.21: PLAN2L Arabidopsis bibliome construction.

4.5.1 Building the Arabidopsis bibliome

The first step for constructing a literature mining system that is thematically associated

to a particular model organism consists of the retrieval of literature relevant to the

species of interest. PLAN2L incorporates for this purpose a document retrieval pipeline

that takes into account several selection criteria that determine whether a given article

is related to A. thaliana. The first selection criteria is based on the content of existing

manually annotated databases (i.e. TAIR, SwissProt and GOA). I selected the list of

annotation references contained in these databases for genes/proteins belonging to A.

thaliana, i.e. those annotated as belonging to the species with the NCBI taxonomy

identifier ’3702’. To recover those articles that have not been annotated by databases,

I constructed a search query based on the combination of Boolean keywords to retrieve

Arabidopsis documents. This query was based on organism name information derived

from the NCBI taxonomy as well as additional common names found in the literature

(see figure 4.21 for an overview on the PLAN2L bibliome construction). Several query

combinations were explored, and evaluated in respect of recall against a reference list

provided by the TAIR database. The final query illustrated in figure 4.21, returned

a total of 38,093 PubMed records, recovering 98% of the articles contained in TAIR

(18,150 of 18,521 records).

Additionally a full text collection of Arabidopsis-related articles was constructed

from a local repository of open access full text articles as well as using an in-house
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retrieval approach to collect articles. Articles were converted into plain text and pre-

processed, including a sentence splitting step (see materials and methods section). As

articles might mention Arabidopsis but focus on another co-occurring species, I exhaus-

tively tagged all organism mentions contained in the PLAN2L bibliome. The fraction

of Arabidopsis mentions with respect to the total number of organism mentions in the

article was used as a proxy to quantify how ’specific’ the article was for this particular

plant model organism.

4.5.2 Gene/protein mention normalization

After assembling the literature set relevant for Arabidopsis I had to recognize automat-

ically all the text mentions of genes and proteins. For this purpose I implemented a

protein mention recognition and normalization strategy that was based on the initial

creation and look-up of a gene/protein dictionary, followed by a protein normalization

scoring/disambiguation step. The PLAN2L gene lexicon had two types of entries: a)

the PLAN2L database-derived gene lexicon containing those names that could be linked

to database records, and the PLAN2L NER-derived lexicon containing names that

could not be normalized to any database but corresponded to Arabidopsis gene/protein

names. The first type integrated A. thaliana gene names and symbols from multiple re-

sources. It included all the Arabidopsis gene names contained in TAIR and SwissProt.

The second type contained names detected by a machine learning named entity recog-

nition program (ABNER) as well as names recognized through a rule based approach

based on morphological cues 1 and word length characteristics for potential Arabidop-

sis gene symbols. I carried out a lexicon expansion step using manually crafted rules

to account for typographical name variations. Ambiguous names were removed using

a specially compiled stop word list. The resulting PLAN2L gene lexicon had a total

of 919,994 unique name entries. From the PLAN2L gene lexicon names 14,294 were

detected in abstracts compared to 27,497 unique names found in full text articles. The

additional materials figure 6.2, provides an overview of the number of gene names and

their mentions detected in these two document collections (according to the database

to which they could be linked). Some specific dictionary pruning of the PLAN2L gene

lexicon (TAIR subset) for the purpose of interaction detection will be discussed later

(subsection 4.5.4).

1Those included organism source gene prefixes and suffixes like ’At’ or ’AT’.
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From the collection of 6,214 UniProt records corresponding to A. thaliana proteins

covered by the initial PLAN2L gene lexicon, a total of 1,908 unique accession numbers

could be linked to PubMed abstract sentences (30.70%) while 4,732 could be connected

to full text sentences (76.15%). As for TAIR records, the initial PLAN2L gene lexicon

covered a total of 10,287 gene identifiers, out of which 4,741 could be connected to

abstract sentences (46.09%) while 7,163 (69.63%) were associated to full text sentences.

Having a look at the gene and protein name variants and synonyms (i.e. name

aliases) associated to these identifiers, on average Arabidopsis UniProt entries had a

mean of 1.94 alias mentions detected within abstracts (σ = 1.31) and 2.64 detected

within full text articles (σ = 2.04), while in case of TAIR entries 2.38 alias mentions

were recovered on average for abstracts per gene identifier (σ = 1.78) and 3.07 (σ =

2.50) for full text articles.

4.5.3 Gene regulation detection

As genes and proteins do not function in isolation it is essential to comprehend how

they cooperate with other entities. Regulatory relationships in general, and transcrip-

tional gene regulation events in particular are essential to understand how biological

processes are controlled. Although co-occurrence statistics can give a general sense of

whether two bio-entities might have some sort of biological association, they cannot

qualify the actual semantics of the underlying relation types, for instance whether they

physically interact or one regulates the gene expression of the other. For detecting gene

regulation relationships, where obviously directionality matters in order to distinguish

between the regulator and the regulated gene, an information extraction technology

based on semantic and syntactic rules was adapted for this purpose. All words where

POS tagged using the TreeTagger system (164) (see materials and methods section).

Thereafter certain POS tags were replaced with semantic tags only if they corresponded

to mentions of organisms (org), protein/gene names (nnpg) or particular verb types

(e.g. ’actv’ for activation verbs). Sentences with semantic and syntactic labels were

then processed by a parser (SCOL parser (1)) to generate tree-like structures. This

was done by exploiting a grammar originally implemented by the STRING-IE system

(162). Using syntactic-semantic rules and a cascade of finite-state automata linguistic

structures representing gene regulation events were detected. Three types of regulation
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Figure 4.22: Example output of the rule-based gene regulation extraction system in
PLAN2L.

events were distinguished within PLAN2L: (1) activation, (2) repression and (3) unde-

fined or unknown gene regulation relations. A screenshot showing an example output

of the PLAN2L gene regulation search module querying for UFO is shown in figure

4.22.

The initial cascades group tokens referring to a single entity (multi-word terms),

while the latter ones are triggered by active or passive forms of regulation-related verbs

or nominal phrases, e.g. ’the activation of gene X by protein Y’.

The original regulation extraction module was extended with additional rules that

coped with phrase coordination 1 and prepositional anaphora 2. A total of 1,191 unique

gene regulation pairs where both, the regulator and the regulated gene could be nor-

malized to TAIR database identifiers were detected. Out of these 1,120 (94.04%) where

found in full text sentences, while 181 (15.20%) were found in abstract sentences. A

total of 110 regulation pairs were detected in both abstracts as well full text sentences

(see figure 4.23).

Having a look at the type of unique regulatory relations and considering the majority

criteria (i.e. choosing the most frequent regulation type extracted from the literature

for a given pair), over half (50.38%) of the pairs have an activation relationship, as

1Phrases connected with coordinating conjunctions.
2An expression (in this case a preposition) that refers to another entity present in the context.
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Figure 4.23: PLAN2L gene regulation extraction overall results. A) Venn diagram show-
ing the number of unique gene regulation pairs where both, the regulator and regulated
genes could be normalized to TAIR identifiers extracted from full text articles and ab-
stracts. B) Distribution of number of evidence sentences for each unique gene regulation
pair. Most gene regulation paris have less then 3 evidence sentences. C) Distribution of
the number of targets genes across regulators (in red) and of regulators for each target
in blue. Most regulators have less than 3 target genes. C) Number of regulation triplets
(evidence sentence - regulator - target gene) extracted from abstracts and full text articles.
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Figure 4.24: Sentence classification evaluation using score intervals for interaction and
regulation relations.

opposed to only 12.93% of repression or inhibition relations. It is important to note

that for 36.69%, although a gene regulatory relationship had been detected, it was not

possible to qualify whether there was an activation or repression event at the sentence

level.

Additionally we have also constructed a simple high recall system for ranking sen-

tences related to transcription, gene regulation and expression. This system scored

all sentences according to their relevance for gene regulation descriptions at a more

broad level, using the words mentioned in a given sentence rather than exploiting syn-

tactic relationship extraction characteristics. This method was used to sort sentences

mentioning a particular query term or protein name according to gene regulation rel-

evance. The additional materials figure 6.3 shows an example sentence together with

the corresponding classifier score and the original search term highlighted in green.

This sentence classifier used a SVM approach trained on a balanced collection of 7,503

sentences gene regulation relevant and non-relevant sentences. To improve the practi-

cal interpretation of the obtained sentence SVM scores returned by this classifier, and

based on a user-feedback request, I evaluated for each SVM score interval a random

subset of 20 sentences through comparison with manual sentence classification. The

obtained result can be seen in section (A) of figure 4.24. This figure illustrates for

each score interval the percentage of sentences classified manually as gene regulation

relevant (in blue) and non-relevant (in red). The default cut-off (SVM score of 0) is

shown as a doted grey vertical line.
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4.5.4 Protein Interaction extraction

I addressed the extraction of protein interaction evidence using a range of different

complementary strategies. To estimate the performance of the various interaction ex-

traction approaches, a data collection of Arabidopsis protein-protein interaction an-

notations was assembled from the following databases: BIND (75), BioGRID (176),

MINT (121), TAIR (110) and DIP (161) (refer to the materials and methods section

for additional details). The PPI evaluation set contained a total of 2,747 interaction

annotations from 829 articles (2,714 annotations with 807 abstracts and 1,330 anno-

tations with 419 full text articles). Figure 4.25 shows the obtained performance in

terms of protein mention normalization when evaluated against the interactor proteins

from the dataset previously described. Three different dictionary collections were used.

The baseline dictionary consisted of an Arabidopsis thaliana gene/protein list derived

from the TAIR database applying stop word filtering and basic name expansion. The

extended dictionary included the addition of a more exhaustive set of name variants

together with dictionary pruning. Finally the optimized dictionary consisted of a ver-

sion of the extended dictionary from which a total of 164 gene names/symbols were

removed trough analysis of precision and recall obtained from a training set (607 ab-

stracts; 419 full text). The precision and recall changes when deleting each unique

gene/protein mention from the training set predictions were calculated. Then all the

protein names were ranked in terms of increase in precision and recall (after removal)

and the number of documents in which the symbol is mentioned. Those that after

removal resulted in improvement in performance were manually inspected for inclusion

in the 164 additional stop word list, used to filter the extended dictionary and result-

ing in the optimized Arabidopsis gene name dictionary 1. For evaluation purposes a

randomly sampled test set (distinct articles than the training set) was used to assess

the performance of the optimized dictionary (200 abstracts, 100 full text articles).

A considerable difference in the results was observed in case of abstracts and full

text articles (see figure 4.25). In case of abstracts, a reasonable precision was obtained

while the recall was obviously lower when compared to full text articles (macro-averaged

scores for baseline all: P=0.60/R=0.47, extended all: P=0.63/R=0.54, optimized-

training: P=0.69/R=0.54, optimized-test: P=0.64/R=0.53). Nevertheless it is sur-

1Among the names included in this stop list were: ’fused’, ’GST’, ’SDS’, ’AND’, ’Van’, ’cauliflower’,
’Not’, ’ER’, and ’pepper’.
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Figure 4.25: Evaluation of interactor protein normalization. This figures shows the
protein normalization evaluation results using the interactor protein database annotation
as a gold standard set (proteins normalized to TAIR identifiers). It provides the results for
the macro-averaged scores for abstracts (A) for full text articles (B) as well as the micro-
averaged results also for abstracts (C) and the full text collection(D). Baseline: results for
the initial pruned gene lexicon, Extended: results for the extended gene lexicon, Optimized:
results for the extended dictionary after filtering protein names that influence negatively
the precision based on analysis of the training set.
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prising that more than half of the interactor proteins annotated by the databases were

mentioned (and detected) in the abstracts. Taking into account that the protein nor-

malization was done for all proteins (not only interactors), a precision of 0.64 is quite

encouraging.

In case of full text articles, a general drop in precision was observed, due to a certain

extent to the fact that not all detected proteins mentioned in a paper do actually partic-

ipate in an interaction (in addition to a higher degree of ambiguity when proceeding full

text). The macro-averaged recall shows a considerable increase when analyzing the full

text results (macro-averaged scores for baseline all: P=0.18718/R=0.71999, extended

all: P=0.13942/R=0.80133, optimized-training: P=0.25499/R=0.8089, optimized-test:

P=0.21913/R=0.75608). When considering the obtained results for the optimized dic-

tionary in the test set articles, an increase in precision of 9% could be reached at a

cost of just 1% recall. Even though the used evaluation set was not an exhaustively

annotated article collection, it is still useful to examine whether some loss in recall was

caused by (1) text conversion and preprocessing errors of the original full text PDF

files or are caused by (2) aspects that related to word tokenization (which also can af-

fect the dictionary look-up performance). Manual inspection of a sample of documents

containing false negative cases showed that text conversion of PDF files to plain text

resulted sometimes in merged words 1. To assess the effect of such conversion errors, a

case-sensitive substring matching of the names in the extended gene lexicon was done

against abstracts and full text articles. In case of the abstract collection, this substring

matching resulted in a 0.0231 increase in recall (macro-averaged, with precision drop

of 0.3195) while in full text articles the increase in recall was of only 0.0217 (macro-

averaged, with precision drop of 0.1735). Considering this modest increase in recall

with a massive decrease of precision, it was clear that the used tokenization strategy

and the dictionary look-up method was appropriate.

Interpretation of protein-interaction extraction results is not straightforward with-

out some sort of baseline performance. Unfortunately comparison with a simple baseline

performance is not generally provided by most of the existing protein interaction ex-

traction systems. I proposed here as a baseline performance protein co-occurrences at

the level of documents and at the level of individual sentences. These results provide

1Word merging errors occur when two consecutive word tokens were merged without having any
whitespace between them.
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the highest recall that can be expected for automatic relation extraction methods. Dur-

ing the evaluation process, the matrix model for co-occurrences of interactor proteins

was assumed 1. This model has limitations in terms of precision but is still a common

representation for interactions. The macro-averaged results are shown in table 4.9.

When considering the micro-averaged scores, the highest expected recall obtained at

the level of document co-mention was of 0.29993 for abstracts (precision of 0.18878)

and 0.71955 for full text articles (precision of 0.01552).

Approach Precision Recall F-measure FAP Aver. Prec.

Abstract (doc. co-occurrence) 0.1958 0.39363 0.2212 0.11104 0.07413

Abstract (sent. co-occurrence) 0.18855 0.35328 0.20945 0.09745 0.06349

Abstract (sent. hetero) 0.27176 0.2692 0.22696 0.10816 0.071

Abstract (sent. affix) 0.01688 0.02136 0.0145 0.00067 0.00034

Abstract (homomeric pattern) 0.10204 0.08844 0.09269 0.01645 0.00902

Abstract (homomeric trigger) 0.17092 0.18793 0.16815 0.05434 0.03241

Abstract (method stem) 0.13324 0.11057 0.10771 0.02451 0.01383

Abstract (method stem, filter) 0.12782 0.10839 0.10504 0.0231 0.01297

Abstract (pattern string) 0.14555 0.09175 0.10335 0.0133 0.01248

Abstract (pattern token) 0.14081 0.08859 0.09973 0.02218 0.01248

Abstract (rule) 0.11213 0.06893 0.07819 0.01382 0.00758

Full text (doc. co-occurrence) 0.04386 0.71984 0.06953 0.04307 0.0312

Full text (sent. co-occurrence) 0.07213 0.59816 0.11287 0.06159 0.04235

Full text (sent. hetero) 0.09559 0.52587 0.14083 0.07205 0.04841

Full text (sent. affix) 0.17151 0.42984 0.20629 0.10607 0.07139

Full text (homomeric pattern) 0.36201 0.36738 0.3509 0.19748 0.1374

Full text (homomeric trigger) 0.38192 0.53584 0.41044 0.28568 0.21908

Full text (method stem) 0.284 0.43727 0.2993 0.17325 0.12191

Full text (method stem, filter) 0.29422 0.43727 0.30688 0.17998 0.12732

Full text (pattern string) 0.37181 0.3534 0.32488 0.18667 0.13096

Full text (pattern token) 0.3667 0.35128 0.32068 0.18295 0.12798

Full text (rule) 0.34181 0.32136 0.30042 0.16051 0.10951

Table 4.9: PPI extraction result overview table - Results of each of the individual
interaction extraction approaches together with the baseline performance. Note that the
provided scores correspond to the macro-averaged results.

These results show that co-occurrence at the level of abstracts in articles known

to describe protein interactions provide already quite interesting results, while co-

occurrence at the level of whole full text articles results in a very poor precision.

In case of additional contextual constrains, i.e. co-occurrence within sentences only

1Matrix model: assumption that all co-occurring proteins interact with each other, including ho-
momeric and self interactions
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a slight gain in precision was obtained for abstracts, with a micro-averaged precision

of 0.19723 and recall of 0.25755. In case of co-occurrence within full text sentences,

the precision increased to 0.0486 accompanied also with a drop in recall of 10% (recall

of 0.58571). From the obtained results using the co-occurrence approach the resulting

performance is obviously not sufficiently competitive, and therefore additional relation

extraction strategies are necessary.

From the relation extraction point of view two types of interactions can be observed,

namely hetero- and homomeric/self interactions. These two relation types require also

distinct extraction strategies. Homomeric interactions (e.g. homomultimers) and self-

interactions (e.g. autophosphorylation) usually do not require the co-occurrence of two

distinct proteins in a single sentence and also the language expressions used to de-

scribe such kind of interactions are different. Important molecular structures are often

formed through homomeric relations, especially in case of pores, channels, receptors

and transcription factor complexes. Therefore PLAN2L integrated a specific module

for the detection of homomeric PPIs. The PPI evaluation collection had a total of

196 abstracts with 296 annotations and 93 full text papers with 142 annotations of

homomeric/self-interactions. Two kinds of strategies were considered for the detection

of homo/self-interaction: a pattern-based extraction and sentence co-occurrence with

homomeric trigger words. The first approach was based on a set of 984 hand-crafted

textual patterns derived from manual inspection of interaction evidence sentences from

the IntAct database (85). The manual construction of the patterns was done using a

specially implemented web interface for curation of textual patterns showing the indi-

vidual evidence sentences together with an editable template for the pattern annotation.

Out of these patterns a total of 22 could be found in the evaluation set of abstracts

and 64 in the set of full text articles (corresponding 68 unique patterns). Additional

table 6.3 shows the top patterns in terms of frequency as well as a set of example

sentences for full text and abstracts. Although most of the patterns clearly showed a

high precision, a small number of them can refer to both homomeric and heteromeric

interaction types.

The micro-averaged precision of the generated results was relatively high (0.909

for abstracts and 0.772 for full text articles), especially taking into account that these

results are certainly dependent on the previous protein normalization step. In this

case there was a considerable difference between the micro- and macro-averaged results
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as can be seen when comparing these results to table 4.9. To boost recall, the use

of a trigger word co-occurrence based homo/self-interaction extraction approach was

tested. To determine the required list of trigger words, each of the homomeric patterns

was labeled with the MedPost tagger and those words contained in a particular part-

of-speech tag set were selected 1. The resulting word-POS pairs were then ranked

based on their absolute mention frequencies in homomeric patterns. This ranked list

was then manually inspected to select a set of 193 homomeric trigger words. To avoid

a loss in recall when indexing the target sentences with these trigger terms (due to

inflectional word variation), both the trigger words as well as the target sentences were

stemmed. After stemming this trigger list, a total of 110 unique stemmed trigger words

remained. The homomeric trigger method required the co-occurrence of proteins with

these trigger terms at the sentence level, without any additional constrain (neither at

the syntactic nor word proximity level). This approach resulted in an increment in recall

both for abstracts and full text papers, while also an expected drop in precision was

observed. To determine if some of the trigger terms should be filtered to improve the

precision without losing recall, I carried out an exhaustive evaluation of the prediction

results by systematically removing each of the trigger terms. The most relevant trigger

terms based on their contribution measured by the F-score is shown in table 4.10.

Surprisingly there was no case were the removal of a given trigger word resulted in

increase of precision without affecting the recall, thus no additional filtering of these

trigger words as carried out.

To know what experimental technique was used to characterize a given interac-

tion (89) is of particular interest, especially for the manual annotation of PPIs done

by databases following minimal curation guidelines like the International Molecular

Exchange (IMEx) consortium (144) standards. I thus examined the sentence co-

occurrences of proteins with experimental interaction detection method terms in ab-

stracts and full text papers. The macro-averaged results of this strategy are contained

in table 4.9. As a lexical resource for method names, I used the BioMethod Lexicon

(see (98)). Several different subsets of this lexicon were tested 2, using finally a subset

of 6,532 terms. Some of the method terms were rather broad experimental technique

1This tag set included: adjectives (JJ), nouns (NN, NNS) and verbs (VVG, VVGJ, VVGN, VVN,
VVNJ, VVZ).

2Subsets: lexicon variants with 179,820 terms, 6,532 terms and 1,921 terms
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Document Rank Trigger stem F-measure Precision Recall

Abstract 1 dimer -0.08101 -0.02778 -0.05743

Abstract 2 self-interact -0.01852 -0.01099 -0.01351

Abstract 3 autophosphoryl -0.01786 -0.00126 -0.01351

Abstract 4 transphosphoryl -0.013 0.00394 -0.01013

Abstract 5 homomer -0.00474 -0.00489 -0.00337

Full text 1 homomer -0.04264 -0.02967 -0.05634

Full text 2 dimer -0.03763 0.01427 -0.08451

Full text 3 interact with itself -0.01078 -0.00111 -0.02113

Full text 4 tetram -0.0052 -0.00353 -0.00704

Full text 5 selfassoci -0.00354 -0.00036 -0.00704

Table 4.10: Homomeric and self-interaction trigger words - Overview of the most
relevant stemmed homo/self interaction trigger words according to their effect in terms
of F-measure for abstracts and full text articles in the evaluation set. The scores (F-
measure, precision, recall) correspond to the micro-averaged results when removing each
of these triggers. From the table it can be seen that their removal results in a drop of
the corresponding F-measure. Note that in some cases both the recall and the precision is
affected adversely, while in others, such as for ’transphosphoryl’ in case of abstracts, the
removal of this trigger from the extraction outcome results in an increase in precision at a
cost of recall.

concepts that are not exclusively used for the characterization of PPIs. Therefore an

exhaustive method term filtering to obtain the optimal list of method names was done

by ranking each of the method names according to their F-score and removing only

those that had a detrimental effect. Filtering of method names in abstracts showed

that only the removal of two stemmed terms resulted in a better F-score. The results

when using the filtered method term list are also provided in table 4.9.

The discovery of protein interaction often requires specific method for labelling and

visualizing the potential interactors, done through the use of certain fusion protein and

tags such as ’-GST’, ’-His’, ’-Myc’, ’FLAG-’ or fluorescent proteins (GFP, YFP, CFP

and RFP). These ’tags’ are frequently mentioned in text as affixes of the target inter-

actor proteins in the articles. To handle this issue, I constructed a PPI affix dictionary

called PPIAD (98) and showed this particular type of affixes are common in sentences

considered as evidential support for experimentally detected physical protein-protein

interactions (see (98)). Some of these affixes had strong co-occurrence correlations with

specific interaction detection methods. The use of PPIAD affix-protein occurrences was

therefore evaluated for the detection of PPIs. The obtained performance of the affix
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co-occurrences can be seen in table 4.9. The performance of affix occurrences were

significantly worse when used for abstracts as compared to full text articles (using

macro-averaged scores). This could in some ways be explained by the relatively low

number of mentions of this kind in abstracts.

I manually inspected the interaction evidence sentences provided by IntAct and

derived from the BioCreative II ISS task (98), to construct a collection of 10,566 hand

crafted protein-protein interactions extraction text patterns. The subset of patterns

that are useful for recovering homomeric interactions were introduced previously. 7,960

patterns were associated to the detection of heteromeric PPIs. To match these patterns

to the PLAN2L sentences I tried out two options: (1) the pattern identification at

the word token level (referred to as token-matching) and (2) matching stemmed and

normalized pattern strings (referred to as string-matching). The patterns and the

input sentences required substitution of protein names with a semantic placeholder

for interactors (PROTEINMENTION tag). For the pattern token-matching approach,

patterns and sentences were converted into lists of word tokens and sub-list matching

was carried out to detect whether the patterns were present in the sentences. A total of

112 unique patterns found in the validation abstracts and 483 in the full text set. For the

pattern string-matching method both the patterns and the sentences were stemmed, all

whitespace characters and hyphens were removed and a simple exact substring matching

of the patterns was carried. Using this second option, a total of 100 unique patterns

were detected in abstracts and 457 in the set of full text sentences. The macro-averaged

performance obtained by both pattern matching options is shown in table 4.9. The

limited number of hits of the pattern based method caused a considerable effect on the

micro averaged results. The micro-averaged precision of the string-matching method

was 0.8 for abstracts and 0.50764 for full text articles (with a respective recall of 0.05128

and 0.25168). The token-matching approach, in case of the micro-averaged scores had

a precision of 0.79470 with a recall of 0.04963 for abstracts and 0.51937 (precision) and

0.24832 (recall) for full text. Additional materials table 6.4 provides examples of the

top pattern hits from abstracts and full text sentences.

In order to generalize the PPI extraction patterns, I grouped them based the inter-

action trigger, the words forming part of the patterns, their POS information and the

relative position with respect to the trigger term (left, middle or right). This resulted

in a total of 2,359 rules that were then used for the detection of PPIs. The associated
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Figure 4.26: Example output of the PPI sentence classifier for AGAMOUS.

performance is provided in table 4.9, showing that this approach could not improve

the macro-averaged recall when compared to the pattern-based method. To a certain

degree this is due to the fact that the generalised patterns were derived only from the

subset of patterns that contained an interaction trigger word 1.

Finally I also implemented a machine learning sentence classifier approach trained

on manually selected interaction evidence sentences (PPI sentence classifier). The

SVM PPI sentence classifier 2 used as positive training data 2,865 interaction evidence

passages from the second BioCreative challenge (92) and an equally sized negative set

consisting of randomly selected sentences from the PLAN2L corpus. Manual examina-

tion of a small set of the random sentence collection showed that they did not comprise

any interaction descriptions and were thus suitable as a negative training set. The

random sentence set hat to be previously filtered in terms of sentence length, as some

sentences corresponded to section headers or were too short. The PPI sentence classi-

fier used a set of 9,970 feature words, and obtained a precision of 89.75% and a recall of

92.62% (five fold cross validation results). Experimental keywords were automatically

tagged to account for experimental interaction detection methods co-occurring in the

literature to be used as semantic dictionary features. An evaluation of this classifier

using SVM score intervals is shown in section B of figure 4.24, while a precision recall

plot of the PPI SVM sentence classifier results for abstracts and full text articles is

provided in additional materials figure 6.4. Although such an approach can be useful

for scoring sentences for potential interaction descriptions, it had limitations in terms

of precision.

1A compilation of multiple PPI trigger keywords generated by me can be found at:
http://zope.bioinfo.cnio.es/ppi trigger table.txt

2SVMLight, radial basis kernel function.
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The PLAN2L system provides online access to sentences potentially describing pro-

tein interactions. An example output of the PPI sentence classifier output can be seen

in 4.26. As can be seen in the screenshot, the TAIR identifiers are provided for both in-

teractors together with their names and the interaction evidence sentence. The default

ranking of the retrieved sentences is based on the classifier scores. Also co-occurring

interaction detection method terms are listed.

4.5.5 Sub-cellular location detection

PLAN2L integrates also a subcellular localization detection pipeline that exploits the

following strategies: (1) statistical co-occurrence scores, (2) the use of semantic-syntactic

patterns and trigger terms for extracting associations between proteins and subcellu-

lar location terms and (3) a SVM localisation sentence classifier for retrieving and

ranking protein localization sentences. Here I used a specially adapted version of the

LocMiner pipeline applied to the Arabidopsis literature. The purpose of this module

was to improve the retrieval of sentences that describe subcellular location relations of

Arabidopsis gene products.

The original LocMiner system developed by me, explored semantic-syntactic frames

for extracting fine-grained associations between proteins and subcellular locations from

sentences. This tool was based on localization text frames, a set of trigger verbs rel-

evant for expressing locative relations and a location sentence classifier. It relied on

a comprehensive subcellular location dictionary integrating keywords/synonyms from

SwissProt, Cellular Component terms from Gene Ontology, and an in house location

term dictionary. The hand crafted location frames used by LocMiner were derived from

a manual curation of 1,288 sentences co-mentioning both proteins and subcellular loca-

tion terms. I expanded semi-automatically locative expressions selecting 220 location

and motion-relevant verb roots by including verb synonyms, English spelling variants,

generation of affix variants (using 14 general English affixes such as de-, sub-, co- and

trans-, and 5 domain specific affixes such as immuno- and radioimmuno-), generation

of hyphenation variants as well as inflectional variants and nominalized forms.

This resulted in 11,544 expanded forms and a dictionary of 161,616 location term

variants. These variants were filtered based on their instantiation against the entire

PubMed database (remaining a total of 6,436 location triggers that had at least a single

mention in PubMed). To score each of the location words/expressions according to their
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relevance for sub-cellular location I used: 1) the fraction of sub-cellular location term

co-occurrences with respect to their total frequency in PubMed, as well as 2) a score

based on a sentence classifier trained on a weakly labeled collection of sentences derived

from articles used for deriving manually GO annotations with cellular component terms,

having experimental evidence types and mentioning location terms. An example output

returned by the original LocMiner can be seen in additional figure 6.5. The adaption of

this pipeline to the Arabidopsis literature as well as some additional location extraction

approaches will be described in more detail in this subsection.

As a first step, the entire bibliome of PLAN2L was tagged with the LocMiner

subcellular location term list using dictionary-lookup. A total of 42,750 sentences from

abstracts and 373,710 sentences from full text articles had at least one sub-cellular

location term mention. This means that around 17% of the PLAN2L sentences derived

from abstracts and 8.65% from full text articles had mentions of subcellular location

terms.

Examining the individual terms that were detected in the articles showed that in

case of abstracts a total of 1,284 inflected sub-cellular localization terms were found

(out of the 26,082 term variants). This corresponded to 745 unique stemmed and

case folded 1 location terms (out of the 5,326 contained in the lexicon). From full

text article sentences, a total of 2,638 unique subcellular location terms were recovered,

corresponding to 1,329 stemmed and case folded terms. Having a look at the additional

materials figure 6.6 one can see the top 50 location terms mentioned in abstracts as well

as full text articles. Obviously the most frequently occurring subcellular localization

terms matched coarse level compartments/location keywords such as the ’membrane,

’nucleus’, ’transcription factor’ 2, ’cell wall’ or ’plastid’. Some of the localization terms

contained in the lexicon were not plant-specific organelles/subcellular structures and

some terms derived from GO concepts do not resemble language expressions found in

the literature. Therefore mapping 25% of the lexicon entries to the PLAN2L bibliome

can be considered as a reasonable result. Although a more exhaustive evaluation of

the location term detection is beyond the scope of this work, a small sample set of

sentences was examined manually. This was done to better understand commonalities

among recurrently missed subcellular location expressions (false negatives) and those

1Case folded means in this context case insensitive as all terms were converted to lower case.
2Transcription factor: is a sort of indirect location indicator term referring to nuclear localization.
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that resulted in false positive hits. The following cases of missed localization terms

were observed. Case 1: Missed terms due to the presence of particular prefixes not

previously considered in location terms contained in the lexicon. Example cases of

this class included prefixes such as ’peri-’ (e.g. pericentromeric, perinuclear), ’intra-

’ (e.g. intracytoplasmic, intracellularly, intramitochondrial), ’sub-’ (e.g. subnuclear,

subsarcolemmal), ’para-’ (e.g. paranuclear), ’pro-’ (e.g. pronuclei) and ’post-’ (e.g. post-

Golgi). Case 2: Missed terms that were created through compounding of individual

location terms that in turn were present in the lexicon. 1. Example cases of such

missed compound terms were for instance nucleocytoplasmic or kinetoplastid. Case

3: Other subcellular localization terms not recognized by the tagger corresponded to

derivational variants that were not captured by the original lexicon. Many of these

cases corresponded to adjectives (e.g. desmosomal, thylakoidal, nucleoplasmic), and

to a lesser extent adverbs (e.g. lumenally, nucleoplasmically) and nouns with Greek or

Latin plural formation (e.g. caveolae). Case 4: Missed cases due to tokenization criteria

used by the dictionary look-up method. Problems are encountered for characters (e.g.

hyphens and slashes) that should be part of word tokens in some cases but serve as

delimiters for distinct word tokens in other cases. Two examples of this kind that

were missed are: ’ER/Golgi’ and ’(Cajal) bodies’. Case 5: Variations of localization

expressions simply not captured in the lexicon such as: acrocentric chromosomes and

pore complex. Case 6: Somehow difficult to detect were expressions referring to the

extracellular space (localization of secreted proteins) and membrane structures. For

these two cases a range of different expressions are commonly used without representing

actually a proper localization term. Example expressions include: soluble fractions,

soluble protein, outside of the cell, soluble forms or secretion. Some of these expressions

are rather general and can be very ambiguous. In case of membrane structures, it

was problematic to determe to which organelle a membrane mention belonged to 2.

Mentions of membrane terms constituted also one of the main sources of false positive

hits, as in occasions they did not refer to subcellular structures (e.g. membranes of

tissues, body parts, etc.).

Detecting localization terms per se can be used to group sentences according to

various criteria or filter them for downstream text processing. The simplest extraction

1Compounding or composition consists of the formation of words by joining other words together.
2The issue here is the difficulty to determine whether the membrane mention corresponds to the

plasma membrane or of instance to the membrane of some different organelle
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of subcellular location associations of proteins is at the level of co-occurrences. There

are several tools that rely on co-occurrence statistics calculated from multi-document

collections to derive relationships between entities or concepts under the assumption

that recurrently co-occurring terms should have some underlying biological relationship

(102). Although popular tools like FACTA+ (185) and EBIMed (153) try to find rela-

tions between concepts by using co-occurrence statistics in abstracts, they are currently

not integrating scores from full text articles and do not cover specifically the extraction

of location information of proteins at the subcellular level.

For the PLAN2L system, after detecting all the subcellular location terms, I ex-

tracted protein co-occurrences within those sentences. A total of 23,457 protein-cellular

location term sentence co-occurrences were found in abstracts and 141,973 in full text

articles. In case of abstracts 652 unique inflected subcellular localization terms (437

stemmed versions) were co-occurring together with Arabidopsis proteins, as compared

to 1,336 terms from full text articles (782 stemmed versions). On the other hand, a

total of 2,426 unique proteins were found together with localization terms in sentences

from abstracts, while 3,609 were detected in sentences from full text articles. They

represent 52.64% and 50.10% of the total number of Arabidopsis proteins that were

found in abstracts and full text articles respectively. This implied that over half of the

proteins found in documents were also co-occurring at least a single time with sub-

cellular location terms. For each protein the absolute number of co-occurring terms,

unique terms and unique stemmed terms were examined for both document sets (see

additional materials table 6.5). On average proteins were co-occurring with 3.621

unique stemmed location terms in abstracts and 7.104 in full text articles. In many

cases the terms can refer to related subcellular structures but with different degrees

of granularity. The protein with the largest number of different co-occurring location

terms in abstracts was ’PB-80’ 1. In case of full text articles, the largest number of

co-occurring terms was found for Rab 2. Manual revision of sample sentences for these

two proteins showed that sometimes the detected protein mentions were referring to

the corresponding protein family rather then to the individual protein.

When looking at the absolute term frequencies, it becomes noticeable that there

was certain redundancy of the co-occurring protein-term pairs that could be exploited

1TAIR accession: AT3G52850, it encodes a protein involved in sorting seed storage proteins into
vacuoles

2TAIR accession: AT5G06070, it is a Superman (SUP) like protein with zinc finger motifs
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by means of statistical co-occurrence analysis. To calculate a numerical score reflecting

the strength of the co-occurrence association between proteins and stemmed subcellular

location terms, a strategy similar to the collocational window approaches used to detect

bigrams was used. As a collocational window, the entire sentence was taken into account

and the distribution of protein mentions with respect to location terms was determined.

The following four statistical scores were calculated: Student’s t test, Pearson’s chi-

square test, Dunning’s likelihood ratio test and the pointwise mutual information (PMI)

1. Those tests were separately performed for the collections of abstracts and full text

articles. The resulting statistical score can be useful, especially for deriving annotations

of proteins that are well studied and where there is a reasonable degree of redundancy

in the literature. In order to estimate the performance of such global associations2, a set

of Arabidopsis protein annotations for subcellular localizations were derived from the

SUBA3 database (61) (for additional details refer to the materials and methods section).

For evaluation purposes only the 11 subcellular localization types annotated in SUBA3

were used 3, all other location terms from the PLAN2L localization term list were

disregarded for this specific analysis. One must take this assessment as a very general

examination of the value of co-occurrences, as the obtained recall under these settings

is obviously affected. Unique annotations defined as protein-localization term pairs

derived from SUBA3 were compared to the protein-localization term pairs provided

for the same proteins by the co-occurrence strategies. The evaluation set for this

global co-occurrence analysis consisted of 1,896 protein-localization pairs from abstracts

(1,539 unique proteins) and 987 protein-localization pairs from full text articles (858

unique proteins). Examining the results obtained for abstracts, the number of TP

pairs was of 267, the number of FP pairs was 149 while 416 FN were missed by this

strict co-occurrence results. This resulted in a recall of 14.08% and a precision of

64.42% (F-score 23.10%). Table 4.11 shows the results of the corresponding FAP scores

and the average precisions obtained when ranking the protein-localization pairs using

the various statistical calculations previously introduced. The differences in ranking

1NLTK implementation of bigram association measures based on: (1) Manning and Schutze. Foun-
dations of statistical natural language processing. (1999) chapter 5. (2) Dunning. Accurate methods
for the statistics of surprise and coincidence. (1993). Computational Linguistics.

2Global in this context means the large multi-document collections.
3SUBA3 has only the following localization classes: (1) cytoskeleton, (2) cytosol, (3) endoplasmic

reticulum, (4) extracellular, (5) golgi, (6) mitochondrion, (7) nucleus, (8) peroxisome, (9) plasma
membrane, (10) plastid and (11) vacuole.
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Score Chi-square Likelihood-ratio PMI t-student

FAPs (Abstract) 0.15174 0.15342 0.14823 0.15208

AP (Abstract) 0.11299 0.11486 0.10914 0.11336

FAPs (Full text) 0.36825 0.36141 0.35735 0.37176

AP (Full text) 0.32100 0.31074 0.30479 0.32637

Table 4.11: Statistical methods for scoring co-occurrences. Results for ranking the
protein-subcellular term co-occurrences using various commonly used statistical methods
(shown for abstracts and full text articles). (PMI: Pointwise mutual information; FAP:
F-measured Average Precision; AP: average precision)

performance of those statistical methods was very small. As can be seen in this table,

for abstracts the Dunning’s likelihood ratio was only marginally better when compared

to the other methods, while for the full text collection the Student’s t-test obtained the

best results. Despite the minor differences between the results generated by the various

statistical association measures what becomes clear from these results is that in case of

full text articles, statistical co-occurrence methods are more useful then when applied

to abstracts.

An obvious bottleneck of statistical co-occurrence based detection of annotations is

that a reasonable number of recurrent mentions are required to be able to detect mean-

ingful associations. For very general location terms like those utilized in SUBA3 (e.g.

cytosol or nucleus) this is actually sometimes the case. Nevertheless, for more granular

location terms, representing those that are usually more interesting for experimental-

ists, a considerable drop in recall can be expected. This issue was shown previously by

somehow related results from the BioCreative I GOA task (16). The reason for this is

that an increase of term length, as is the case for more detailed localization descrip-

tions/terms, comes together generally with an increase in variability of semantically

equivalent expressions encountered in the literature. An even more relevant shortcom-

ing for both global 1 frequency based methods and also for database annotations is

their limited interpretability by the human end users. It is challenging to understand

the biological context and functional implications of a particular subcellular localiza-

tion of a gene product by just providing annotations consisting of protein-localization

term pairs. PLAN2L thus attempts to return actual evidence sentences that describe

1Global in this context refers to multi-document or entire literature collection based analysis.
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the subcellular localization of a protein directly from the papers. Additionally it has

a scoring mechanism to allow ranking each of the evidence sentences according to its

subcellular localization description importance.

To assess the performance of the PLAN2L localization extraction system different

evaluation settings were tested. One of the assessment strategies was a document-

centric evaluation approach that relied on independent annotations from the SUBA3

database (182). Another approach used was a sentence-centric evaluation based on

manually classified sentences containing protein and location term co-occurrences. As

a ’baseline performance’ for both approaches simple co-occurrence at the sentence level

was used.

For the document-centric assessment, the used Gold Standard evaluation sets from

SUBA3 consisted of 1,137 abstracts (with 2,416 annotations) and 605 full text arti-

cles (with 1,144 annotations). The baseline ranking results for both document sets

used simply the raw intra-document sentence co-occurrence frequencies of proteins and

location terms 1.

We can see in the additional table 6.6 the obtained results for abstracts. Hav-

ing quick initial look at the baseline co-occurrence results would indicate that the

document-centric approach is considerable worse when compared to the global co-

occurrence statistics. This due to the fact that there is certainly less redundancy of

co-occurrences within a single document when compared to the entire bibliome. More-

over it is important to point out that for the evaluation of the global co-occurrence

results, only co-occurrences from the list of proteins annotated in SUBA3 were ex-

amined, while for the document centric results all proteins extracted from the Gold

Standard document set were included in the baseline evaluation.

In the abstract evaluation set, 550 unique PMID-Protein-Location co-occurrence

relations were detected (supported by a total of 989 sentence-protein-localization term

triplets). The simple co-occurrence baseline method for sentences from abstracts (micro-

averaged) had a precision of 0.46. As expected, when using only abstracts the recall

was considerably lower, being only 0.1047 (F-score 0.1706). The obtain FAP-score was

of 0.0848 and the average precision was 0.0564 (additional table 6.6). This low recall

is not only caused by the use of abstracts, but also by problems in the identification

1This means counting within each paper the number of sentences supporting a given protein-
localization term co-occurrence as a means for ranking these relations
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and normalization of protein mentions. When limiting the evaluation to those proteins

from the SUBA3 dataset that had at least a single mention within the abstracts 1, a

three times higher recall was obtained (0.3480) together with a considerable increase

in precision (0.5360).

An even more challenging issue under this evaluation scenario relates to the coarse

level (broad) location terms used by the SUBA3 database. When considering the whole

PLAN2L localization lexicon (instead of only taking the small SUBA3 localization term

subset) a total of 2,603 document level relations supported by 4,679 sentence-protein-

localization term triplets were returned. Many of these terms corresponded to more

detailed location descriptions that could not be directly matched to the SUBA3 terms.

As those additional mentions did not correspond to SUBA3 localization list they were

initially excluded from the evaluation. On average each of the protein-location pairs

was supported by 1.80 sentences for the SUBA3 localization term set.

In order to examine the performance impact related to the granularity of the used

annotation terms (detected in the evaluation documents with respect to the upper level

terms used by SUBA3 annotations), all the instantiated terms found in the evaluation

collections were manually classified into one of the SUBA3 classes (when possible).

It is noteworthy to say that it was very challenging to assign some of the terms to

one of the SUBA3 classes. This manual classification was somewhat challenging, as

only 1-to-1 mappings to SUBA3 classes were allowed. This was done to circumvent

additional complications resulting from a 1-to-many manual mapping. For some cases

the PLAN2L location term was somewhat ambiguous and could potentially be linked

to multiple SUBA3 terms. In those cases, the mapping was done to the term that

was considered ’stricter’ 2. A total of 417 stemmed terms were manually classified by

considering not only the term itself but also its term definition as provided by GO

and SwissProt, as well as consulting additionally scientific articles and knowledgebases.

In case of some very specialized terms, even the consultation of external information

sources was not sufficient to carry out the mapping to a SUBA3 location class. Those

terms were classified into a separate class labeled as ’other’ location terms and excluded

from the subsequent analysis. Looking at the results obtained after carrying out the

term re-mapping showed that the recall could be more than doubled (0.2314), but also

1co-occurrence baseline (protein filter)
2Stricter here means more specific or granular.
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at a cost of precision (0.3826). When combining both the term remapping with the

protein mention filter, the increase in recall is even more substantial (0.7689) with a

precision of 0.4423.

One drawback of co-occurrence-based methods is that they tend to have lower pre-

cision. Simple co-occurrences are also not appropriate for ranking ’individual sentences’

for particular relation type. To address the selection of localization relevant sentences,

their ranking as well as to increase the precision and interpretability of localization

descriptions, I explored several approaches going beyond the baseline co-occurrence

method. These strategies included (1) co-occurrences filtered for negations, (2) tri-co-

occurrence 1, (3) pattern-based extraction, (4) pattern based extraction together with

anaphora/coreference detection, (5) pattern based extraction together with coordina-

tion handling, (6) experimental-method term co-occurrence, (7) co-occurrence together

with affixes used for labeling proteins, (8) rule based filtering of false positive associ-

ations (for descriptions of genomic locations and regulation of organelle formation),

(9) machine learning sentence classifier (using SVMs) with multiple feature types and

(10) the combination of approaches listed before. In additional materials table 6.6 the

corresponding performance at the document level using the abstract set as evaluated

against the SUBA3 set can be seen, while additional materials table 6.7 provides the

equivalent results for the set of full text articles.

The tri-co-occurrence technique relied on using the collection of 1,883 instantiated 2

localization trigger terms developed originally for the LocMiner system. The LocMiner

trigger terms were detected in PLAN2L abstracts and full text sentences using dic-

tionary lookup. From these 1,883 inflected triggers, a total of 1,259 (66.86%) were

found in PLAN2L abstract and 1,633 (86.72%) in full text sentences. From the 526

stemmed trigger terms of the initial LocMiner list, 368 were detected in PLAN2L ab-

stracts (69.96%) and 439 (83.46%) in full text sentences. To measure the importance

of each of the triggers and stemmed triggers for sub-cellular localization detection, sta-

tistical co-occurrence in sentences containing both subcellular location terms as well as

Arabidopsis proteins was exploited. 700 inflected and 247 stemmed trigger terms co-

occurred with proteins sentences from abstracts while 1,150 inflected and 328 stemmed

1Tri-co-occurrence means here requiring the co-occurrence of an additional term, in this case local-
ization trigger terms

2Instantiated in this context means that it could be found at least once in the entire PubMed
database.
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triggers were found in the full text protein mentioning sentences. The trigger terms that

did not co-occur with proteins were filtered and not used for further testing. For each

of the remaining triggers, the same four co-occurrence statistical measures as used for

the global protein-localization term association analysis were calculated (separately for

abstracts and full text articles). The top 5 inflected trigger terms for abstracts 1 were

localized, localization, import, encodes and fusion and for full text 2 localization, local-

ized, encodes, import and involved. The top 5 stemmed trigger terms for abstracts were

local, import, fusion, encod and target and for full text local, encod, target, import and

function. For each of the protein-location term pairs, the sum of the normalized sta-

tistical scores of all the triggers (and stemmed triggers) found in the tri-co-occurrence

sentences were used as ranking criteria at the document level. The obtained results

can be see in additional material tables 6.6 and 6.7. Optimizing the list of trigger

terms to increase the resulting precision was not possible to enhance the performance

of the tri-mention based approach. Surprisingly, from the obtained results it became

clear that solely applying trigger term co-occurrences was not an efficient strategy to

detect/rank localization relations, neither for abstracts nor full text articles (at least

when utilizing the SUBA3 dataset for validation). This was the case both when using

inflected (i) and stemmed trigger (s) terms.

As expected the results obtained for the baseline co-occurrence in full text articles

had a considerable drop in precision (over half), from 46.00% in abstracts to 20.12%

in full text (additional table table 6.7). In turn recall was almost three times higher

(10.47% in abstracts and 28.76% in full text). In the full text collection, 1,635 SUBA3

location term co-occurrence relations were found 3. 5,613 full text sentence triplets

supported the 1,635 protein-localization relations. Using the entire PLAN2L location

lexicon returned 32,196 sentence-protein-localization term triplets, corresponding to

9,781 unique protein-localization pairs. On average each of the protein-location pairs

from the full text set, was supported by 3.43 sentences for the SUBA3 localization term

classes and 3.29 for the entire lexicon list. The same analysis as done for abstracts by

applying the protein filter and term remapping approach was performed. The associated

changes in recall and precision can be seen in additional materials table 6.7).

1Ranked based on Likelihood-ratio statistics
2Ranked using t-student statistics
3TP: 329, FP: 1,306, and FN: 815
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There also other aspects that I explored in the co-occurrence sentences to potentially

increase precision and ranking performance of the detected relations. Among these

aspects I examined the relative position of the protein versus the location term mentions

within sentences, i.e. whether the protein was mentioned first (P-L), or whether the

location term was mentioned first (L-P) 1. An analysis was performed to determine

if a particular relative position was more frequent in case of the TP versus the FP

location relations. In general P-L type of mentions were much more frequent overall

as well as in case of relations validated against SUBA3. They represented around two

thirds of the location co-occurrences. P-L type mentions were also more frequent in

sentences of relations annotated as TP as compared to those that corresponded to FP

relations according to the SUBA3 gold standard. In case of abstracts this relation type

accounted for 76% of the relative positions in case of TP relations and 67% in case of

the FP relations. In case of full text articles, the difference in terms of the fraction of

P-L type mentions between TP and FP relations was considerable smaller (TP: 69%,

FP 66%).

Sentences showing TP versus FP relations were also analyzed in terms of the mean

of the word offsets 2 between the co-occurrences of protein and location. The difference

in word offsets between TP and FP in case of abstracts was of 4.08 (TP: 8.73, FP: 12.81)

and in full text being even smaller, i.e. 3.0 (TP: 10.47, FP: 13.47). Although in case of

TP relations, proteins tend to be mentioned closer to the location term, the difference

with FP relations is small. Sentences of TP relations were on average also slightly

shorter (around 4 words; abstracts: TP 31.66, FP 35.88 and full text: TP 45.68, FP

49.66). Finally also the number of entities mentioned in a given sentence was examined,

under the assumption that the more proteins or location terms are co-occurring in a

single sentence, the greater the number of potential combinations and thus the number

of potential false positive hits. Although the difference was small, indeed on average the

sentences corresponding to TP relations had fewer protein mentions (average number

of protein mentions in abstracts: TP 1.55, FP 2.30 and full text: TP 1.53 FP 2.13) as

well as fewer location term mentions (average number of location mentions in abstracts:

1P-L: would correspond to sentences were the PROTEIN mention would be appearing before the
LOCATION term mention. L-P: would correspond to sentences were the PROTEIN mention would be
occurring after the LOCATION term mention.

2The word offset in this case corresponds to the absolute value of the signed distances counted in
word tokens between two entities or terms (i.e. protein and location mentions)
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TP 1.13, FP 1.28 and full text TP 1.13 FP 1.26). All these aspects, namely the relative

mention positions, sentence length, word offsets and numbers of co-occurrences were

analyzed to explore them for improving the extraction and ranking performance, but

unfortunately they did not result in any significant improvement. This outcome may

be due to the intrinsic limitations when using a document centric evaluation strategy

for features that are highly sentence specific.

Another source of FP protein location extractions can be attributed to negated loca-

tion statements, i.e. descriptions that a protein is not located in a particular subcellular

organelle. Moreover if such negated statements are explicitly encountered in the litera-

ture they do often represent interesting negative discoveries (89). The Negex negation

detection module 1 was adapted to handle such cases using as an argument the loca-

tion terms. In case of the SUBA3 abstracts there were a total of 4,679 co-occurrences,

out of which 210 (4.49%) corresponded to negations while in the full text set from

the total 32,196 co-occurrences 3,209 were negated locations (9.97%). The fraction of

negated locations in full text were almost double as many when compared to abstracts.

Using only the remaining location relations after filtering the negated co-occurrences

(i.e. using only affirmed protein-location relations) resulted only in a marginal increase

in precision, both for abstracts as well as for full text sentences (additional materials

tables 6.6 and 6.7).

Pattern-based approaches have been used for relation extraction tasks in biomedical

text mining due to their competitive precision, although it is generally assumed that

they tend to have issues with recall. The LocMiner pattern based extraction module of

location descriptions was adapted to process the PLAN2L bibliome. The initial collec-

tion of 5,562 manually generated location patterns in LocMiner were expanded with a

list of 4,159 patterns that were semi-automatically selected. This additional pattern set

corresponded to manually classified patterns generated from candidate patterns prior-

itized through examination of statistical n-gram analysis, relative sentence position of

n-grams, presence of location triggers and the actual pattern length (in word tokens).

This additional set of patterns was derived from the entire PLAN2L bibliome. The

increase in terms of precision using the location pattern look-up results was of around

10% for abstracts and 15% for full text articles. The associated drop in recall was

about half of the recall obtained by the baseline co-occurrence. In the abstracts, 366

1http://code.google.com/p/negex/
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pattern mentions were detected corresponding to 103 unique patterns. From these re-

sults it became noticeable that it was crucial to improve the recall of the pattern-based

strategy.

I did a manual inspection of a sample of the relations that were captured by the

co-occurrence baseline but not detected with the pattern based approach. This review

pointed out that there were two frequent types of missed relations. There were due

to either issues that had to do with (1) use of instances of coordinating expressions of

two or more proteins 1 or (2) anaphora/coreferences 2 of proteins. To deal with poten-

tial cases of coreference, 36 frequently appearing referring expressions were extracted

manually and used together with the pattern-lookup method. Those expressions were

regularized into their referent that is to the co-occurring protein names. The increase

in recall using the coreference mapping was nonetheless very small. A much greater im-

pact in recall was achieved by treatment of coordinated protein-protein co-occurrences.

Coordinations were only handled in cases were at least two proteins were mentioned

together in a given sentence with a distance below 4 word tokens. A set of 810 co-

ordination relevant word patterns were used to process pairs of co-occurring proteins,

’regularizing’ them only for pattern lookup purposes as if they constituted a single en-

tity mention. The coordination word patterns were previously manually curated from

a frequency-sorted list of unigrams, bigrams and trigrams situated between two protein

co-occurrences in sentences. The increase in recall of the pattern-based method in ab-

stracts using this strategy was only of around 2% but for full text and increase of 4%

could be obtained. Some patterns from the coreference and coordination approach were

too general and were thus removed from the extraction pipeline, causing a marginal

improvement in precision (additional materials tables 6.6 and 6.7).

Even more important than simple assertions of protein location events are those

descriptions that provide also an experimental evidence or characterization of the loca-

tion. A range of different methods can be used to obtain experimental determination

1Coordination in linguistics refers to elements that are linked by a coordinator, such as coordinating
conjunctions, and example would be: ”PROTEINMENTION1 and PROTEINMENTION2 are located
in LOCATION”.

2Coreferences are encountered in linguistic scenarios where multiple expressions in a sentence refer
to the same object or referent. The term anaphora in the linguistic sense is basically a type of referential
pattern. An example case would be: ”PROTEINMENTION has been examined, it is located in
LOCATION”.
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of sub-cellular location of proteins, I constructed a dictionary containing the most rel-

evant experimental location characterization techniques. This location method lexicon

had a total of 2,157 method terms and variants. In the protein-location co-occurrence

sentences, 440 method mentions were found in abstracts and 1,852 in full text. This

corresponded to 83 unique method terms in abstracts and 123 in full text articles 1.

Searching for co-occurrences with method terms decreased the recall of detected protein

location annotations, but in addition to the added value as evidential qualifier, method

co-occurrences boosted significantly the precision of the protein-location relation ex-

traction (additional tables 6.6 and 6.7). The increase in precision over the baseline

was of almost 13% for abstracts and over 26% for full text, resulting therefore in the

highest overall increase in precision of a single detection approach.

Somewhat related to the previous experimental method mentions are the tags used

to label target proteins. Such protein tags are often used in combination with fluores-

cence or antibody related detection methods and are expressed commonly in the litera-

ture through the use of affixes. Mentions of a set of 281 different affixes corresponding

to labels that are also commonly used for colocalization and protein interaction ex-

periments were detected automatically in the evaluation datasets (98). In the set of

abstracts a total of 186 affix mentions (22 uniquely different) were detected, being a

total of 2,258 in case of the full text set (48 unique affixes). The by far most frequent

tag in both article sets was ’GFP’. The increase in precision due to affix co-occurrences

was only marginal in case of the abstracts (2%) together with a very high drop in recall,

(see additional materials table 6.6). The improvement in precision was considerable

better for full text articles (17%, see additional materials table 6.7). This results indi-

cated that affix co-occurrences are definitively more suitable for processing of full text

articles and not very competitive for abstracts.

Another case of FP location extractions observed in the documents was due to the

ambiguity between gene and gene product localizations, as well as regulatory, pheno-

typic and biogenesis associations of proteins to subcellular organelles (and not physical

locations). The following sentence fragment illustrates the gene versus protein ambi-

guity case: ”Sib1, a nuclear-encoded ...”. In this case the sentences does not refer to

1The most frequent stemmed methods in abstracts were: green fluoresc protein, gfp fusion, confoc
laser scan and subcellular fraction. In case of full text articles, the most frequent methods included:
gfp fusion, fusion protein, stain, membran fraction and immunogold label.
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a protein but to the gene Sib1. To filter such cases, a manually constructed set of 8

rules were used (rule-filtering). 1. Due to the low frequency of hits of the used filtering

rules, the gain in performance was not large ( 6.6 and 6.7).

To complement the precision-oriented pattern or method co-occurrence based ap-

proaches, I also adapted a supervised machine learning based location sentence classifier

approach to classify the co-occurrences into those that are location relevant versus those

that do not correspond to protein localization descriptions. The sentence classifier used

as main features unigrams, bigrams and trigrams and was trained on a balanced set

of location description relevant and non-relevant sentences, distinct from the SUBA3

evaluation set. The classifier obtained an increase of almost 5% precision with a drop

of 1% in recall for abstracts (P= 0.5079, R=0.09313) and an increase of 4% in precision

for full text with a drop of 3% in recall (P=0.24561, R=0.25699). In order to further

increase the performance of the classifier a version that integrated additional features,

i.e. location patterns, method mentions and affixes was generated (combined method,

see additional tables 6.6 and 6.7). The improvement in precision for abstracts was

of almost 5% and for full text of 11% (with an associated recall decrease of 1% and

7% respectively). This combined classifier was also examined together with the term

remapping and protein filter processing. The obtained results indicate that the com-

bined system was more useful in case of full text articles than abstracts. For full text

articles, the combination of term remapping together with the combined classifier seems

to be the most suitable approach, at least when looking at the obtained F-score. From

the obtained results of the combined method, it seems that it would be worthwhile to

carry out future research in terms of a more optimal combination of the various feature

types.

The previously presented results do not provide an insight if there were differences in

terms of efficiency when considering each of the eleven subcellular compartment classes

used by the SUBA3 database. Therefore, I carried out a more granular analysis in

terms of subcellular compartments, examining each of the cellular compartment types

individually. The associated results are summarized in figure 4.27. In part A and B

of this figure one can already see that there are considerable differences in terms of the

overall number of database annotations and automated extractions with respect to the

1These rules covered the following kind of text patterns: LOCATION-encoded, LOCATION
genome, LOCATION biogenesis or LOCATION gene transfer
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Figure 4.27: SUBA3 location type annotation and automated extraction result analysis.
A. The number of annotations (protein-location-article triplets) provided by the SUBA3
database for the set of abstracts used for the evaluation are shown together with the
number of automatically extracted predictions for each location type using the baseline
co-occurrence as well as the results when remapping the PLAN2L location lexicon terms
to SUBA3 location classes B. Same as subfigure A but showing the results for the set of full
text articles C. The precision and recall in percentage scores of the baseline co-occurrence
and the term remapping results (marked with an asterisk) for abstracts D. The same as
part C but for the full text articles E. The associated precision and recall percentages
for each compartment when using the output of the combined classifier predictions for
abstracts F. The same as subfigure E but using the full text set.
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compartment classes. This figure also shows the increase of in the number of predictions

when using the term remapping strategy for each location class. A considerable fraction

of the annotations do correspond to just 5 of the 11 classes, being the categories nucleus

and plastid the two most frequently used annotation classes. In case of the automated

results, when using co-occurrences, the most frequent classes are nucleus and plasma

membrane. When using the term remapping results most of the detected locations do

correspond to the nucleus and cytosol. In part C and D of figure 4.27 one can see

the obtained precision and recall results for co-occurrence and co-occurrence together

with term remapping, while in part E and F the results of the combined classifier

predictions (with and without term remapping) are shown. These results show that

for some compartments (i.e. plastid, cytoskeleton and peroxisome) it is possible to

obtained a precision above 60% at the document level (for abstracts). In case of full

text, the protein localization extractions with the highest precision corresponded to

the nucleus and plastid compartments. These results also show that there are several

issues that need to be considered when choosing a selection criteria for a real user

case, this include: (1) adjustment depending on focus on either recall or precision

(2) adjustment depending on whether the input is abstracts or full text (2) method

adjustment depending on the localization class of interest (appropriate strategy could

be either co-occurrence, term remapping, or combine classifier results).

It is well known that there are several limitations when using database annotations

as a validation set for text mining systems. These limitations include: (1) generated

predictions can only be evaluated at the document level and not at the level of individual

sentences (or even mentions), (2) the effect at the step of protein mention recognition

and errors due to the protein identifier normalization can not be properly dissected, (3)

database annotations like those in SUBA3 are limited to very general location classes,

which makes it challenging to link/assess more granular terms as those used in PLAN2L

to such upper level categories.

This also implies that a given sentence extracted by the PLAN2L system can poten-

tially describe correctly a protein localization mention but the corresponding annotation

is either missing in the SUBA3 database or the mapping to upper level location classes

or the protein mention normalization can result in errors. Combining scores and out-

puts generated by multiple sentences into a document level prediction is particularly

cumbersome. To address specifically the detection of protein location descriptions, four
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different method types were evaluated in form of a classification task gainst manually

labeled sentences: (1) the sentence classifier, (2) the location method co-occurrence, (3)

the affix co-occurrence and (4) the location extraction patterns. A machine learning

classifier combining the previous features was also evaluated. One of the classification

strategies relied on a machine learning sentence classifier version of the LocMiner sys-

tem adapted specifically for PLAN2L. This classifier was used to score the sentences in

the SUBA3 document-centric evaluation setting previously introduced.

An initial version of the LocMiner classifier was used for the PLAN2L literature,

but it became clear that it was necessary to further tailor this classifier to the Ara-

bidopsis literature. In order to generate suitable labeled training data, a set of 2,786

sentences were randomly selected from the PLAN2L bibliome of abstracts and manu-

ally classified into the following categories: (1) negative class - not relevant to location

(2,500 sentences - 89.73%), (2) positive class - localization relevant (176 sentences -

6.32%) and (3) ambiguous class - i.e. sentences description functional associations

between proteins and localization (110 sentences - 3.95%). This means that in case

of abstracts over 6% of the sentences are describing localization characterizations of

proteins. To increase the size of the positive training set a total of 2,324 sentences

from the LocMiner classifier training collection was randomly chosen and added. As

training data a balanced collection of 2,500 protein location relevant and non-relevant

sentences was finally used. This set was also considered for evaluation purposes of the

other alternative methods listed above. An initial examination of the bag-of-word clas-

sifier output (5 fold cross validation) showed that there was a problem with overfitting

due to the selection criteria of the set of positive sentences from the LocMiner set, in

particularly related to features corresponding to gene/protein names, species mentions

as well as the mentions of the location terms themselves. Therefore semi-automatic

masking of these three mention types was carried out in the entire training set. The

results obtained by the classifier as well as the other methods can be seen in table 4.12.

The table also shows the results generated when exploring different types of features

consisting of simple word unigrams (BOWs), morphological processing of the words

(stemming or lower case conversion) as well as the use of word bigrams and trigrams.

From these results one can see that by using longer consecutive words chains as fea-

tures, a higher precision score can be obtained (in detriment of recall). The machine

learning method was also compared to a classification by simply selecting sentences
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that mention experimental method names used for detection of PPIs 1 and methods

used to detect protein subcellular location. As this analysis was done in sentences from

abstracts, which often do not provide details on experimental conditions, the recall of

this approach was rather poor. Nevertheless, one must point out that simple location

method mention could achieve a precision of 91%.

Table 4.12: Results for protein location sentence classification strategies in percentages
of precision, recall and F-score.

The pattern-based approach used previously for the extraction of protein-location

relations was also used for sentence classification purposes. In addition to the manu-

ally generated patterns from the LocMiner systems, a collection of semi-automatically

constructed patterns were tested (see additional materials table 6.8). A combined pat-

tern set, joining both pattern collections was tested too. In order to detect mentions

of patterns in the text, matching at the level of normalized character strings and at

the level of word tokens was tried out. The word token-based pattern matching re-

sulted in a higher precision but with a considerable lower recall, and thus the string

based pattern lookup was finally applied. As already mentioned, general problem with

1Some of these methods are relevant for collocalization experiments
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pattern-based approaches is recall; in order to ’generalize’ the patterns POS informa-

tion as well as the use of location triggers (masking) was exploited. Additional table

6.8 shows example cases of the various types of semantic-syntactic pattern variations

that were tested as well as their overall numbers. For the SUBA3 document centric

evaluation described earlier the stemmed lowercase matching of the joined basic pattern

collection was used as it had the highest associated F-score when evaluated for sentence

classification purposes (65.91%). For sentence classification purposes the pattern-based

classification strategy had a very competitive precision, being considerable better than

the one obtained by the other techniques. The different generalization settings exam-

ined to improve the pattern-based techniques could increase the recall in 21.68% (to

49.88% obtained for the joined pattern stemmed string match). An additional enhance-

ment in performance was obtained through the use a SVM sentence classifier that used

location patterns, affix and method mentions as additional features, boosting the recall

at marginal loss of precision. The final precision of this combined system was of 95.13%

with a recall of 84.8% (F-score 89.65, see table 4.12).

After evaluating the system at the sentence level, the last type of evaluation of the

location extraction procedure that I carried out dealt specifically with the binary rela-

tion extraction performance at the level of sentences given the co-occurrence of proteins

and location terms (regardless of the protein normalization or location term mapping

to upper level terms). To carry out this analysis it was necessary to prepare a manually

classified validation set. This validation set was derived from co-occurrence sentences

from the documents annotated within the SUBA3 database. Visual inspection of the

co-occurrences within its associated sentence was used to classify them into two classes:

localization relation or other (not a subcellular location relationship). This setting pro-

vided a more granular and text centric examination of the extracted relations. A total

of 485 sentences with 1,510 protein-location co-occurrences derived from abstracts and

2,635 sentences from full text articles with 9,644 co-occurrences were manually an-

notated. Table 4.13 shows the obtained results. The precision in case of abstracts

was very competitive, almost at a level suitable for automatic annotation extraction,

reaching 94.44% for the strategy relying on co-occurrence with location experiment

method names. The combined machine learning technique, although having a lower

precision (87.31%) could recover 76.97% of the true location relevant co-occurrences.

The obtained results for relations extracted from full text are lower, being also the
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Document Strategy Nr. location relations Precision Recall*

Abstract Co-occurrence 1,207 79.93% 100.00%

Abstract Loc. method 408 94.44% 33.80%

Abstract Affix mention 264 93.62% 21.87%

Abstract Pattern 385 92.77% 31.90%

Abstract Combined classifier 929 87.31% 76.97%

Full text Co-occurrence 4,585 47.54% 100.00%

Full text Loc. method 1327 58.59% 28.94%

Full text Affix mention 1613 59.02% 35.18%

Full text Pattern 1017 56.41% 22.18%

Full text Combined classifier 3147 55.60% 68.64%

Table 4.13: Evaluation of protein-location relations from sentences. Results for
manual validation of the protein-subcellular term relations from sentences derived from
abstracts and full text articles. (*) The recall here was calculated with respect to the
protein-location relations detected by the baseline co-occurrences.

precision of the baseline co-occurrence significantly worse when compared to abstracts.

The best precision was reached by the affix co-occurrence (59.02%), while the com-

bined method was able to recover 68.64% of the location relevant co-occurrences at a

precision of 56.41%. The results for the full text sentences indicate that in this case the

text mining system would be more useful in the context of text-mining assisted manual

curation.

After determining the precision of the various strategies, it was interesting to know

how many relations they could detect within the entire PLAN2L collection of protein-

location term co-occurrences. 8.56% of the co-occurrences from abstract and 10.59%

from full text sentences had at least one location method co-occurrence, while affix tags

were encountered in only 5.37% of the abstracts as opposed to the 10.62% of the full

text co-occurrences. Using the pattern-based approach, 18.01% of the abstract sentence

derived co-occurrences had a hit, corresponding to 13.36% in case of the full text set.

Finally the combined machine learning approach detected as location relevant 39.17%

of the abstract co-occurrences and 36.12% of the full text co-occurrences.

4.5.6 Cellular and developmental processes

A rather unique aspect of the PLAN2L system is that it also provides several com-

ponents to score sentences according to their importance for complex temporal events
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both at the cellular level (cell cycle) as well as at the level of developmental processes.

This has been addressed by semi-supervised text classification approaches using SVMs

(see the section 4.2 for more details on the cell cycle scoring of Arabidopsis proteins

and the materials and methods section on details on the SVM classifier.).

As previously stated one of the aims of the PLAN2L systems was also to improve

the access of plant developmental process relevant information. Therefore the most

relevant developmental processes studied using this higher plant as a model organism

were determined: (a) flowering 1, (b) leaf development 2, (c) root development 3 and

(d) seed development/germination 4. Some initial attempts were made by me using co-

occurrence of Arabidopsis genes and gene products with controlled vocabulary terms

of the Plant Ontology (PO). The drawback of using these terms was that some of them

were very general (e.g. PO:0009002 5 plant cell, PO:0009007 tissue, PO:0009008 organ

or PO:0000005 cell suspension) while others hardly produced any hit when trying to

map them against the PLAN2L bibliome (e.g. PO:0025374 seed dormant stage). The

PO terms were moreover not directly useful for sentence ranking purposes w.r.t. these

topics.

As an alternative to term co-occurrence, for each of these developmental processes a

specific sentence classifier model was generated. Essentially the same classifier proper-

ties/feature types as for the cell cycle sentence classifier were used (section 4.2). In case

of the flowering topic, a balanced set of 10,000 sentences were used for training of the

classifier. The negative training data (non-relevant sentences) consisted of randomly 6

selected sentences from the PLAN2L bibliome. In essence, a similar strategy was also

pursued for the other three plant developmental processes. In case of the leaf topic, I

used a balanced collection of 2,344 sentences for training the system; while in case of

the root and seed topic I relied on 2,458 and 11,083 sentences respectively for the clas-

sifier construction. All the sentences from abstracts contained in the PLAN2L bibliome

were scored using the various developmental processes (and the cell cycle) classifiers.

1Flowering and plant reproductive structure development related topic.
2Leaf development and formation related topic.
3Root formation (from the radicle stage onwards) and growth (both primary and secondary) related

topic.
4Seed, seedling and germination related topic
5’PO:’ followed by a number corresponds to the Plant Ontology identifier.
6The underlying assumption here was that most of the randomly selected instances correspond to

non-relevant sentences.
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Figure 4.28: Search example using the sentence ranking output for the flowering
topic. This figure shows a screen shot of the PLAN2L basic search output for the query
’APETALA1’ and ranking the sentences according to their relevance for flowering (flower
icon on the table header line).

As a result, this allowed, when submitting a query term to the PLAN2L system, to

dynamically re-rank each sentence hit according to each of these plant developmental

topics. An example keyword search can be seen in the screen shot provided in figure

4.28 while additional figure 6.7 provides the sentence classification evaluation results

for the four developmental processes classifiers.

4.5.7 PLAN2L functionality, usage

The PLAN2L system is accessible through an online web interface that can process

user-provided queries including text keywords, protein/gene names or symbols. There

are several modules that allow additional searches using gene or protein identifiers as

queries 1. The main aim concerning the design of the PLAN2L web-interface was to

keep it as simple as possible, inspired by the interface of popular web search engines

like Google. It resembles therefore frequently used search boxes existing in widely used

generic search engines. This aspect was actually positively rated in a user feedback

survey carried out to evaluate the PLAN2L system for the PLAN2L journal publication

2.

PLAN2L supports seven types of searches, each with its own search interface, re-

ducing the complexity of the user interface. The basic search module facilitates retrieval

of multiple biological topic associations for a given user query. It returns ranked lists of

1TAIR gene identifiers and UniProt primary accession numbers
2http://zope.bioinfo.cnio.es/plan2l/plan2l feedback
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evidence sentences (refer to figure 4.28). The default sentence order reflects relevance

of the corresponding paper for Arabidopsis (described in section 4.5.1). The struc-

tured result table contains the document identifier (PMID) of the evidence sentence,

the sentence text (with the colour highlighted user query term) and the classifier scores

1 for the various topics introduced in the previous subsections 2. Each category of the

result page is represented by an informative glyph. The sentences can be dynamically

re-ordered for every category. The PLAN2L module for retrieval of interaction rela-

tionships requires as input a query protein or protein identifier 3. In this case, the

application displays the co-occurring proteins, their corresponding database identifiers,

interaction sentences and experimental interaction method terms. In the first release of

PLAN2L, the ranking of interaction hits was done according to the interaction sentence

classifier scores. Theregulatory relationship detection module of PLAN2L expects the

same input as needed for interactions 4. It returns a tabular evidence summary with

the regulator protein and the regulated target gene together with the evidence sentence.

To characterize the kind of regulatory event, PLAN2L labels the regulation evidence

either as activation, repression or undefined (for unclear cases). PLAN2L offers an

subcellular location retrieval module that shows location term co-occurrences and lo-

cation association words 5. The cell cycle search modules can be explored through a

gene or keywords query returning ranked abstracts for this topic 6. Cell cycle related

keywords are shown in the result page detected within the abstracts. To rank associ-

ations between entities or keywords co-occurring in single sentences PLAN2L has an

association retrieval interface 7. Here, for two terms submitted by the user, the tool

returns sentences with detected co-occurrences, allowing also ranking these sentences

according to the various topics previously introduced. Finally, PLAN2L has the capac-

ity of automatically extracting single amino acid mutations from text, linking them to

the corresponding source protein and returning the mutation evidence sentence 8. The

1SVM-sentence classifier scores are color-coded according to the classification outcome. Scores
above classifier the cut-of are displayed in green (relevant), otherwise in red (non-relevant).

2Topics: Cell cycle, gene regulation, protein interaction, cellular location, flowering, leaf develop-
ment, root development and seed development.

3http://zope.bioinfo.cnio.es/plan2l/plan2l interaction
4http://zope.bioinfo.cnio.es/plan2l/plan2l regulation
5http://zope.bioinfo.cnio.es/plan2l/plan2l location
6http://zope.bioinfo.cnio.es/plan2l/plan2l cc
7http://zope.bioinfo.cnio.es/plan2l/plan2l association
8The same pipeline as used for kinase mutations was adapted to the literature and gene/protein

lexicon of Arabidopsis. To obtain reference protein sequences, cross mapping of TAIR ids to UniProt
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end user has to enter a valid TAIR gene identifiers or gene/protein symbols 1 to obtain

the list of detected literature-derived mutations.
The results presented in this section describe a text mining system for the extraction
of information relevant for the molecular biology of the plant model organism Ara-
bidopsis thaliana. Both abstracts as well as full text articles were processed for this
purpose. It integrates the detection of Arabidopsis gene and protein mentions using a
specially compiled gene lexicon. Two different relation types were also integrated into
the resulting text mining system called PLAN2L: protein-protein interactions and gene
regulation relations. The automatic extraction of subcellular location of gene products
was also examined as part of this tool which is available online. This tool allows explor-
ing the Arabidopsis literature for several important topics, such as cell cycle and plant
developmental processes. Those topics were scored using supervised machine learning
based sentence classifiers.

4.6 MyMiner: an online tool for building text annotations

To develop and evaluate text-mining systems, it is crucial to have labeled textual data

and corpora. So far, only few biomedical text corpora are publicly available, mainly

due to the lack of systems that aid within the laborious process of data preparation

that needs to be carried out by domain experts. Existing annotation tools generally

require computer expertise to operate the rather complex NLP annotation software.

The small number of released annotated text corpora showed a considerable impact

in the BioNLP research field. Most of the existing tools were implemented to an-

notate linguistic aspects or generic semantic information in text, and have not been

tailored to handle those tasks that are of biological relevance. I contributed to the

design, evaluation and development of a system called MyMiner 2, which has the goal

to make the preparation of training and test data for biomedical text mining tools

easier (160). A number of validation datasets described throughout this thesis were

constructed through the MyMiner interface. Moreover, this system can be applied to

address the most common biocuration tasks carried out by database annotators (4), i.e.

selection of curation relevant paper, annotation of biological entities of interest, linking

them to database identifiers as well as extraction of relationships between them. It

was compared against a baseline consisting of unassisted manual text annotations and

manual text annotations prepared with the help of a command line script, showing in

entries were used.
1http://zope.bioinfo.cnio.es/plan2l/plan2l mt
2http://myminer.armi.monash.edu.au
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Figure 4.29: File labeling module. This figure shows a screen shot of the File Labeling
module used in this case for classifying protein interaction relevance of abstracts

both cases a better performance in terms of speed in preparing the labeled documents

(103). MyMiner allows normalizing mentioned genes/proteins to UniProt database

identifiers through the use of the UniProt internal keyword search mechanism and re-

sult ranking (4). In brief, this keyword search ranking mechanism was optimized by

the UniProt database developers by taking into account properties of the annotation

records themselves (and where the query terms could be found within the database

records). Note that MyMiner offers the possibility to further apply an organism source

constraint based on either automatically detected species mentions by integrating the

LINNAEUS application (51) or by manual selection of organisms. This option results

in a considerable reduction of potential hits (proteins) that needs to be revised for

selecting the appropriate database identifier of a protein mention found in a document.

MyMiner was implemented in a modular way; it is structured into four core mod-

ules. (1) The File-labeling module facilitates the manual classification of textual items,

such as abstracts, sentences, terms/definitions or even bio-entities themselves. A user-

friendly interface allows defining the classification categories of interest, highlighting of

user-specified terms as well as some option to correct (immediately) previously labeled

items in case an erroneous label was assigned by mistake. Figure 4.29 shows an exam-

ple input case of the File Labeling module used in the context of the data preparation
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Figure 4.30: MyMiner Entity Tagging example.

of the BioCreative III article classification task related to protein-interaction relevance.

(2) The Compare File module of MyMiner offers the possibility to examine the

time required to prepare the labels of the input text. It shows the distribution of label

classes, the correlation of classification time and text length as well as the comparative

analysis of labels in case of common items classified by multiple curators or systems.

Moreover this module supports the selection of particular data subsets based on the

label comparisons. Therefore it can be used for preparing a harmonized Gold Standard

dataset through inter-annotator comparison or to select borderline cases that have

inconsistent labels for iterative refinement of the underlying classification or guidelines.

(3) To enable detection of mentions of relevant bio-entities the Entity Tagging mod-

ule was implemented as part of the MyMiner tool. This module allows both, the auto-

matic tagging of a predefined set of entities including proteins, DNA, RNA, cell lines

and cell types through the popular ABNER tool (167) as well as the detection of species

mentions using the LINNAEUS system (51). The end user has the option of editing or

removing automatically generated tags, as well as defining new label types of interest.

This allows flexible definition of textual labels of interest to generate customized text

corpora. Figure 4.30 shows an example case of text that had been annotated with

protein interaction annotation relevant information.

For linking text to biological annotations it is crucial to associate bio-entities like

proteins or genes to standard database identifiers. This aspect was addressed in the
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Entity Linking module that allows normalization of genes/proteins, species and diseases

terms to UniProt, the NCBI Taxonomy and OMIM (Online Mendelian Inheritance in

Man) identifiers respectively. Proteins and species mentions were detected automati-

cally; the resulting list of mentions can be edited to include new cases. Then dynamic

queries are carried out against these databases using mentions as queries to retrieve a

list of potential hits that are shown in check box display for manual validation of the

correct hits.
The implementation of the MyMiner system described in this section resulted in a tool
that is easy to use for preparing manually labeled text data, that can be used as data
for training or validating text mining approaches. The modular structure of MyMiner
covers all the main tasks performed during a literature curation pipeline. Finally it
allows optional automatic pre-tagging with existing bio-NER tools for gene/protein
and species detection to improve efficiency when preparing labeled datasets.
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Conclusions

5.1 Conclusions (English)

1. Text mining methods based on machine learning techniques allow generating biolog-

ical literature ’bibliomes’ for various topics, including biological processes (cell cycle,

developmental processes), bio-entity relations (protein interactions and gene regula-

tion) as well as adverse events (hepatotoxicity).

2. Text Mining methods can be used as a predictive tool for detecting bio-entities like

genes, proteins, mutations and chemicals according to various topics of interest.

3. The construction of manually annotated training and/or validation datasets has

been demonstrated to be essential for the successful implementation of topic centric

search engines, as the most effective way of integrating domain specific knowledge and

lexica.

4. For evaluation purposes, the output generated by text mining systems should be

compared with independent annotations derived from existing biological databases,

under certain scenarios additional examination of manually curated text-bound anno-

tations for assessment purposes is also important.

5. Our results show that text mining methods facilitate the construction of biological

databases through text mining assisted curation, as demonstrated in the case of the

spindle pole proteins and hepatotoxicity related chemicals.
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5.2 Conclusiones (Castellano)

1. Métodos de mineŕıa de texto basados en algoritmos de aprendizaje de maquinas son

capaces de generar ’bibliomas’ de la literatura biológica para varios temas, tales como

procesos biológicos (ciclo celular, procesos de desarrollo), relaciones entre bio-entidades

(interacciones de protéınas y regulación génica), aśı como efectos adversos (hepatotox-

icidad).

2. Es posible usar métodos de mineŕıa de textos como herramientas predictivas para

generar listas ordenadas de bio-entidades tales como genes, protéınas, mutaciones y

compuestos qúımicos de acuerdo a su relevancia para distintos temas de interés.

3. Para poder implementar buscadores que sean espećıficos para temas biológicos par-

ticulares es necesario adaptar software de mineŕıa de datos, integrar conocimiento que

sea dominio-especifico, recursos léxicos, aśı como la construcción de datos de entre-

namiento y validación anotados manualmente.

4. Cuando sea posible, se deben de comparar los resultados generados por sistemas de

mineŕıa de textos con anotaciones independientes extráıdas de bases de datos de an-

otación biológica, pero bajo ciertas condiciones es necesario examinar adicionalmente

anotaciones de texto manualmente generadas para poder evaluar la ’competitividad’ de

esos sistemas.

5. Se puede usar métodos de mineŕıa de textos para facilitar la construcción de bases

de datos asistidas por mineŕıa de textos, tal como se ha demostrado en esta tésis para

protéınas del huso acromático y compuestos qúımicos relacionados con toxicidad en el

h́ıgado.
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and results obtained as seen in several work-
shops and initiatives [such as DREAM, EN-
FIN, Biocreative, and Critical Assessment of
Techniques for Protein Structure Prediction
(CASP)]. In this regard, text mining emerges
as a suitable, robust, and consistent alternative
to generate reference datasets, as explained in
the three cases extracted from the biology field.
The bottom line here is even if the human ex-
perts cannot be replaced, some progress is be-
ing made to improve the techniques so they can
better validate annotations. An example is the
design of better annotation interfaces that al-
low annotation by experts and enable the cross-
reference of those with the text and the tools.
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Different models have been followed to generate anno-

tations from the literature (6,7). In the museum model, a

relatively small group of specialized curators perform a par-

ticular literature curation effort, while in the jamboree

model a group of experts meet for a short intensive

annotation workshop. When various research groups

scattered at different locations share common research

interests and they jointly organize into a collaborative

decentralized annotation effort (working from their own

laboratories), the so-called cottage industry model is

followed. Devoted expert curators produce quality annota-

tions, but because manual curation is time-consuming and

there is a limited number of curators, it is difficult to keep

current with the literature. Potential alternatives inspired

by successful efforts, such as Wikipedia, are the open com-

munity model (8) and the author-based annotations model

(9,10). The first does not have major restrictions on the

actual annotators, as the whole community can contribute

to generate annotations. In some cases, qualified roles for

the contributors have been proposed to guarantee a cer-

tain level of confidence in the annotations. The idea behind

author-based annotations is that the authors themselves

provide minimal annotations of their own article during

the writing or submission process, going beyond author-

provided keywords for indexing purposes.

Each of the manual literature curation models previously

introduced here still faces the problem of the increasing

volume of literature (11). Therefore, some attempts have

been made to generate annotations automatically using

automated text mining. Databases constructed according

to the automated text-mining model are limited by per-

formance issues but can generate valuable results in case

of lack of manual annotations (12,13). A hybrid approach,

namely text-mining-assisted manual curation, wherein

semi-automated literature mining tools are integrated

into the biocuration workflow, represents a more promis-

ing solution (14,15).

Controlled vocabularies have been fundamental for all

of these diverse annotation types, from the purely manual

ones to totally automatic annotations. Key tools in the

annotation of experimental data are bio-ontologies, a

well-defined set of logic relations and controlled vocabul-

aries that permit an accurate description of the experimen-

tal findings (16).

The BioCreative initiative (Critical Assessment of

Information Extraction systems in Biology) (17,18) is a

community-wide effort for the evaluation of text mining

and information extraction systems applied to the biolo-

gical domain. Its major purpose is to stimulate the develop-

ment of software that can assist the biological databases in

coping with the deluge of data generated by the ‘omics’

era. We provide here a general overview of the BioCreative

experience with biomedical ontologies. For the BioCreative

initiatives, it was of particular importance that annotations

chosen as part of a challenge task had been generated

through a model followed by research groups employing

expert curators using well-established biocuration work-

flows refined over years of manual literature curation.

In particular, we will focus on the attempts that have

been made to automatically extract protein–protein

interaction (PPI) data taking advantage of ontologies, and

to associate ontology terms to the interactions.

Protein interaction biocuration

The opportunity to decipher the mechanisms underlying cel-

lular physiology from the analysis of molecular interaction

networks has prompted the establishment of databases

devoted to the collection of such data, with great attention

to protein and genetic interactions (19–22). Some of the

major protein interaction databases (19–25) are now

federated in the International Molecular Exchange (IMEx)

consortium, whose primary goals are to minimize curation

redundancy and to share the data in a common format. All

active IMEx members share the same data representation

standard, the Human Proteome Organisation Proteomics

Standards Initiative Molecular Interactions (HUPO PSI-MI)

(26). The PSI-MI provides the logic model and the controlled

vocabulary for representation of molecular interactions. Not

surprisingly, the members of the IMEx consortium them-

selves are the main contributors to the development and

maintenance of the PSI-MI ontology.

The PSI-MI was introduced with the intent to facilitate

data integration among databases specifically for the

representation of binary or n-nary interactions. It also

allows in-depth annotation of the experimental set-up

such as the experimental or biological role of the interac-

tors, the experimental method employed for the detection

of the interaction, the binding domain of the interactors,

and the kinetics of the binding reaction, among other

attributes (the PSI-MI ontology can be explored at the EBI

ontology look-up service) (27). The PSI-MI is not restricted

to the representation of physical interactions but permits

the thorough annotation of genetic interactions and even

experimental evidence of co-localization among molecules.

Each attribute of the interaction is described by a rich con-

trolled vocabulary which is organized in a well-defined

hierarchy and continuously updated and maintained by

the PSI-MI workgroup. Regrettably, despite the cooperative

efforts of the IMEx databases, the complete annotation of

interaction data from the biomedical literature, and in par-

ticular, the subset of interactions involving human genes

and their products, remains far from complete. The time-

consuming nature of manual curation severely hampers the

achievement of an exhaustive collection of molecular inter-

actions. The thorough annotation of the experimental data

contained in a single scientific article can take anywhere

from minutes to hours. Hence, any automated support
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generally in limited recall, team 70 (53) used approximate

string searches for finding method mentions. Another

option to boost recall was followed by team 65 (55),

which considered sub-matches at the level of words and

applied pattern-matching techniques. Such methods are

suitable to handle multi-term words, which comprise an

important fraction of the PSI-MI terms. This team used a

corpus-driven approach to derive conditional probabilities

of terms and the detect (56) complemented pattern match-

ing with a sentence classification method relying on SVMs.

This type of machine learning method together with logis-

tic regression was also tested by team 90 (48), trying out

many features, like type and text of named entities, words

proximity to the entities and information on where in a

document these entities where mentioned. Team 69 (53)

also applied logistic regression for their participating

system. They included features that covered term and lexi-

con membership properties and carried out a global ana-

lysis at the level of the documents as well as at the level if

individual sentences. A software that directly resulted from

participation at the IMT is the OntoNorm framework (57)

from team 89 (58) which integrated dictionary-based

pattern-matching together with a binary machine-learning

classification system and the calculation of mutual informa-

tion and chi-squared scores of unigrams and bigrams

relevant for method terms.

According to an observation of team 100 (53), how

competitive a given strategy was depended heavily on

the actual PSI-MI term. They therefore used a PSI-MI term

specific knowledge-based approach, applying for instance

pattern matching approached for some terms, while others

were detected through a nearest neighbors method.

Conclusions

The availability of text-mining tools can assist scientific

curation in many ways, from the selection of the relevant

literature to greatly facilitate the completion of a database

entry (saving a conspicuous amount of time). Furthermore,

there is a lot of ferment in the area of ontology driven

annotation of biomedical literature as witnessed by the

‘Beyond the PDF’ initiative (59).

The whole BioCreative experience highlighted that in

order to obtain substantial advances in the development

of text-mining methodologies, it is necessary to develop

close collaboration among different communities: text

miners, database curators and ontology developers. In

particular, such vicinity instilled into the text-mining com-

munity a more mature comprehension of crucial biological

questions (e.g. gene species annotation) and the necessity

to make methods and results more easily accessible to

biologist and database annotators (e.g. user-friendly

visualization tools).

What is crucial for text miners in the development of

more efficient predictive algorithms is the availability of a

large corpus of manually annotated training data. Ideally,

such text-bound annotations should cover a variety of

representative text phrases mapped to the same concept.

How feasible it is to generate large enough annotated text

data sets for complex annotation types at various levels of

granularity is still unclear.

This necessity prompted various initiatives to compile

ad hoc curated data sets [e.g. the GENIA corpus (60)].

Unfortunately, such collections are usually created as a

specific resource for natural processing language sciences

but are not suitable for all applications. Furthermore, their

creation is extremely laborious resulting in relatively small

collections. Another effort to provide syntactic and seman-

tic text annotations of biomedical articles using various

ontologies is the CRAFT corpus initiative, which aims to

provide concept annotations from six different ontologies

including GO and the Cell Type Ontology (CL) (61). One of

the merits of BioCreative has been to permit the public

deposition of annotated corpora. BioCreative has also

been very effective in identifying the main areas of appli-

cation, limitations and goals of text mining in the area of

protein/gene function and interactions.

Data sets routinely annotated by databases are ideal

candidates for the compilation of large reference data

sets. Unfortunately, databases do not capture the textual

passages linked to the experimental evidence and this rep-

resents a significant hurdle to the development of text-

mining suites. In addition, it is still very hard to convince

databases and publishers to provide access to text-bound

annotations (manual text labelling), but this has also

difficulties related to technical and organizational aspects.

In this respect, the biological ontologies may represent a

powerful tool to overcome these limitations. The identifi-

cation of the experimental methods (as described by PSI-MI)

linked to protein interactions can be an important resource

facilitating the retrieval of protein interactions, but this

requires an extra effort to increase the aliases of the

dictionary and/or to identify the critical textual passages.

Ideally, an effective strategy to effectively employ

bio-ontologies in text-mining technologies would consist

of an in-depth annotation of text passages associated

with the ontology terms, thus creating an effective diction-

ary. This could serve as valuable data for machine learning

approaches as well as be useful for automatic term extrac-

tion techniques to enrich iteratively the lexical resources

behind the original ontologies. On the other hand, there

is a need to consider more closely the use of text-mining

methods for the actual development and expansion of

controlled vocabularies and ontologies, relying for instance

on corpus-based term acquisition. Such an approach has

shown promising results for the metabolomics (29) and

animal behavior (62) domains where term recognition
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CHEMDNER text collection and defined entities only at
the character offset level, similarly to the last gene men-
tion recognition task of BioCreative [5].
For both tasks, teams had to provide ordered results

(ranked entity names or ranked entity mention offsets)
together with confidence scores that reflected how sure
they were that the extracted entity was correct. This set-
ting promoted the implementation of systems that are
more efficient for the manual validation of automatically
extracted results. It facilitates selecting any N top results
for each document. All the chemical annotations and
predictions for both tasks were derived exclusively from
the PubMed titles and abstracts; information from full
text articles was not annotated for the CHEMDNER
tasks. Participating teams could submit up to five runs
for each of the two tasks. It was not mandatory to send
predictions for both tasks; they could send results for
any of the two or for both the CDI and CEM tasks. One
strict constraint posed to participating teams was that
any manual (human) correction or adjustment of the
official results that they submitted for the test set docu-
ments were forbidden (i.e. only fully automated results
were allowed). Compliance with the CHEMDNER pre-
diction format was checked by the BioCreative evalua-
tion script that was distributed to assess consistency and
performance of automated predictions [8]. Table 1
shows two example team predictions for each of the
two tasks. In that table, the first column is the PubMed
identifier (PMID) and each line corresponds to one pre-
diction for that document. In case of the CDI task, the
second column contains the unique chemical entity
mention string. For the CEM task, it corresponds to the
chemical mention offset, specified as the part of the
document record (T: Title, A: abstracts) followed by the

offset of the starting character and the ending character
of the mention span (separated by ‘:’). The third column
(for the CDI and CEM predictions) corresponds to the
rank for each prediction given the article. The fourth
column of each task prediction contains the confidence
score (Conf.). In these examples, only the top ten pre-
dictions per task and for the article with the PubMed
identifier 23380242 are shown.

Task data: CHEMDNER corpus
The predictions generated by automated systems were
compared against manually labeled annotations done by
domain experts. This manually labeled collection of texts
and annotations is called the CHEMDNER corpus. The
task was temporally structured into four periods, asso-
ciated with the release of the CHEMDNER corpus datasets
(refer to [21] for a detailed description of the corpus). The
pre-release phase was a period before the actual data
release, during which we distributed the initial annotation
guidelines together with an annotated sample set. During
the training phase, teams could explore the annotated
training data to build their systems. Thereafter the devel-
opment set was released, consisting of additional anno-
tated abstracts useful for the evaluation and improvement
of the participating systems. Finally, during the test set
prediction phase, registered teams were provided with a
collection of articles without annotations for which they
had to return predictions within a short period of time,
together with a technical system description. The entire
CHEMDNER corpus consisted of a collection of 10,000
recently published PubMed abstracts representative of var-
ious chemistry-related disciplines. All abstracts were
exhaustively annotated for chemical entity mentions by
trained chemistry domain experts with experience in lit-
erature curation. The annotation process followed care-
fully defined annotation guidelines of rules for defining
what actually was considered as a chemical entity and
what not, as well as how to determine the individual men-
tion boundaries of a chemical entity in text. As a mini-
mum criteria, chemical entities had to correspond to
chemical names that could be potentially linked to a che-
mical structure, excluding very general chemical terms
and very large macromolecular entities, such as proteins.
Additionally the annotations were manually classified into
one of the following chemical mention classes: abbrevia-
tion (short form of chemical names including abbrevia-
tions and acronyms), formula (molecular formulas),
identifier (chemical database identifiers), systematic
(IUPAC names of chemicals), trivial (common names of
chemicals and trademark names), family (chemical families
with a defined structure) and multiple (non-continuous
mentions of chemicals in text). These more granular anno-
tation types should help participants to adapt their entity
recognition strategies for particularities specific to each of

Table 1 Example team predictions for the CDI (left) and
CEM (right) tasks

CDI CEM

PMID* Chemical Rank Conf. Offset Rank Conf.

23380242 TiO2 1 0.9 T:0:16 1 0.5

23380242 Titanium dioxide 2 0.9 A:323:331 2 0.5

23380242 pyrrolidine
dithiocarbamate

3 0.9 A:333:337 3 0.5

23380242 SB203580 4 0.9 A:528:532 4 0.5

23380242 titanium 5 0.9 A:763:767 5 0.5

23380242 LY294002 6 0.9 A:894:898 6 0.5

23380242 epigallocatechin
gallate

7 0.9 A:945:949 7 0.5

23380242 apocynin 8 0.9 A:1108:1112 8 0.5

23380242 PD98059 9 0.9 A:1118:1122 9 0.5

23380242 SP600125 10 0.9 A:1342:1369 10 0.5

Both task predictions have as first column the document identifier (PMID) and
originally are formatted as tabulator-separated plain text columns. Only the
top ten predictions are shown.

Krallinger et al. Journal of Cheminformatics 2015, 7(Suppl 1):S1
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mentions are shown in additional materials table 3
(Additional file 3). The best results were obtained for
the systematic class, corresponding to the names that
follow the chemical nomenclature standards (IUPAC or
IUPAC-like chemical names), with a top recall of
95.89%. Although correctly identifying mention bound-
aries of systematic names can be difficult, such kind of
mentions do also show very strong word morphology
and character n-grams characteristics distinct from
other surrounding words. The second best recall result
was obtained for trivial names, where one team reached
a 94.25%. Trivial chemical names are better covered by
lexical resources containing extensive lists of generic
drug names and also drug brand names. They also do
show some particularities that can be detected by
machine learning methods like the usage of typical
stems and affixes which denote characteristics of drugs
(e.g. mode of action or the class a drug belongs to, e.g.
-vir for antiviral drugs or -tinib for tyrosine kinase inhi-
bitors). The best recall for other types of chemical entity
classes was slightly worse, being 91.38% in case of che-
mical abbreviations and 90.06% for both identifiers and
chemical families, followed by chemical formula with a
recall of 89.37%. These types of chemical entities do
often have a higher degree of ambiguity, especially some
acronyms and short formula. The most problematic
class was the chemical class multiple. Where the highest
recall was of only 60.30%. In case of the CHEMDNER
corpus those mentions account for less than one percent
of the total (0.78%) number of chemical mentions. To
determine the difficulty of each chemical mention class
we examined how many runs correctly identified each
of the Gold Standard chemical mentions and then
looked at what chemical class it belonged to. Only 108
of the 25,351 test set chemical mentions were not
detected by any of the teams, implying that over 99.99%
of the mentions could be retrieved by at least one team.
The Additional file 4 contains a figure that shows a box-
plot with the number of runs that correctly identified
each of the chemical entity mentions for each of the
CEM classes. This figure indicates that trivial mentions
on the whole, were the easiest ones for the participants
followed by systematic chemical mentions. From the
other CEM classes, abbreviations and formula are two
types of mentions that do account for an important num-
ber of mentions in the test set and for which it is clear
that overall a number of systems would require a better
recognition strategy. One common characteristic of all
participating teams was that they all used the provided
CHEMDNER corpus either to train their system or to
adapt and fine-tune previously implemented software.
Only five teams also utilised other external corpora.
These teams obtained on average a slightly worse F-score
of 72.74% compared to the teams that only used the

CHEMDNER corpus (F-score of 77.44%). Most of the
participants (22 teams) used the official evaluation library
to validate and improve their systems during the training
and development phase. Those teams on average also
obtained superior results (F-score of 77.36%) when com-
pared to teams that did not rely on the BioCreative eva-
luation script (F-score of 71.99%).

Discussion
The CHEMDNER task of BioCreative IV showed that the
automatic recognition of chemical entities from PubMed
abstracts is a feasible task by automated named entity
recognition systems. The only mention class that still
requires clearly a better detection performance is the
class multiple, where individual entities do not corre-
spond to a non-continuous string of text. A more fine-
grained annotation of this particular class of mention
together with the annotation of the actual dependencies
of the various text strings that do correspond to a chemi-
cal could help to improve their detection. Another pro-
blematic case is short chemical formulas (e.g.: I, O, P, H),
as some are highly ambiguous and do correspond in
most of the cases to nonchemicals. Despite the good
results for trivial and systematic mentions of chemicals,
examining some of the frequent false negative cases not
detected by many of the participating teams showed that
there were also some common difficulties. Teams had
problems in finding trivial names corresponding to dyes.
Trivial names that showed unusual word morphology
with embedded brackets were hard in terms of the cor-
rect mention boundary recognition. The only obvious
issue with systematic names was encountered for very
long names, those were challenging in terms of the cor-
rect mention boundary detection. Also some of the sys-
tems did apply a length cut-off when detecting chemicals,
especially those that relied chemical dictionary lookup as
the recognition approach. We carried out a survey on
participating teams to better summarize the most rele-
vant aspects of participating techniques. In this survey we
covered aspects such as the used methodologies,
exploited resources and software as well as the underly-
ing features for the detection of chemical mentions. Most
of the teams used some sort of lexical resources (lists of
chemical names) derived from various databases or ter-
minologies. In particular, ChEBI, PubChem and Drug-
Bank were the most commonly used lexical resources.
Some of the top scoring teams did additionally also some
automated expansion of these original lists of chemicals.
Additional file 5 provides a compendium of the main
resources explored by the CHEMDNER participants.
The majority of teams did also explore existing chemi-

cal entity recognition software, mostly Oscar4 and Chem-
Spot. The output of external chemical entity taggers was
frequently used as one more feature by participating
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Figure 6.2: PLAN2L gene name detection Venn diagram for abstracts and full text arti-
cles: unique list of protein names (A, C) and protein mentions in text (B, D). The number
of unique gene/protein name hits found in abstracts (A) and full text articles (C) are
shown through consideration of whether they can be normalized to TAIR, UniProt or they
can not be normalized to any of these two databases (un-normalized cases). Some names
can be linked to both databases. Analogous information is displayed in subfigures (B)
and (D) for the mentions of these names in sentences of abstracts and full text documents
respectively. TAIR names: those gene/protein names that can be linked to TAIR database
identifier; UniProt names: those gene/protein names that can be linked to UniProt acces-
sion numbers; un-normalized names: those gene/protein names that could not be linked
to any database, they were generated by NER and rule-based strategies.
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Figure 6.3: Example output of the regulation sentence classifier system in PLAN2L.
The first column is the corresponding PubMed identifier, followed by the actual evidence
sentence. The last column corresponds to the gene regulation SVM classifier score.

Pattern Doc. Perc. Example

GPBIOENTITY homodimer ABS 18.4211 ... possibility for AtSERK1 homodimerization.

GPBIOENTITY dimer ABS 13.1579 ... at the other monomer in the Toc33 dimer .

dimerization of GPBIOENTITY ABS 7.8947 ... calcium binding is responsible for the dimerization of SOS3 .

GPBIOENTITY dimerization ABS 7.8947 ... both nuclear exclusion and COP1 dimerization .

GPBIOENTITY homodimerization ABS 5.2632 .. dependence of Toc33 homodimerization on Arg130 is ...

GPBIOENTITY homodimers ABS 5.2632 ... 20% association was found for MSG2 homodimers ,...

GPBIOENTITY forms a homodimeric ABS 2.6316 ... ATHB5 forms a homodimeric complex in solution.

GPBIOENTITY can form homodimers ABS 2.6316 ... and ABI5 can form homodimers .

GPBIOENTITY homodimerizes ABS 2.6316 ... studies indicate that CRY1 homodimerizes in ...

autophosphorylation activity of PROTEIN ABS 2.6316 ... stimulate the autophosphorylation activity of PID ...

GPBIOENTITY dimer FT 16.4038 ... that the CRY1 dimer is prone to ...

GPBIOENTITY homodimer FT 13.2492 ... and PIF3 homodimer bound preferentially ...

GPBIOENTITY dimerization FT 10.0946 ... homology to the GNOM dimerization domain, ...

dimerization of GPBIOENTITY FT 7.8864 ... for dimerization of ABI5 .

GPBIOENTITY autophosphorylation FT 4.4164 Perhaps CIPK1 autophosphorylation is a ...

GPBIOENTITY homodimers FT 3.1546 .. and HYH homodimers are very close,...

GPBIOENTITY self-association FT 2.8391 ... oligomerization argues that TSL self-association via the ...

GPBIOENTITY oligomerization FT 2.2082 .. activity is required for TSL oligomerization , we ...

GPBIOENTITY homodimerization FT 2.2082 ... dependence of Toc33 homodimerization on Arg 130 ...

GPBIOENTITY to interact with FT 2.2082 ... of abi2 to interact with prefibrillin ...

Table 6.3: Homomeric and self-interaction patterns - Overview of the most frequent
homomeric relation extraction patterns found in the evaluation set. Pattern: the extraction
pattern; Doc.: document type (FT for full text and ABS for abstracts), Perc.: fraction
of extraction hits obtained through this pattern; Example: text snippet illustrating an
example matching of the pattern. GPBIOENTITY: gene/protein bioentity mention
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Figure 6.4: Precision recall plot of the PPI SVM sentence classifier results for abstracts
and full text articles.

Figure 6.5: Locminer screen shot.
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Table 6.4: Example hand crafted protein-protein interactions extraction text patterns.
Top 5 patterns found in abstracts and full text articles. GPBIOENTITY: gene/protein
bioentity mention tag

Document Value Unique stemmed Unique inflected Co-occurrences

Abstract Mean 3.621 4.019 10.13

Abstract σ 3.418 4.045 17.28

Abstract Maximum 27 33 230

Abstract Median 3 3 4

Full text Mean 7.104 8.753 43.14

Full text σ 8.189 10.778 104.041

Full text Maximum 79 98 2070

Full text Median 4 5 10

Table 6.5: Protein - localization term co-occurrence statistical overview sum-
mary Overview of the protein-subcellular localization term co-occurrence statistics for
abstracts and full text articles. This table illustrates that when considering co-occurrences
at a multi-document scale there is certain degree of redundancy.
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Figure 6.6: Sub-cellular location terms in PLAN2L. The top 50 terms found in the
PLAN2L abstracts and full text article sentences are shown.
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Table 6.6: Results for extraction of protein subcellular location associations from ab-
stracts using the SUBA3 evaluation set. The first column corresponds to the type of method
used and the other columns provide the associated evaluation scores using the SUBA3
database annotations as gold standard. Co-occurrence: protein-location co-occurrence in
sentences; protein filter: limiting the evaluation to proteins from the SUBA3 dataset had
mentions in the document; term remap: expanded term lexicon after manually mapping
PLAN2L location terms to SUBA2 location classes; negation: filtering of negated location
statements; tri-co-occurrence: co-occurrence together with an localization trigger term (’i’
stands for inflected trigger terms and ’s’ for stemmed trigger terms); pattern: pattern-based
extraction; coreference/coref: handling for referring expressions; coordination/coord: use
of coordination relevant word patterns to process pairs of co-occurring proteins; method
co-occurrence: co-occurrence with terms from a dictionary containing experimental loca-
tion techniques; affix: co-occurrence with affixes referring to tags for labeling proteins;
rule-filtering: filtering of false positive associations for descriptions of genomic locations
and regulation of organelle formation; sentence classifier: SVM sentence classifier to classify
co-occurrences into those that are location relevant versus those that are not; combined:
SVM sentence classifier with multiple feature types including some of approaches listed
before.
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Table 6.7: Results for extraction of protein subcellular location associations from full
text using the SUBA3 evaluation set. Co-occurrence: protein-location co-occurrence in
sentences; protein filter: limiting the evaluation to proteins from the SUBA3 dataset had
mentions in the document; term remap: expanded term lexicon after manually mapping
PLAN2L location terms to SUBA2 location classes; negation: filtering of negated location
statements; tri-co-occurrence: co-occurrence together with an localization trigger term (’i’
stands for inflected trigger terms and ’s’ for stemmed trigger terms); pattern: pattern-based
extraction; coreference/coref: handling for referring expressions; coordination/coord: use
of coordination relevant word patterns to process pairs of co-occurring proteins; method co-
occurrence: co-occurrence with terms from a dictionary containing experimental location
techniques; affix: co-occurrence with affixes referring to tags for labeling proteins; rule-
filtering: filtering of false positive associations for descriptions of genomic locations and
regulation of organelle formation; sentence classifier: SVM sentence classifier to classify
co-occurrences into those that are location relevant versus those that are not; combined:
SVM sentence classifier with multiple feature types including some of approaches listed
before.
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Table 6.8: Overview of the used location extraction pattern types and numbers. Manual
refers to the manually constructed location patterns from LocMiner, Stat. refers to the
semiautomatically constructed location pattern collection.

Figure 6.7: Sentence classification evaluation using score intervals for developmental
processes. Random sample sentences based on the SVM-score results were selected (20
sentences for each interval). These sentences were manually classified as relevant and non-
relevant for each of the topics. Then for each score interval the manual classification result
was compared to the automatically generated label resulting from the SVM classifier. In
blue relevant cases and in red non-relevant cases are shown (based on manual labels). In
a perfect classifier, score intervals I1 to I4 (above 0) should correspond to sentences that
are relevant to the topic while score intervals I5 to I8 (equal or below 0) would correspond
to non-relevant cases.
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